
 

Renewable approval pause period – stakeholder comments and 
responses 
 
Stakeholder responses  
 
Hi,  
 
We believe a hold on approvals only would be the best method of recourse for the pause. 
This allows continued investment via development and some continuity for developers that have works 
ongoing. 
Furthermore, the AUC should value those ratepayers that see significant benefit to the projects and 
relationships they have established to provide some certainty on progress. 
 
Thanks, 
 

 
 

Attn: Alberta Utilities Commission, inquiries@auc.ab.ca 

Thank you for seeking stakeholder feedback on implementing the approval pause for the moratorium on 
renewables development. I recommend approval hold only. The following is the rationale for my 
recommendation:  

·       the right of Albertans and the global community to a healthy and sustainable environment, a right now 
recognized by the United Nations; 

·       the urgent need to limit future global warning to avert the worst of the consequences of the climate crisis on 
human life and dignity;  

·       the critical role of renewables in achieving a carbon neutral economy; 
·       the role of Alberta as a leader in solar and wind power; 
·       my hope to minimize the impact of this moratorium on renewables development in Alberta; 
·       acknowledgment that while a stakeholder and policy review is clearly needed, the need for a moratorium has 

not been established and appears to be politically motivated; and  
·       an approval hold only response may minimize the potential for investors to withdraw from Alberta, and 

could expedite project initiation after the end of moratorium. 
  
Thank you for considering my feedback. 
  
Best Regards, 
  
  

mailto:inquiries@auc.ab.ca


 
 

 

August 7, 2023 

Dear Carolyn Dahl Rees, Chair of the Alberta Utilities Commission, 

In response to your August 3 announcement of an inquiry and pause on approvals for 
new renewable electricity generation, I would like to take this opportunity to submit 
comments. Thank you for seeking stakeholder feedback.  

I support the option of approval hold only. My rationale is based on my understanding 
that, of the options being offered, approval hold only will minimize the impact on 
renewable energy applications. I view this as important for reasons including the 
following: 

• Renewable energy plays an essential role in limiting global warming and 
avoiding the worst consequences of the climate crisis on human life and 
dignity. 

• Delays in approving renewable energy projects will result in more 
greenhouse gas emissions, which will infringe on people’s internationally 
recognized right to a healthy environment. 

• More drastic measures (complete or partial abeyance) would increase the 
likelihood that investors would withdraw from Alberta, slowing development 
after the end of moratorium. 

• Alberta is currently a leader in solar and wind power, which provides 
significant economic benefits. 

• The importance of a stakeholder and policy review is very real, but this 
does not need to result in a moratorium. 

Thank you for your time and for considering this feedback. 

Kind regards, 

 
AUC office: 
 
Stakeholder comments in regards to ‘R.E. Generations Approval Pause Regulation’ announced August 3, 
2023. 
 
Peace Energy Cooperative is a renewable energy investment Co-op developing small utility scale 
projects for community investment and ownership. We are days away from submitting our AUC 
application for a 4.99MW solar project near the town of Peace River, AB, under the Checklist Process. 
 
We are very disappointed to see this order-in-council restricting renewable energy development in 
Alberta on such short notice with no consultation.  
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.un.org%2Fen%2Fclimatechange%2Fright-healthy-environment&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3d881ab932e14e4cc4e508db97ada660%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638270544310567379%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=odoKYv1Z%2BTlUpSI5Z4doVRY0m%2F7zgplk%2FY3ryQ9hY4g%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.un.org%2Fen%2Fclimatechange%2Fright-healthy-environment&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3d881ab932e14e4cc4e508db97ada660%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638270544310567379%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=odoKYv1Z%2BTlUpSI5Z4doVRY0m%2F7zgplk%2FY3ryQ9hY4g%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pembina.org%2Fblog%2Falbertas-renewable-energy-advantage&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3d881ab932e14e4cc4e508db97ada660%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638270544310567379%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=v8ve0peKVyxO4m%2B8gtXASIYWBka2PAPKaALjAVbF%2B3I%3D&reserved=0


 
With solar, there are no toxic waste issues for end-of-project land restoration. In fact, our project is 
going to use the principle of Agrivoltaics to improve the fertility of the land upon which it is situated. 
Since the solar resource does not run out, the project restoration at end-of-life is simply to re-power 
with new more efficient equipment so that the facility will continue to produce clean power for many 
generations. If needed the equipment can be completely removed and fully recycled if the location were 
to cease operations. This plan is already accounted for in our project application.  
 
As a stakeholder, if this pause must take place, we recommend that the AUC use an ‘Approval Hold Only’ 
process. If applications must wait until February 29, 2024, there will be a large backlog which will greatly 
slow down the entire approval process. Projects which are essentially ready to go now, may end up out 
of place in a lengthy queue.  
 
Further, we also suggest that the AUC set the limit for this pause, from over 1MW, to over 5 MW. The 
Small Scale Generator Checklist Process is already simplified and streamlined for minimal impact 
projects such as ours under 5MW, and this pause will unduly burden this type of community level 
project.  
 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide stakeholder feedback.  
 

 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan in the Smoky River area. I would like to support the complete 
abeyance option because I am concerned about the birds in our area being affected by the windmills as 
our area has migrating birds …protected species like whooping cranes that I see fly over my house about 
only 100 feet up in the air. The proprosed  688 feet windmill would for sure be a problem. 
I am also concerned that our property value would decrease. 
I also have concerns regarding the noise pollution. 
 

 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I would like to express my uttermost gratitude for the recent pause on renewable energy generation 
approvals in Alberta and the necessary inquiries on such developments on Albertans farmland. 
 
Our community has many concerns about the enormous proposed windmills to be erected in our area of 
MD Smoky River 130, such as: 
- the cost to our province and community 
- benefits vs. Risk analysis 
- effects to our bird population (we live in a bird sanctuary and the proposed location of these turbines 
are in the direct pathway of the bird flight) 
- the destruction of good farmland 
- the eyesore it will cause to our natural environment 
- the actual, factual percentage of energy savings from these expensive, temporary, and non-recyclable 
parts. 
- the carbon footprint of fabricating and manufacturing these turbine engines, shipping them to 
northern Alberta, and then assembling them. 
- the cost of the above plus the maintenance to keep them going safely. 



 
- the number of abandoned turbine engines/ renewable energy projects Which have been abandoned, 
rendering unusable farmland and insurmountable debt to the province and communities (unwanted by 
taxpayers) 
-   The known and unknown health risks to the residents who live in close proximity to these turbines (do 
we have any legitimate long term studies without conflicts of interest?) 
- the devaluation of property in the areas close to the turbines 
- the consent of residents in the area have not been requested and should be required since they are this 
ones who will be most effected by the project! The private landowners who offered their farmland do 
not reside there nor farm there so they only profit without the risk, but not so for all the families 
surrounded by and surrounding the proposed project. I’m talking multi-generational family farms here. 
It’s inconceivable to me that they are not considered in such a massive project with major consequences 
to them. Air rights/env effects are just as important as land rights. 
 
There are so many things to consider, and it is my belief that the irreversible harms far out way the 
benefits to our community. 
 
My vote is for complete abeyance. 
 
Thank you for your consideration on this topic. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Good afternoon,   
 
I am weighing in as a very concerned rural landowner in Alberta. 
 
I am not in favour of expanding our current electricity grid to include any further renewable energy 
projects. 
I think we need to learn lessons from what has happened globally over the past 10, 20, 30 years and 
beyond.   
 
Over the past 10 years, 3.8 trillion has been spent globally on wind and solar  and yet fossil fuel use has 
decreased by only one percent.  It has gone from 82 to 81%.   
 
According to Johan Sollid, with Karnfull Energy DK, Denmark has invested over 50 billion euros (73 
trillion CDN) in wind and solar - mainly wind - since the 1970s and yet still obtain only 10% of their total 
energy usage from these unreliable energy sources.   
 
Because of the very poor energy density of wind and solar, and the intermittent, unreliable nature of 
these renewable sources I would like to see a complete abeyance of all renewable energy projects in 
Alberta going forward.   
 
Please do not send us down the path of unreliable, expensive electricity in Alberta.  Let's work toward 
continuing to make Alberta's oil and gas the cleanest, most efficient in the world.   
 
Kind regards, 
 



 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 



 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 



 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 



 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 
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processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 
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regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 
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landscape and future sustainability. 



 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 
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combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 
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Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 
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examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 



 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 
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Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 
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In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 
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comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 



 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 
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approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

--Dear Alberta Utilities Commission,  

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 



 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by the Alberta 

Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for new renewable electricity 

generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on 

this matter. 



 
Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders regarding the 

implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions of this nature have significant 

implications for our province's energy landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a comprehensive 
review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the 
current approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, ranging from the 

signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the limited input provided by 

communities on AEPA environmental referral reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements 

stipulated by the AUC. This combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to 

meaningfully participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to address these issues 

comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the efficacy of 

continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds 

with accepting applications and executes partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could 

imply that substantive changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient utilization of time 

and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that the decision to 

pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not only acknowledges the need 

for reform but also allows for a comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are 

thoroughly examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review that addresses 

the current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The ultimate goal should 

be to establish a more transparent, participatory, and efficient process that encourages 

meaningful stakeholder input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the AUC's dedication 

to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I look forward to witnessing the 

positive changes that will arise from this review. 

Sincerely,
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efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 



 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 



 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 



 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 



 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 



 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 



 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 



 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 



 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 



 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 



 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province.  At the moment, there simply is not enough in depth research as to 

whether or not we are moving forward with renewables in the best way 

possible. There needs to be a thorough evaluation into how the process is 

done, who is affected, whether the benefits outweigh the risks, and whether 

there are better alternatives than what is currently proposed. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 



 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 



 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address2: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca4c5b7449fc248a778b608db9a6ae06b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273556090670282%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=e71vfTsdKDmTc%2FMp%2FknGBkEGWNUmSBYdveU%2BYjjoV10%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca4c5b7449fc248a778b608db9a6ae06b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273556090670282%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tAoUeH89Uaj7hSuBRZoNgDOsuOjImpLNPhwiS15k6U4%3D&reserved=0


 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 



 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 



 

Many mistakes were made by other provinces as they rushed to adopt green 

energy sources. Alberta has the advantage of being able to learn from them, 

and should be able to provide a much better framework- one that leads the 

country.  Prudency and consideration are the backbone of setting the right 

policies, and cannot be understated. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 



 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 



 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely,  

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 
 
  I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by the Alberta Utilities 
Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation 
projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 
 
  Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders regarding the 
implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions of this nature have significant 
implications for our province's energy landscape and future sustainability. 
 
  In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a comprehensive review 
of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current 
approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 
 
  The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, ranging from the signing 
of lease options prior to public consultation, to the limited input provided by communities on AEPA 
environmental referral reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 
combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully participate in a cost-effective 
manner. 
Consequently, I believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 
address these issues comprehensively. 
 
  Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the efficacy of continuing with 
the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting 
applications and executes partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 
changes are unlikely. 
However, if substantial modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications 
would be an inefficient utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 
 
  In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that the decision to pause 
the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but 
also allows for a comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly examined 
and improved upon. 
 
  In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review that addresses the 
current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish 
a more transparent, participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder input 
and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our province. 
 



 
  Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the AUC's dedication to 
fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I look forward to witnessing the positive 
changes that will arise from this review. 
 
  Sincerely, 
 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission,  
 
I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by the Alberta Utilities 
Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation 
projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 
 
Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders regarding the 
implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions of this nature have significant 
implications for our province's energy landscape and future sustainability. 
 
In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a comprehensive review 
of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current 
approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 
 
The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, ranging from the signing 
of lease options prior to public consultation, to the limited input provided by communities on AEPA 
environmental referral reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 
combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully participate in a cost-effective 
manner. Consequently, I believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is 
necessary to address these issues comprehensively. 
 
Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the efficacy of continuing with 
the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting 
applications and executes partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 
changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all 
submitted applications would be an inefficient utilization of time and resources for both applicants and 
the AUC.  
 
In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that the decision to pause the 
approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also 
allows for a comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly examined and 
improved upon. 
 
In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review that addresses the 
current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The ultimate goal should be to 
establish a more transparent, participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful 
stakeholder input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our province. 
 



 
Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the AUC's dedication to 
fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I look forward to witnessing the positive 
changes that will arise from this review. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 



 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 



 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 



 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

As an engaged and concerned resident of Alberta, I am compelled to write in response 

to your recent stakeholder feedback request dated August 3, 202. I implore the AUC to 

swiftly terminate the ongoing pause and reinstate the approvals process for renewable 

energy projects. This hiatus serves no justifiable purpose, jeopardizes employment 

prospects for thousands, threatens to escalate electricity expenses for ratepayers, 

impedes the flow of billions of dollars in potential investment. Alberta's stature as the 

solar powerhouse of Canada is one to safeguard. 

With regard to apprehensions surrounding land reclamation, I would like to bring to 

your attention that solar sites retain their viability well beyond the lifespan of the initial 

panels. The overall footprint of reclaimable land is a fraction of a fraction of the 

reclamation required on abandoned wells, and can easily be addressed in lease 

contracts with the private landowners to suit their requirements. Additionally, I wish to 

highlight that the Government of Alberta has already laid down comprehensive 

Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations, directly tackling this concern. Addressing 

the concerns associated with land use, the AUC has strict provisions for environmental 

and biological studies and requirements. The choice of private landowners as to the 

productive use of their land is a decision made by them, not the government. It's the 

same as a farmer deciding to harvest wheat, canola or sunshine. Should the Government 

of Alberta and the AUC find it challenging to terminate the pause promptly, I propose 

that you continue processing new and existing applications that were already submitted 

before the pause. 

Thank you for your invaluable time and consideration. 

 
Camrose County has reviewed the pause options of: complete abeyance, partial abeyance, and approval 
hold only, outlined in your August 3, 2023 announcement and have made the following motion 
supporting Approval Hold Only. 



 
 

#259/23 D. SIMPSON - That Council provide a letter to the Alberta Utilities Commission 
(AUC) indicating that Camrose County support the Approval Hold Only option 
to reduce the potential economic hardships caused by delaying the process, 
minimizing the backlog that could be created by the delay and ensuring the 
existing public engagement work continues in a timely fashion for landowners 
adjacent to projects already in process. 

 

 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 



 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 
To whom it may concern, 
I, on behalf of Joss Wind Power, would like to express our support for the Approval Hold Only 
implementation of the renewables approval pause.  It is our opinion that, given the stated intent of this 
approval pause, renewables developers should be allowed to continue with applications at their own 
risk, and with the understanding that changes to the approval process could occur during this time. 
 
Regards, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 



 
Please find attached a letter from our President, XXXXXXXXX in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 2023. Please also find attached our Solar Siting Recommendations for 
Municipalities and Project Developers which are referenced in the letter from our President. 
 
The letter from our President states that, we respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. We believe 
the decision to pause renewable projects greater than 1 MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of 
jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will 
slow efforts to address climate change. 

Solar Alberta is a nonprofit society that has been in operation since 1991. We are an industry and 
community hub - serving over 900 individual and business members, and have over 20,000 followers in 
communities across the province. Our mission is to accelerate Alberta’s transition to a just and sustainable 

energy future. We understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 

•  

•  

• With respect to 

• land 

• reclamation 
• concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the 

•  original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, the 
Government of Alberta already has reclamation 

• Guidelines 
•  for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
•  

•  

•  

• With respect to 

• end of life 

•  concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management 
Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the 
majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

•  25 years, ARMA is ahead on this matter. 
•  

•  

•  

• With respect to 

• land use 

•  concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta 
has already created highly relevant 

• Solar 
•  Siting Recommendations (attached to this submission). 
•  We believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

•  

 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, we respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your Announcement). 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Caa735c875f5849eef9d808db9ac10e18%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273927122690717%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Pp8Mfmdw%2BTcM5VHAvW2z1kahb4%2BNPDJaH5d7EWGrSgE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Caa735c875f5849eef9d808db9ac10e18%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273927122690717%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Pp8Mfmdw%2BTcM5VHAvW2z1kahb4%2BNPDJaH5d7EWGrSgE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Caa735c875f5849eef9d808db9ac10e18%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273927122690717%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=kG4f5ml0BuFeEx11ERvqcJ4tAYb6wDGVVpz5fEsszlU%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Caa735c875f5849eef9d808db9ac10e18%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273927122690717%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=kG4f5ml0BuFeEx11ERvqcJ4tAYb6wDGVVpz5fEsszlU%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering our request. As an organization with critical knowledge and experience working 
alongside the public and industry to advance renewable energy in Alberta, we believe we are well-
positioned to amplify the voices of the community we represent. We look forward to continued discussion 
with you on these matters, and sincerely hope this discussion will continue without a pause on approvals. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission,  
    I am deeply concerned by the pause that has been implemented on approvals of new renewable 
energy project developments. I do not think the pause is justified. This has been applied to all projects 
that use wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and hydroelectric, while sparing fossil fuels. The arguments 
for this brought by the Premier (e.g. https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/danielle-smith-wind-
and-solar-moratorium-reasoning-1.6929617) are completely inadequate.  It is extremely hard to imagine 
a plausible justification for pausing approvals of all renewable projects (covering a wide range of types 
of projects) while allowing fossil fuel projects, apart from a nakedly political attempt to help fossil fuel 
industries by reducing their competition.   
   This is simply not how responsible governments behave. Responsible governments allow for free and 
open competition between and among corporations, implementing regulations on industries only to 
address specific, clearly identified issues. Implementing regulations specifically for political reasons will 
dramatically reduce Alberta's appeal to investors, not just in our booming renewable energy market 
which is directly affected, but also in other sectors of the economy which see that the government plays 
favourites and is willing to enact wholly unnecessary regulatory delays. 
   I request that the AUC reconsider implementing this pause. Please consider each proposed project on 
its own merits, and do not crush a thriving Alberta industry. 
   Sincerely yours, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada%2Fcalgary%2Fdanielle-smith-wind-and-solar-moratorium-reasoning-1.6929617&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5bac095762b243c05ada08db9acc91d6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273975690073529%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CCiNE55dsY7d%2FPSB4ZpBbnR7OvhLA9prbYCwo8eiuUc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbc.ca%2Fnews%2Fcanada%2Fcalgary%2Fdanielle-smith-wind-and-solar-moratorium-reasoning-1.6929617&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5bac095762b243c05ada08db9acc91d6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638273975690073529%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CCiNE55dsY7d%2FPSB4ZpBbnR7OvhLA9prbYCwo8eiuUc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C65efdca2c7334f7759f708db9adaae4f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638274036297156262%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Pgyyih%2BZannn4StDbrK7ghW6qbX1CPwsdAZpvOM0GZo%3D&reserved=0


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C65efdca2c7334f7759f708db9adaae4f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638274036297156262%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=LUr3JydvcNYunTTXXjH%2FYKUm11iHis5cR%2FjFgGZg7uc%3D&reserved=0


 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 



 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 



 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 
the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for 
new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I 
believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 
regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions 
of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy landscape 
and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a 
comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this 
option is rooted in the belief that the current approach necessitates a thorough 
re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 
ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 
limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral reports, 



 
and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This combination 
of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully participate in a cost-
effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a comprehensive review, 
conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to address these issues 
comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 
efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 
and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 
processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive changes 
are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually introduced, re-
evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient utilization of time 
and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 
the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not 
only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a comprehensive 
review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly examined and 
improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review 
that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval 
process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 
participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder input 
and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 
AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I 
look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this review. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Lake North Concerned Citizens Group and Affected Landowner 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 



 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 



 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 



 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 



 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 



 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 



 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 



 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 



 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C595ccb999fe446c2610a08db9b80bcf4%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638274749508451231%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Cd2jpnGiQ%2BPsyLUXGLM%2Fw2njQNQhqR3uqmepngRlOG4%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C595ccb999fe446c2610a08db9b80bcf4%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638274749508451231%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pZeCLpR0xR4yCyj%2BZJNYHfYH2WFtq2h7izpo%2BNVKqmA%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8d009d782462471fc8db08db9b810e73%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638274750875545233%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Dla7d%2Fx9H1n5z4E6OWP6vh8I0s4Q6epyWI3mvmt%2BTx8%3D&reserved=0


 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8d009d782462471fc8db08db9b810e73%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638274750875545233%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Bfa%2B63gRz2b47Y5KjFAp9RqP7pvgqNlV3vvzyRIAzk4%3D&reserved=0


 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 



 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 



 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 



 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 



 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 



 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
As an Albertan ratepayer and solar industry worker, I am writing in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 
decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of 
jobs (including those of young Albertans such as myself), will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, 
will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the 
solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, it should be noted that development often occurs on 
privately owned land and development permits are issued by the municipality.  

• If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

I request that you act on your mission to deliver innovative and efficient regulatory solutions and your 

impartial and objective values to act independently of political interest and in a manner that is fair and 

progressive to all Albertans. Thank you for considering my request. 



 
 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cff832834b23a40af134b08db9cc67f86%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276148586961245%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FV8zfuOOFDfKQ8nK9vBSgtIU5voGoZm%2BVVfAMrlXGFc%3D&reserved=0


 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 



 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Hi,  
 
In response to AUC's August 3rd announcement, I wish to express my support for the 'Approval Hold 
Only' option. Better yet, advance approval decisions to all projects in the queue but pause new 
applications. Pause to cease no later than Feb 29, 2024. 
 
Government and Industry need to work together on the approvals framework in order to harness 
mutual benefits. Developer investment in Alberta will cease if there is uncertainty. Just look over to 
Doug Ford's Ontario.. ie: The White Pines Project Termination Act and the cancellation of the LRP (July 
10th and July 5th, 2018, respectively). These actions created uncertainty. To this day, very little project 
development work is ongoing in Ontario and the manufacturing plants supporting these projects have 
shut down.  
 
Thank you, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 



 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8b826fed155344a6324008db9ceaabe8%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276303947173470%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vUnzycotoMDE%2BaiQPDKfDIBZetpdpElFAv3uEmfKG2k%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8b826fed155344a6324008db9ceaabe8%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276303947173470%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=7Dd8uaJBl1ATw1Z0AvJn1oUWru1a2hyI2rRtpxlrYMo%3D&reserved=0


 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 



 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 
threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 
dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 
powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I strongly implore that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd3edd6c4748a4dbd76db08db9d0856c3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276431371151878%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HOMD9Xs%2BuKq4P%2FdEth7%2BB9RtYXDCDjRsrGJwTfivNe0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd3edd6c4748a4dbd76db08db9d0856c3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276431371151878%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Rciqa1S8wVl85JFIWbxFShAyiuqbsTLGSt1xRjbu2dU%3D&reserved=0


 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

We also desperately need to diversify our economy for the prosperity of our citizens into 

the future as the demand for fossil fuels inevitably wanes. This decision puts Alberta's 

reputation as a great place to live and safe place to invest at significant risk.  

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4c5e336b6ab84ed25f0008db9d0c3d69%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276448126888779%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hHD1ujRdgJa7t3plLvFdJpfbDFF%2F7JAyPCOWWvMd%2Boo%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4c5e336b6ab84ed25f0008db9d0c3d69%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276448126888779%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=IW60dd6%2BePEQlaY%2F5m0%2BjZnj4XDFTrQX0npVT%2BbFvCY%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7e3a6adc638e4b7dcfba08db9d158660%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276488002220483%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=nf4AYtvL05083xTPKKLm22giWj3N3DdVAgmRb68ZFf0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7e3a6adc638e4b7dcfba08db9d158660%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276488002220483%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Unf88hhUjUDxkfvlzKOQKkvb6pnYAXPBRgBr1TX79RY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccfb13e7a0dff4728525708db9d15e724%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638276490075132805%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=4%2BWVXwrEC4H%2FvPLu2DCrTv5ovOt5UV%2B884%2BdlVOv70I%3D&reserved=0


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 

feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end 

the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects 

greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 

1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs 

for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to 

address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to 

maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 

remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 

significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of 

Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already 

piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of 

solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA 

is really out ahead on this matter. 
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• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation 

and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant 

Solar Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-

recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as 

these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 

pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing 

excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period 

(Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

> I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by the Alberta Utilities 

Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation 

projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

> Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders regarding the 

implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions of this nature have significant 

implications for our province's energy landscape and future sustainability. 

> In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a comprehensive 

review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the 

current approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 

> The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, ranging from the signing 

of lease options prior to public consultation, to the limited input provided by communities on AEPA 

environmental referral reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully participate in a cost-effective 

manner. Consequently, I believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is 

necessary to address these issues comprehensively. 

> Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the efficacy of continuing 

with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting 

applications and executes partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all 

submitted applications would be an inefficient utilization of time and resources for both applicants and 

the AUC. 

> In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that the decision to pause 

the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but 

also allows for a comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly examined 

and improved upon. 

> In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review that addresses the 

current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The ultimate goal should be to 

establish a more transparent, participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful 

stakeholder input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our province. 

> Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the AUC's dedication to 

fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I look forward to witnessing the positive 

changes that will arise from this review. 



 
> Sincerely, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Good Morning, 
 
I am typing this email in response to the Alberta Government’s pause on the development of renewable 
resources in our province.  I wouldn’t have given it much thought in the past but as of this February, my 
family and our newly purchased acreage were thrust  into the middle of the debate.   
 
We moved to our forever home in May of 2022, and in February of 2023, ABO Wind had an open house 
about their newly proposed wind project in the Smoky River MD.  The whole event has caused us to 
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meet our neighbours a lot faster than we expected, but in true rural folk fashion, they rallied around our 
little acreage that sits smack-dab in the middle of the proposed project.  We had never given much 
thought to wind power because we are quite comfortable with our oil and gas lifestyle, but the way of 
the world is changing so we joined with our neighbours to see what it was all about.   
 
You will likely get all sorts of letters citing pro’s and con’s of renewable energy and you are probably 
aware of both sides.  I have a different perspective.  I would like to share our experience. I would like to 
share with you how I think that this project has divided our community.  
 
It is my understanding that ABO Wind approached major landowners in 2018-2019 about signing 
contracts to have these turbines on their property.  Now, I agree that landowners do have a right to do 
what they want with what they own.  I come from a multigenerational farm in Saskatchewan so the 
independent ability to manage your land well is of significant importance.  But I am concerned about 
community perceptions in the renewable energy project process.  With other building projects within 
the community, landowners have to run project proposals by their MD council, the public is notified and 
there is opportunity for public debate This type of approach is better for community building.  The fact 
that landowners signed up years before the wind project was public knowledge has  caused a lot of 
suspicion among neighbours and to some extend, even within families.   Add to that nondisclosure 
agreements and the suspicion increases.  Open and honest communication is the best option in 
neighbourhoods, especially in rural neighbourhoods where we depend on one another.   
 
If there was the chance for open communication, then there might be better problem solving when it 
comes to the obstacles and objections to such significant projects.  For example, we are located next to 
a large chunk of crown land that has a transmission line running through it.  My husband asked ABO why 
they weren’t moving the project in that direction.  They stated that they would like to but the regulatory 
hoops that they needed to jump through was not worth the effort.  If all parties;  ABO, local 
government, provincial government, landowners and their neighbours were all aware of such issues, we 
may have corporately been able to come up with a solution that did not damage community relations 
while allowing the project to go ahead.  If given the opportunity, and maybe with some proper 
mediation, everyone would have come out the other side of the discussion with relationships intact.   
 
I am in agreement with a complete abeyance on renewable energy projects in the province of 
Alberta.  It is my hope that during your review of policy that you would keep in mind how policy affects 
relationship.  In our research about wind power, it has been the breakdown of relationship that has 
stood out the most.  Maybe it’s nostalgic thinking attached to  growing up in rural Saskatchewan that 
makes this such an emotional topic for me.   In rural setting you know your neighbours, you 
communicate with your neighbour,  you work with your neighbours and you help your neighbours even 
if you didn’t always agree with them.  It is part of the human experience.   Community is part of the 
human experience. 
 
Sincerely,  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

 



 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

I've also started an online petition that is gaining momentum fast, you can read it here: 

 

https://www.change.org/p/restart-renewable-projects-in-alberta-immediately?redirect=false  

 

Sign the Petition 
Restart Renewable Projects in Alberta 
Immediately! 
www.change.org 

 

 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change (not to mention, make us the laughing stock of the entire country). Alberta is the solar 
powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter.  

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

• Do you have these same concerns when it comes to orphan well clean up? If so, what are you 
doing to remedy this? 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9a5dfdce9e044c611c9808db9db885da%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277188083836677%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=YhJThgQdvqZH3HINKfVawcqH3wj%2FHxsWFTAMVdjoJbo%3D&reserved=0


 
climate change (not to mention, make us the laughing stock of the entire country). Alberta is the solar 
powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter.  

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

• Do you have these same concerns when it comes to orphan well clean up? If so, what are you 
doing to remedy this? 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. And most importantly, in a time of 

climate emergency this pause on renewable energy projects tells the world that Alberta is a 

failing petrostate that doesn’t care about the future of humanity.  

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9a5dfdce9e044c611c9808db9db885da%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277188083836677%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=4mI63E4y4zANkyXJoPEcz%2FmgV%2F9rTSIfy4EIOPAyGlE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9a5dfdce9e044c611c9808db9db885da%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277188083836677%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=4mI63E4y4zANkyXJoPEcz%2FmgV%2F9rTSIfy4EIOPAyGlE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9a5dfdce9e044c611c9808db9db885da%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277188083836677%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=YhJThgQdvqZH3HINKfVawcqH3wj%2FHxsWFTAMVdjoJbo%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to landreclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of lifeconcerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land useconcerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,   

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cde1da679bdd64e91aed808db9db92de9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277190916138495%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=keC199UDxuDpGcrT%2FpJ7b%2BsDxxYBx%2B1jhzb1ayZXt2k%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cde1da679bdd64e91aed808db9db92de9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277190916138495%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=U%2FzeoV4Ug7AKz%2FEzOulQVdAKT99mivY0W3doYWqy5Aw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2b3328b9ac2746f1f1f808db9dbdc5e9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277210625871416%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=4DkGzE9IJjHYtSPZ18Xqth4iz1ug4wRY3msm7HHCz7I%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2b3328b9ac2746f1f1f808db9dbdc5e9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277210625871416%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=4DkGzE9IJjHYtSPZ18Xqth4iz1ug4wRY3msm7HHCz7I%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Regards, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2b3328b9ac2746f1f1f808db9dbdc5e9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277210625871416%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=j9n2cubQIn2W%2FflqYCLVK8Yv6hfQ4SQYS7m0SzJlgOc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C702d8d1bed7343eb9e7a08db9dda432f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277333002900422%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=L%2Bji%2BSL%2FTeboBAHjxukTrv2KpGcnN3nCib822eOlgzY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C702d8d1bed7343eb9e7a08db9dda432f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277333002900422%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=m2UvPfhAXkrMkErAcaz6oNcr1HN3ob2gxfqVm0rHAM8%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 



 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0dfb4f07b77a4485438e08db9ddc3972%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277341413729457%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=SwTGqg8c10QCPoXdMlAzG5%2BL38%2B3PL7ysWlthyCUhaQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0dfb4f07b77a4485438e08db9ddc3972%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277341413729457%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=SwTGqg8c10QCPoXdMlAzG5%2BL38%2B3PL7ysWlthyCUhaQ%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
Thank you for considering my request.  
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0dfb4f07b77a4485438e08db9ddc3972%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277341413729457%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=0iNRfJZYjC8YLbrNDwXS4SxGk1fShwu0xDf7aJVG%2Biw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C6e20437f85d24e28ff7708db9ddca778%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277343250740994%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=AtCz%2BeSkpKpGo7QkD7FgSW67%2FtyQPTRHYIepZQbq%2FY8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C6e20437f85d24e28ff7708db9ddca778%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277343250897213%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Bl9ZYAgbbxoDxy6W22bq5azZ6eaNLCsSwccwHGtqBCY%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023 (see 1, below). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to 
pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW (see 2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, 
will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 
efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain 
our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address (see 3): 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C06304df7eca14535545008db9ddd9839%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277347298603774%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uhYleiftCs2NdGUU6Ict6yZ%2FG6bLCv9fZsn%2BR5o9MF4%3D&reserved=0


 

 

Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
    With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
    With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. 
 
    With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely,  

 

Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C23c221a22aeb49e7faf608db9ddfeed4%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277357347412891%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cCV9YYZtyM3OfST89Gue0fppvbbcrsyH4YWQSq8h%2BtY%3D&reserved=0


 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Hello AUC, 
 
This is my official letter that I am opposing to the implementation of the pause on approvals for 
renewable energy projects. 
 
I am heavily involved in renewable energy education in a post-secondary institution and this move will 
inevitably affect enrolment. When people are uncertain about an industry they don’t want to invest their 
time and money in it. 
 
This could result in me losing my job, but also instructors could also lose revenues. This can negatively 
impact each of the communities where I and those instructors live. 
 
I would like this to be my official feedback notice. 
 
Regards, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc35bc46786b94cc863c208db9de3d658%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277374109236445%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=eo1YvlMrf10WD%2Fe86zU9aJFGnBvZBc39nLnfLoMAkmM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc35bc46786b94cc863c208db9de3d658%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277374109236445%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Kx3ufmWXm25T2f5G9OsmdrZ6BSdhMJ1Bgzed1WtNyCM%3D&reserved=0


 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of the life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3da033989a3b4f3b380608db9de41085%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277375085465757%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=9xsLpKYY5X1vVDbQ8hajllNke%2BjSFOFwH0iLZqkQNGE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3da033989a3b4f3b380608db9de41085%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277375085465757%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=9xsLpKYY5X1vVDbQ8hajllNke%2BjSFOFwH0iLZqkQNGE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3da033989a3b4f3b380608db9de41085%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277375085621977%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tygEZRGJZLt5lozncmA41mKkQOiat9q%2FlYN29WNfc3c%3D&reserved=0


 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations that address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation, and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

I've made a video about the benefits of rooftop solar in Alberta. Please watch it to educate 

yourself. https://youtu.be/HAhvqkSHjBE  

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca602e023d89742e6adfd08db9de4377a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277375738472637%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=aOX4FdItaVM7wOl9LIaJTidsBaaN7VSrUx%2FgmJ%2BVgtM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca602e023d89742e6adfd08db9de4377a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277375738472637%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=xWhT%2BSSkPLlhqu47zhQgRaDFIFjomNpm%2F%2Flk8FEJ3zk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FHAhvqkSHjBE&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca602e023d89742e6adfd08db9de4377a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277375738472637%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1%2Bg%2BMcTjJTp1IWrdTI61zNmf6GZWVQeYfQVGS57p73A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7bff5bedfbfb4296f74708db9de44831%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277376017016005%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=7%2BGWhjCFkLqQxXwsURxPiRqxaKooH1CqlFrevPjAlHg%3D&reserved=0
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solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9e9bf2b39d9f462b13bd08db9de4bca6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277377975412392%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=e%2FAN9eXICv9hocsV%2FL5%2B9p3Mv2WTu6mHcsD%2BQHAeOCA%3D&reserved=0
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cccbff25177b744d8988108db9de55947%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277380599782978%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=WNCeplx3tjr5q5HleOCtMI8uEbDBEACDdT3dU329zlU%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cccbff25177b744d8988108db9de55947%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277380599782978%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=xi4iN8%2Bh3LVFtt4hQ1VcAguompqhQARGXVkRNij95sQ%3D&reserved=0


 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C80727cf4a81d4167546d08db9de559a9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277380609156293%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=yVT33r9z8FhcHUQHi5wehYatZB0pYOkn9TYSKBtymfM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1a777c29f4f54ea6321f08db9de58ffa%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277381517430241%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=asX9K95NqXDfPWRfZ7fF2nmAWJxWFZIqqM6x%2B%2F8BNBY%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1a777c29f4f54ea6321f08db9de58ffa%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277381517430241%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=K1YFE07wuRQw15RoZrUDxHIIxBlMS0cPyUJStpsLya4%3D&reserved=0
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 
change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. 
Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable 
Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar 
PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 
years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

 
Thank you for considering my request.  
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca1d2ef4c7eea4697006a08db9de82c42%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277392732436267%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=r%2FuIwHEyzOw%2B%2BVnbEYPiQjJ94VjHPln7ZVmbX8iJAok%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca1d2ef4c7eea4697006a08db9de82c42%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277392732436267%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=r%2FuIwHEyzOw%2B%2BVnbEYPiQjJ94VjHPln7ZVmbX8iJAok%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca1d2ef4c7eea4697006a08db9de82c42%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277392732436267%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CfyLUAb%2FO0IHC0LmWZNQcRcQcLhsjnjZrvn8rsDB5PE%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operationswhich address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce3676d0f64d645b86b3e08db9de9787f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277398303617951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=B8vLKEo7Ty4YuLAoppBUQ%2BKZJyr4IW3UmhptQD97JYw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce3676d0f64d645b86b3e08db9de9787f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277398303617951%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=rC9swIaRK4a2i%2FOd69s069VS%2FMl5wXMddJCS3emlQB4%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C88cdc8f75c1d4c03a1b008db9de9a2ed%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277399015364646%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=X7WpHQ9LOcnSo%2Bcgu1uqZ1dLMUPiD3JGgeXcpGE56n4%3D&reserved=0


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Alberta Utilities Commission 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdf6af185f8d6469a1ca508db9dea209e%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277401128577507%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pHoGKVuBBIYWVcgHmHzR%2BISmOI4zZOn3MegFdYHC9Zk%3D&reserved=0
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thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change.  

I belong to a solar energy cooperative in the Peace region, we were a week away from our turn to 

be reviewed through the AUC when this moratorium suddenly brought everything to an abrupt 

halt. We are proposing a small 5 Megawatt solar farm which would have meant jobs and clean 

energy for the Peace region. This pause is completely unnecessary and an added expense and 

burden to our cooperative. 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb405e06b94d44be83a7208db9deac73f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277404008214738%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Ad%2BSw%2Bp4z44pvSHe4Sw6OjrOqAy7ICTDvKvd3NAOgcI%3D&reserved=0
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thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc533825f4da640f68d8408db9deb0db6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277405116297134%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cTPvZXzZHs3vMm0MYyVLO%2BwMTSp%2Bp6WGbgKWnaGIl44%3D&reserved=0
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• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. This email is based on a Solar Alberta template, with some editing, but as 

edited it accurately reflects my individual opinion. 

The AUC should end the pause on renewable project approvals, and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. The decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, and may threaten thousands of jobs, could 

increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, could stifle billions of dollars in investment, and 

definitely will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 

and we need to maintain our competitive edge.  This "pause" casts Alberta in a very poor light to 

all except those who choose to deny or ignore global warming, the results of which have never 

been more apparent than this year. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
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reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. Additionally, 

any policy related to effective land reclamation for energy projects should address oil and 

gas reclamation issues as well, since they are much more serious today. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. These protocols 

could be adopted without a pause on project reviews and with minimal impact on 

approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Alberta Utilities Commission – inquiries@auc.ab.ca 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to landreclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
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• With respect to end of lifeconcerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land useconcerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  
 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 2023. 

As an employee of an electrical engineering firm that proudly works on renewable projects across the 

province, this issue is deeply personal as it may affect my income. 

 I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 

renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 

greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 

ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement).  

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, increase electricity costs 
for all ratepayers, stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
the Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
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Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cbf40eb7e678f46400a6208db9def3a8c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277423035255183%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=kf0Ya6uNmBDA74fRskNpY5cIuy4vSl7RDYRag%2F2SBj0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cbf40eb7e678f46400a6208db9def3a8c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277423035255183%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Fc9UpMW4%2BotpNllP%2BYaHLHPS3pfFmU8VaTPfyVFjgpA%3D&reserved=0


 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan land owner in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 

believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. The overall impact will 

have a negative effect on Alberta's economy in both the short and long term. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. In twenty five years, the existing solar panels could be replaced with 

more powerful ones in the same space. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already 

has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. There is a lot 

of misinformation about lifespan and recyclability of renewables drowning many corners 

of the internet. It cannot be permitted to hold Alberta back from a sustainable and 

prosperous future. 
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• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. I would 

point out there are dual usages for solar sites already. Smaller herd animals, and fowl 

control what is grown and use the panels to shelter from the sun. This works on Grade 3 

farmland and does not endanger market gardens or prime crop land. This in essence gives 

farmers two crops off of the same land increasing their profitability and reducing their 

electrical bills. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf29ebad210344dc23cc908db9defd057%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277425566986591%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=F1ULVg7TSQyhksXNAxNubm9dmhsOOwlyVo1GOTfdHZ8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C70f884462fdc4ddb1f4b08db9defdb0f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277425720865104%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=f9P7Rew7yT6%2Bbc5Agoi2YMwwfTzV3Cl%2FDdAoubYJ5ks%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1 MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1 MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 
Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely,  

 

With respect,  
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While the content of this email is a form letter, do not assume I am just lazily forwarding it.  Before 
finding this form letter I had already written to every Alberta MLA (and the Calgary Herald for what it’s 
worth). 
 
It is also extraordinarily ironic that Calgary is hosting Electricity Transformation Canada’s conference and 
exhibition this fall (electricitytranformation.ca). Wow. How awkward is that? 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,   
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C36c3ec93e26745e5b07e08db9df15b75%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277432171733593%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hI24tarXLEdkCKduO60HqhVLdjpvZdd6DBStISYE5uk%3D&reserved=0


 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
    With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
    With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. 
 
    With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ceb2066e1baf04798e4c608db9df1b0f9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277433615223401%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pRWdg7q8bXspzM0getwm9gOXhWfUusK3tBlXyo%2Blfvs%3D&reserved=0


 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
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solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C79a7dc62fa12497b6a6708db9df26454%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277436624682847%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=mlgj5PN%2BK9e8tPCZVj83jYKSTfu%2BsDHYpgee8unmefI%3D&reserved=0
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,  

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Caf6b5e03068c4697353208db9df46465%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277445207518494%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5zYt8URkk00s8sT8jZFEx8w4OLcqi9rO6QDZHKpuTDM%3D&reserved=0
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Canadian and former Edmontonian resident of over six years in response to 
your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the 
pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 
and you need to maintain your competitive edge, for the sake of staying relevant in this economy.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4d821399a0fe49efba0908db9df482a0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277445721489161%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tLEa5HsBnctQjG2AimbnnMLjEzHR27UwScfBOBxBOFw%3D&reserved=0


 
I've studied this kind of inaction, as imagined by Canadians and woven into existence during the mid-late 
twentieth century, based on cultural understandings of science and policy available at that time. It ends 
very, very badly. You're not playing with nuclear warheads but instead carbon emissions - less tangible, 
perhaps, but more immediately deadly to people worldwide. You don't need to push a button to initiate 
the apocalypse; it has already begun (just look at what has been happening in Canada this year, in 
Hawai'i, in the States...). In that light, how will you act? Things will only get worse from here. We have a 
chance to course-correct and only kill thousands, not millions. 

Okay, back to addressing the excuses you're making for inaction: 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request. I assume, though, that your offices will send me auto-replies and 
platitudes. Hopefully this will reach a human being with empathy and wisdom. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Canadian and former Edmontonian resident of over six years in response to 
your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the 
pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 
and you need to maintain your competitive edge, for the sake of staying relevant in this economy.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1455c3f7029b467de53008db9df594e2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277450442359946%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Cs4K%2B0tiWgzoOgj48IQuoGj8SmAEACV%2BkywtupzdXoE%3D&reserved=0
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I've studied this kind of inaction, as imagined by Canadians and woven into existence during the mid-late 
twentieth century, based on cultural understandings of science and policy available at that time. It ends 
very, very badly. You're not playing with nuclear warheads but instead carbon emissions - less tangible, 
perhaps, but more immediately deadly to people worldwide. You don't need to push a button to initiate 
the apocalypse; it has already begun (just look at what has been happening in Canada this year, in 
Hawai'i, in the States...). In that light, how will you act? Things will only get worse from here. We have a 
chance to course-correct and only kill thousands, not millions. 

Okay, back to addressing the excuses you're making for inaction: 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request. I assume, though, that your offices will send me auto-replies and 
platitudes. Hopefully this will reach a human being with empathy and wisdom. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. 

I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  
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I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, 

will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 

billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 

edge. 

 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly 

reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already 

has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this 

matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, 

the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse 

and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed 

today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this 

matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation 

and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 

Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I 

believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on 

approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 

applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 

 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
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investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf8f44f49a8f14b78d91108db9df72f94%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277457206456331%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hRsb5kmOifBUaQ2IKDbESnyaJoLbnsevoIC2ITDYOMk%3D&reserved=0
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 
threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 
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dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 
powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
Thank you for considering my request.  
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
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Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  
 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 
and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/.  
 
I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7a71b68b4b0349b4feab08db9dfca5b2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277480660054152%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=b9JZHc1HglfBZXggST%2FUChZRl0bvrABLjIQPQ76lAJM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdd0fcdccd98040a8d31008db9dfd53f7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277483590307520%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=b6Kk5uERXZ4gXQLWQJCOLziqyUWdFreeyzRKEcnHfqg%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

With the increasingly high cost of energy utilities to the average consumer, why are you 
penalizing Albertans for turning to solar/wind in increasing numbers, not only being financially 

responsible but attempting to decrease our energy footprint. As well as taking jobs from 
thousands of hardworking Albertans in the industry. Would you put a moratorium on the beef 
industry, oil companies? Your actions are hypocritical and autocratic, without input from neither 
those in the industry nor the general public.  

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023¹. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW² is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address³: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdd0fcdccd98040a8d31008db9dfd53f7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277483590307520%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=bx0%2Fccoi0a3a%2BYowuMVnJTWD%2BoyFet5EqxUaiCDFVFY%3D&reserved=0


 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

DEAR AUC MEMBERS,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1a177cfc3d1b4c90684c08db9dfdffca%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277486486816810%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=rzt3ri7RNCBTrd%2F4aZXaytxllTEXYAevRpP9TBfJVc4%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca5c1dc5e8f52463fb09b08db9dfe5c5d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277488024664640%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=2YDGSi%2B%2B%2FUh3C6%2BSs16SL%2FR0G9RvK6bRBDEDK%2Bpy%2FDk%3D&reserved=0
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C49abf797a7c14c4fe53b08db9dffe47d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277494606760146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ejdkxAqkXXbmVgiGNht1AOit38O0KBKDhSKjIu5d2C4%3D&reserved=0
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C49abf797a7c14c4fe53b08db9dffe47d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277494606760146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CXaPGSmA2mA27HO%2FGZJtk5xGrEnXvVmTP0OQprlk5Ts%3D&reserved=0


 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
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reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
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Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Good Day, 
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My family and I live on an acreage north of McLennan, Alberta. In light of the Generation Approvals 
Pause Regulation, I believe that complete abeyance for renewable energy applications should be the 
option chosen by the AUC. This would appear to be the only reasonable option to my mind as the 
Government of Alberta has made it clear they have concerns regarding the current regulatory 
framework around approval of renewable energy projects in Alberta and wish to have further inquiry 
into this issue, prior to moving forward with renewable energy development in the province. It would 
seem illogical, wasteful and counterproductive to continue with the approval process for these projects 
under the current regulatory regime when that regime will obviously be changing in the near future. 
Let’s allow the sought after inquiry to occur, analyse the attained data/information and determine 
required regulatory processes so we can all get on the same page and move forward together as 
stakeholders, government and industry on this issue. 
 
Thank you, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utility Commission,, 
 
I work in the solar industry.  I have developed curriculum and taught solar technologies classes for both 
NAIT and MacEwan University. A “pause” such as this immediately affects Alberta’s economy, innovative 
capabilities, reputation with potential investors and the ability to meet climate change mitigation 
targets. Alberta is endowed with abundant solar and wind resources. Renewables are the key to 
reducing ratepayer electricity costs.  
 
Where was the public consultation before the decision was made to pause renewable energy projects 
greater than 1MW in Alberta?   This is a drastic, uninformed, significantly damaging move! 
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Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain the competitive edge. Otherwise 
Alberta will be left behind as the US and many other countries around the world aggressively move 
ahead leaving Alberta with limited options using expensive, polluting natural gas. 
 
End the pause now.  If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 
pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your 

stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully 
request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe 

the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is 
unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs 

for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 
efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to 

address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar 
sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, 

and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy 
infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority 

(ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 

Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this 

matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already 

created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on 

approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end 
the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and 

existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the 

pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

Please do not be UCP political puppets in a fight against Ottawa. 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects.  

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, 

will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and 

will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we 

need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
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Should this foolishness continue, perhaps the world needs to put pressure on us like they did 
with the seal fur trade back east. 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request. Please take this seriously and have a decent week.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
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investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
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reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 
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• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a very concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 

believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
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Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operationswhich address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned (and pissed off) Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 

feedback request, dated August 3, 20231.  

I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals 
for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. 

 Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
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• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/.  

 

I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C32d3895512eb4771efff08db9e0bc7cb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277545687404655%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hC5VjWV2yGrYX0rsadLjW9NFYjqnlMwQ5dPn7Skl7NU%3D&reserved=0
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With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
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projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
I’m writing today to ask you to end the moratorium on renewable energy project approvals 
immediately. The rational for this measure is flawed and clearly political.  
 
1. The renewable energy companies weren’t consulted about the proposed moratorium to see if the 
issues could be addressed without a moratorium. That’s bad policy and will turn international investors 
away from Alberta. 
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2. The concern about guarantees to clean up renewable energy sites that have reached end of life is a 
red herring and I think you know it. Oil and gas reservoirs may run dry but the sun and wind don’t have 
this problem. When equipment reaches EOL a renewable energy plant can be re-powered by replacing 
the EOL components, like solar panels or turbine blades. Furthermore the contracts between the 
landowner and the power company will have provisions for land reclamation should the landowner 
decide not to extend the contract. Of course you know that, but if you don’t... it could easily be verified 
without a moratorium. 
 
3. Renewable energy projects do consume agricultural land, but it is the landowner's decision to convert 
a portion of their property into an income generating business. That’s their right. I also think you 
understand that even if renewable energy reached 30% of the generating capacity in Alberta, the land 
consumed would be a small fraction of the farmland in Alberta, less than 1%.  
 
 
This is clearly an attempt to slow down a booming industry for the sole purpose of protecting oil and gas 
companies. As an Albertan that supports diversification of Alberta’s energy industry, I can’t believe the 
short-sightedness of this decision. It’s damaging the Alberta economy and costing jobs. It’s damaging 
Alberta’s reputation as an entrepreneurial province where governments don’t interfere with thriving 
businesses. 
 

The Alberta Utilities Commission regulates the utilities sector, natural 
gas and electricity markets to protect social, economic and 
environmental interests of Alberta where competitive market forces do 
not. 
 
The renewable energy moratorium will damage the economy. The environmental interests of Alberta 
are better served by renewable energy that fossil fuels. I hope you agree that global warming is caused 
by the burning fossil fuels and will continue to have worsening environmental impacts in our province. 
The social interests of Albertans are also tied to renewable energy. Every Albertan understands that our 
economy needs to diversify to smooth out the boom / bust cycle of the oil and gas industry. Renewable 
energy will lower the cost of electricity for Albertans and help relieve energy poverty. Electricity costs 
are lower during the day when renewable energy is supplying the grid. I think you know that too. 
 
Please consider your mandate before making any further reckless decisions and don’t be afraid to 
reverse this very bad choice you’ve made. We all understand where it’s coming from and I’m pretty sure 
Albertans aren’t going to put up with it. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision 

to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, 

will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and 



 
will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we 

need to maintain our competitive edge. 

 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

 

With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 

protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
    With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
    With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. 
 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 
    With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0ebe68b9a82f4e84bb0f08db9e11547d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277569500463997%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Bg8nTI7bnIkab5vrjGMUaxDsT9Jr%2BormxfSudCCLl5A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1c29d7b84cea406cacaa08db9e11ab2a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277570944422710%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ZWupMjKxujCKE8cSwOoqz%2FIbq%2FwL7%2BAsbuQQF%2Br3tBc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1c29d7b84cea406cacaa08db9e11ab2a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277570944422710%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=b%2Fmhs20Vb50C15vs7o%2F6qa9%2BCYxrqzDKLkVmLXOCAAg%3D&reserved=0


 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

As a concerned Albertan, I am responding to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 

20231. I respectfully request the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

Pausing approvals during the inquiry period will cause unnecessary damage to Alberta's 

reputation.  It will stifle billions of dollars in investment, threaten thousands of jobs 

for Albertans, lead to increased electricity costs for all ratepayers and slow efforts to address 

climate change. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, solar sites will remain viable well past the 

end of life of the original panels, the panels can be replaced and the site continue to 

operate, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The 

Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

 If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing applications, deferring 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdb09511a1a8a411a88ae08db9e13d017%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277580168542906%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8vZTRtfMYBOiZ0ApDsxOmAug7JLuBRSEubTA3ualT1A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdb09511a1a8a411a88ae08db9e13d017%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277580168542906%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8vZTRtfMYBOiZ0ApDsxOmAug7JLuBRSEubTA3ualT1A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdb09511a1a8a411a88ae08db9e13d017%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277580168542906%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=lzMnAVtKtHyh4c0%2FSwp%2F2vHRWicXBOK8KNcqDEuxa%2Bs%3D&reserved=0


 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

There is no clear reason why these land reclamation issues are anything like as significant 

as those relating to existing oil and gas operations. 

• As a member of the Alberta Liabilities Disclosure Project, I am acutely concerned with 

possible environmental liabilities, as has been the case with conventional and oil sands / 

mining projects in Alberta and elsewhere. Prompted by multiple negative reports of the 

Alberta Auditor General, Alberta Environment is currently working on an improved and 

more rigorous financial security program, and this could be applied to renewable energy 

projects. With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse 

and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today 

will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I encourage you 

to review and adopt protocols such as these, and without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my comments,.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023.  I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C769d74392ea54633ddd708db9e14a961%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277583816479633%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Mjfm77IL%2BMNfeeUiip%2FMRDuo1BuE9RErqYNNOWNDwMA%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C769d74392ea54633ddd708db9e14a961%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277583816479633%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cw9AJE1X9BptdomuX6HEd%2BAGGTAyWye9vuceiIoQZIQ%3D&reserved=0


 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0a8e8595cdb04046282a08db9e1501bd%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277585291995095%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=UMoeT8X6klPOrYnp3IONR0EKU36X8xW9UdyvQYJ20Vc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C158a26e2d7ad41d4e3c508db9e15ea30%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277589190205163%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8LHKX896SMUF2eM2OiNA82UIt4FYORX%2B9wJIf4TZZ2c%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision 

to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of 

jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, 

and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and 

we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C158a26e2d7ad41d4e3c508db9e15ea30%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277589190361374%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=U%2FBO5cWWvoaGpOlLl2FBABJD49T%2BVTdblIA0o5cZ0TE%3D&reserved=0


 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 

protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4179ec85046a4d05747808db9e18cc97%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277601580631720%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=s75s2zvnqGmIIXCvMM7pS2TtP0Nq77VFI%2FuCAZbI8L0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4179ec85046a4d05747808db9e18cc97%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277601580631720%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=oXO2kbgIWAyxe%2FAN39hUkY8RcRzd8enm5fLH60aVHyE%3D&reserved=0


 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd3d9498faa314f34ebe308db9e1c2ce6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277616076461553%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=z0Vw0cO6eIa8wumokx5nW9p3vswFZzjibhQkfyO6r1s%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd3d9498faa314f34ebe308db9e1c2ce6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277616076461553%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=T6Z66uo4sFX0TRl48Y%2BNiVOndGvNBSiH5Cy2b7X41QQ%3D&reserved=0


 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/.  
I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C75c3ffe5de7344ff052808db9e203ffc%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277633578323605%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CHHbOlmJVVvnXPhaL4MuktvsWGeDDSQVciWKbQPefAk%3D&reserved=0
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Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

 

I am writing in response to your stakeholder feedback request dated August 3, 20231, as a 

concerned Albertan resident. I believe the decision to pause approval of renewable projects 

of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 

electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 
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efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need 

to maintain our competitive edge and further diversify our economy. If the Government of 

Alberta and AUC are unwilling to end the pause on approvals, which I believe it should, I 

believe that the AUC should continue processing applications for renewable energy projects 

in the meantime (pursue the third option in your announcement, "Approval hold only"). 

Partial or complete abeyance of new or existing applications will introduce uncertainty for 

those working and/or investing in the renewable energy sector while the inquiry is ongoing. 

 

Below is my rationale, which seeks to address the concerns listed in the AUC chair's letter to 

Minister Neudorf on July 21, 20233: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 

land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe 

you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this matter. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
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Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd31e29ee5b9b44f0c09908db9e31d5dd%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277709112875442%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=7YGMpzU5ufbeZo1BXm2q2IDEI1FjzzsyE3m4o4dmAtY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3ad0903e05fa4bc6549908db9e434b6e%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277784087524709%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=dMAA8FRBEWWWOhwoq%2FeBiz7HUeVD07tEFIGHKvSC70k%3D&reserved=0
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C88fc84073ca64c0f5ed708db9e4d27ac%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277826442250310%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=lMAZqO9c51rXYc1gYyex9tM9ike15dKtcvqthSwHzRw%3D&reserved=0
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I request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable 
energy projects greater than 1MW.  

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd82c446276cb4bea3ae308db9e527669%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277849234866045%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wGPJ37k9UmaY%2BPdPJyfHH1eKBj9BR%2F7XxrdRg4g8jOM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd82c446276cb4bea3ae308db9e527669%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277849234866045%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=3%2BMEFsR89%2Fc92jUvbggVA7dK9L54cANnOR0qFBEsdF4%3D&reserved=0


 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C24f016052427439ab15708db9e556622%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277861854312690%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pnBZeFbSAaF6IlGo41gmZa0SbFHSnmq4vPlCqrltaSY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C24f016052427439ab15708db9e556622%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277861854468915%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GHAJUmj49teM7lycIyKF44wyIGywLz9WQqfeOJatwZw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cffa6143b5aa646d087ad08db9e562a7d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277865149189326%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ezQIbqHTCFhrdpKhZFzy%2FzmNQV8CnCGkEwfOoS8jbUI%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cffa6143b5aa646d087ad08db9e562a7d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277865149189326%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=dPNVHKSCXFRO0uDHMUzK%2BKc3SE4ZOL5eFKnNqNjUzD4%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C19ee2abe37e4476d76a908db9e57b099%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277871689893691%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MwwTHDDXWteDHbAi8899ZxkCQE0JNJ%2BNZ3IgdnBvtk8%3D&reserved=0


 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 

edge. 

I understand that you have several concerns you are seeking to address: 

*With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 

end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 

The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 

address this matter. 

*With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 

Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 

the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 

ahead on this matter. 

*With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 

such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb8309900dd184bb31e9708db9e594315%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277878454614424%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=XJFPcyXljENb%2FGp8KC4wIbpMdmrgOSSKjYbxyN2K27M%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb8309900dd184bb31e9708db9e594315%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277878454614424%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=2GW4siU%2FsdkVwHgzFjHAzdI4zQQ0WjZPT2ypiyPivk8%3D&reserved=0


 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cad9723efee7e4c92412e08db9e5ab5b9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277884673338782%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=oVFjvkkxnsmz200MYkdjLeAZs7HaAq1kBdq7ba2RUdw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cad9723efee7e4c92412e08db9e5ab5b9%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277884673338782%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=nR2kosRIw0MdkGqoB6%2FNIpVP%2By69qjqyCJqyLYCQTXU%3D&reserved=0


 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023 (1). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW (2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address (3): 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc188ad2846c34ff6449d08db9e5d6ad7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277896296561485%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FNK7OhHV1GlvTow4xrmCnu83cJjPy87JUpTSmaLDo5Q%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc188ad2846c34ff6449d08db9e5d6ad7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277896296561485%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=jt6vOrLg%2BAqCTNHD3t4l43kBnFuQJSMWIeNsw1dP094%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cacefdb5e7b4f4693432308db9e5edfea%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277902554344590%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=huN5U5gZ5%2FqZGENIF%2BmQcNsOQgAYoN1NzQfLXSbUcCU%3D&reserved=0


 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Hello, my Wife and I are extremely supportive of the growing solar industry in Alberta. We need to 
remain at the leading edge of this technology which is rapidly changing energy systems world wide. We 
agree with the following feedback letter. Our home system is a 9.6kw ground mount solar array.  

-------- 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd6ed6d3d5cf04b2a74aa08db9e60ebe3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277911333702040%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2FjuqcJzg7W0889egaSkBlLPWccpDaUjHmZ8VrdxVOq0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd6ed6d3d5cf04b2a74aa08db9e60ebe3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277911333702040%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2FjuqcJzg7W0889egaSkBlLPWccpDaUjHmZ8VrdxVOq0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd6ed6d3d5cf04b2a74aa08db9e60ebe3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277911333702040%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Ys63UXssL9Ha9bmIlBajVteqhbr3u%2B31qdDZK4f8LIk%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operationswhich address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,   

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C312ef262cd074485909f08db9e610f21%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277911938905581%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=W7GukLHUmASZnWepgl8HHN1I6csRxWZ8lApoUfUUpuc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C312ef262cd074485909f08db9e610f21%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277911939061816%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=eekCqZIdoaAX8e2Z9j0XXF%2FgeCR8hwKR5U35Z0UeJRo%3D&reserved=0


 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9f977205223743a4bad308db9e61f627%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277915818519320%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wOQnw1TTIvL3lyoDL8HQzXkq64pbs8YtnDEKEFjx5HI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9f977205223743a4bad308db9e61f627%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277915818519320%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=kkV0xxJx4jIL9W1Dlp%2BY4m63LpWshYi%2BjAeCneVUGE4%3D&reserved=0


 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear People at The Alberta Utilities Commission 
 
On behalf of all the trees burning up, people dying from 

heatwaves and catastrophic flooding, I am requesting that you end the pause on 
approvals for renewable energy projects please. 
 
As you probably know many are questioning the ethics of pausing approvals at this 

time.  
 
thank you 

 

 

DEAR AUC MEMBERS,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf8ce3ceb63c24ad1ec9b08db9e62388f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277916924412919%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=WwwIUsDIjnyLNQsUdtPztooipQxlcKK07%2BhW1zeU%2BnU%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I'm a huge supporter of renewables in Alberta, and I have a 5.56kwh solar system on my home in 

Calgary!  I've also talked my friends into putting solar on their homes and we are all loving our 

systems.  I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231.  

I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals 

for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 

electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 

efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to 

maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7d67a3b85ecc4a07119908db9e63cda8%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277923721000380%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=JMWUiMOCgsOxSQ1YYm%2BstdVhux7%2BHS%2BZHo%2BkeD6iLvs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7d67a3b85ecc4a07119908db9e63cda8%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277923721000380%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=xwSvCJFb2xD5oDQrGGZiL2HU407alJ6ubsyA3KjFB64%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C6a4a8c3be5104636e16308db9e6423f4%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277925163240714%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=IfSmuujPluOS6XshJAlUlLyFQpDeQO5CFiKS%2FY97rf4%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 Dear AUC Members,  
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 
dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to 
pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will 
increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 
efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to 
maintain our competitive edge.  
I understand that you have several concerns you are seeking to address:  
With respect to land reclamaon concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past 
the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamaon needs. 
Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamaon Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
operations which address this mater.  
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar 
PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operaon for well over 25 years, 
ARMA is really out ahead on this mater.  
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Sing Recommendations: 
htps://solaralberta.ca/solar-sing-recommendaons/ . I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals.  
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the ban on green 
energy, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing applications so 
they can be approved as soon as possible once approvals recommence.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C6a4a8c3be5104636e16308db9e6423f4%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277925163240714%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=RHUnGjGTknC0uiB%2FiPMs%2BagHwvRsaE2BHl6QFEr9qGU%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1 MW.  
Please consider the attached letter. 
 
Best regards, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C37c14261874642be94ea08db9e656836%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277930609912542%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=g0FtqFQfrBGeA3UsQBmmmCF9l2bvzrPCemKI68Bxors%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C37c14261874642be94ea08db9e656836%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277930609912542%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=JshJ%2FVQZAeMM0%2BCWCCUeRdyUhxdn8vRemeLlGPN%2F8GI%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb5bad5045c1d4518622a08db9e657c2c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277930950476253%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=peE1aTQntZrmYHc8ql5wbS7j2IoqQvQEmYEwR7EFCTI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb5bad5045c1d4518622a08db9e657c2c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277930950476253%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=OhZWrmqw6LdiOO7dtvW9wJpCeA%2FSd8bHwTMD0gS2ha4%3D&reserved=0


 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccc7e356f3fcf44af486008db9e668f83%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277935552147461%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=aSnZqEAQYk1FWVJdsFqAFV69ukcA1qmggQZAyGakPxQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccc7e356f3fcf44af486008db9e668f83%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277935552147461%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BoMLqK3C3Hm%2BfI08FQRUCKafuEuc9iWoWEZjP4cqASM%3D&reserved=0


 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident and worker in the Alberta renewable industry in 

response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request 

that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy 

projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 

1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 

ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 

edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9260769a981b41843b9e08db9e676d9a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277939292103660%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=0iN6opa3NXUxekzLmIn9F8zI6%2FRI3mjxgy8v2wsl60Y%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9260769a981b41843b9e08db9e676d9a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277939292103660%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qbAb7jajBGlgpuKOFAyjBh7Ye6dTdL7x7%2B3xjWj0bTs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C54b88594eef6401a4c0e08db9e67919b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277939895900943%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2F%2Ft%2B4gsDYso%2FyQ%2BrIXlst8WkXJehaihL1uAx7QwmD8Y%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe 
the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C54b88594eef6401a4c0e08db9e67919b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277939895900943%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ks3bAURFD8mXAN57As%2FgCnIdWsCjmOwLhRHpjBSOgtM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C636d40fc914f4154332608db9e681a8f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277942193299563%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zvZjKC50tZDCPtSwou5BLGmV3vo9vSojSZWQrY%2FeyvY%3D&reserved=0


 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Regards, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce434564ede464d0dc7c408db9e6969e2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277947817288279%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=fiY18LbWr2p7R0OBWM6%2FNezzqpcnOvKY62znHyPO3Dw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce434564ede464d0dc7c408db9e6969e2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277947817444477%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=E4ox1H0CgeqkdqBJzB372F4CgRvQo2BBHhY1WCmzlQg%3D&reserved=0


 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
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thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C013d58d81c1547cedc6b08db9e6a00c0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277950356363254%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=PpPKAN%2F5Z9gyUxHF0bZKj1wDTIZd9S3e9HCiP%2BSXVS4%3D&reserved=0
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2c06ec6a229f45cd3f1808db9e6a52e2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638277951854374972%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=eqsLgy%2F3%2FCsqVtQwPx%2BsiXTqq5gqqGBpUmrcIimU1LI%3D&reserved=0


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023(1) . I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW(2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address(3) : 
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    With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
    With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. 
 
    With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
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With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request, I hope you will look out for the best interests of Albertans and 
not just the oligarchy of oil companies. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
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Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
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With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as someone who has just moved to Alberta from Vancouver and was initially excited at the 
province's potential for renewable energy development. I think it could serve as a promising way for 
Alberta to slowly shift away from depending so much on oil and gas for its economic wellbeing, and the 
renewable energy sector presents an opportunity for economic growth and more jobs for Albertans. So 
you can imagine I was disappointed to hear about Premier Smith's pause on renewable energy projects.  
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In response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 2023, I respectfully request that the 
AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 
1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 
threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all Albertans, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the renewable energy 
powerhouse of Canada and it would be foolish not to make use of its natural advantages. Please, don't 
let Alberta miss out on this opportunity to be a world leader in this field! 

 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

A am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, and will stifle tens of 

billions of dollars in investment. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to 

maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

I am disappointed that all the options were for some amount of pause because it really isn't 

needed. However, if the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end 

the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 
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applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 
you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 
stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 
sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 
like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 
decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 
stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 
1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 
necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 
viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 
process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 
adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 
concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 
requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 
that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 
Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 
transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 
these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 
potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 
Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 
conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 
reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 
eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 
to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 
AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 
that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 



 
pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 
for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 
examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 
renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 
establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 
fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 
development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 
applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 
for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 
as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 



 
The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 



 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc6453424c01c44a31f2008db9e782569%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278011085575627%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uLOcQPpIVOy0tgGLtTn7p8e9OL7daAj%2FEnWmvtPHUO0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc6453424c01c44a31f2008db9e782569%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278011085575627%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=VOWKzZG1W2Ky%2BLQc3rpSvqELXf1agYMG3%2FCPHYP0oos%3D&reserved=0


 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 



 
for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

Maurice Lemay 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 



 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
PS; I personally work in the Wind Energy Sector on the maintenance side. If there are any questions for 
someone with boots on the ground, do not hesitate to ask. 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

END THE PAUSE ON RENEWABLES APPROVALS IN ALBERTA 
NOW 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge.  Alberta is the energy leader in Canada, 

with incredible resources which include abundant solar and wind (along with more traditional 

energy resources) and is in a position to become a world leader in clean and renewable energy 

technology.  Let’s not inhibit this incredible opportunity!   

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C076b89318a74402f31e408db9e78edbe%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278014457937523%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ytdWob0ocnyesyZo6%2BSqzR0y3sHkqNaVkvVyt6qBT0M%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C15441b5ae1474ea4477a08db9e794011%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278015839095097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1lMr%2BVatjL0mOf7MERwvLqGulZHn9oa9F4rNmGyn4Nk%3D&reserved=0


 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C15441b5ae1474ea4477a08db9e794011%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278015839095097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=7M%2F3i9oCKfebUC4Ov6Mm6zz0koqHwt4aI7ROyGbHeQ0%3D&reserved=0
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC),  

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 
you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 
stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 
sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 
like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 
decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 
stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 
1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 
necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 
viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 
process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 
adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 
concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 
requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 
that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 
Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 
transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 
these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 
potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 
Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 
conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 
reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 
eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 
to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 
AUC. 



 
Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 
that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 
pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 
for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 
examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 
renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 
establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 
fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 
development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 
applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 
for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 
as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5d559fd5d3d241e7422a08db9e7b8dd0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278025734814379%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=z5YuAA2KDknb5hBgY0k%2FwZiHmtxcqtq8%2BX4pP73je9o%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5d559fd5d3d241e7422a08db9e7b8dd0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278025734814379%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=z5YuAA2KDknb5hBgY0k%2FwZiHmtxcqtq8%2BX4pP73je9o%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
The Town of lnnisfail has several concerns related to the enacted pause on AUC 

approvals for renewables projects over l MW. The Town is currently preparing an AUC 

application for an approximately 2 MW ground mount solar system to be constructed 

on a brownfield site within the Town's Industrial area. This project is intended to utilize 

lands that are not suitable for any sort of industrial development and will serve as a 

stable, non-tax revenue source for our community. To date the Town has invested over 

$100,000 in plans and studies to fulfill the approval process. The project was intended to 

begin construction in mid-2024.  

It is the opinion of the Town that projects of this nature should not be subject to the 

pause due to the location (brownfield, non-agricultural or environmental lands within an 

urban environment) and scale of the project (6 acres). Projects of this scale are not 

impacting the supply mix of the grid and this project will remain on publicly owned, 

municipal lands for the lifespan of the project. The Town is requesting a review of the 

project parameters subject to the pause to consider smaller projects on non-agricultural 

lands for exemption.  

In addition, the AUC should only be placing approvals on hold as opposed to a full or 

partial abeyance during the pause period to avoid a backlog of processing once the 

period has expired.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on this issue. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5d559fd5d3d241e7422a08db9e7b8dd0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278025734814379%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cELHhKcIrpDX1UciGLFdyBQzwcNeLOrlgcYlwfvLWyE%3D&reserved=0


 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
  
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe 
the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
  
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
  

•      With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

  

•      With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, 
the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8a346a6c5fc24265fab608db9e7c7967%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278029689883409%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cCKakFln9rlZ4FYsau2x9GPKzZRSu%2Bv57dq25RLvP8w%3D&reserved=0


 
recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will 
be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

  

•      With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

  
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
  
Thank you for considering my request.  
  
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe 
the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C31faefc0be5b4d6732ea08db9e7df564%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278036056237164%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8Yr5WNZxqsVW9xof7XdcswOeRWEOM8L35SDu%2B7NGWa8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9dbd24b791424c8be6e208db9e7fc35d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278043807368104%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5f8yPElmcAqDqMl8Vw27BMg66algD1JW%2Fk%2BoCkDMwNQ%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
    With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
    With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. 
 
    With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cda5daabb767546704ba208db9e7fe79d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278044412415407%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=iS%2BbPgIIsR0oQTTxr4iJPyHl0aIsGN3yXfVo%2BaEVKLg%3D&reserved=0
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8d9dd358c16c40efb9c508db9e809f32%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278047492959676%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=j7b8aACIQy3P85vs0GxO5ILZFy108t2LHzqc50Hmeds%3D&reserved=0
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With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, solar sites will remain viable well past the 

end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Minister Neudorf & AUC Members,  
 
I am writing to you as a concerned Albertan resident and business owner in response to your 
stakeholder feedback request dated August 3, 2023[1]. I respectfully request that the AUC end the 
pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
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believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW[2] is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 
and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address[3]: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of the life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
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reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb3ba556dd3cf430be04508db9e866e65%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278072448472813%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=i2u84e9IOeZ%2BdsL1fdB1vM4%2BDLeDJ6sK99jksLzcuGE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb3ba556dd3cf430be04508db9e866e65%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278072448472813%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=SjrCShrUoLsoOTwu%2FGCtJ08uN7QosyrQlWNm6zB2gwk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C398c2c9d13db4e004c4c08db9e86f943%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278074774460260%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5cfJvCQVo2DWvYdK5pqDdyKREJmZKD7L1AbWiidqEZA%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1 MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1 MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C398c2c9d13db4e004c4c08db9e86f943%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278074774460260%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BQhb1DznA2yPE0FZQ0iyWgJPTmvWbgc2pS%2FpizMsnNE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C12a567c89881446fbd0408db9e877c28%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278076975001573%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MIW94UzjY4ob%2F2u0FGyTe%2BFOyu4OOdkPifjVD0rlZpc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C12a567c89881446fbd0408db9e877c28%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278076975001573%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5S3tRNVPHjQUJ%2B0pCkil82ZbaUJ5EhKcCmOGIo3sh9U%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

• If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C155794165d9348c1378208db9e881696%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278079565160005%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=bgcUu06Suxj1dWPVB3Alq7sNRt9WxjLEdTxlGio7OrE%3D&reserved=0


 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

Alberta is supposedly a land with a frontier spirit and a leader in both discovery and 
innovation.  A province that espouses a belief in competition, free market and small 
government.  I'm not requesting that you give any advantage to any type of energy generation 
or express support for any other political agenda.  Just get out of the way and allow fair 

innovation and competition in our energy spaces to help grow job opportunities and improve 
the standard of living for all Albertans. 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C423e6e782fdd408e6aad08db9e881a1f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278079625930199%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HQwPgRL0tkY6sYxMDXP6pPz4vkAJQmpNsAGFIfcoCNk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C423e6e782fdd408e6aad08db9e881a1f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278079625930199%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=XwJ9wfRW4LT4lWfrcr%2BunqJyewT0x6EPeJUsGct1Faw%3D&reserved=0


 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change.  

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cac9e81d241e043b17a2508db9e881d7b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278079705290762%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CSCaOnTJlGYp2q3ed8JIg85XIk%2B9jWKDk93hz%2FvWtC8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cac9e81d241e043b17a2508db9e881d7b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278079705290762%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=A561cr6X3FKkksVSf94JXo27PDKzzlgPUNLrTjML1x8%3D&reserved=0


 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C38214bebcaa7475b59de08db9e88a0f5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278081885676910%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=WoFuzYdRz6x8ioj%2FV9dqVrYSJ6hMZrthqG8Q%2Fxb77XI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C261f56a84ae445d812de08db9e88ae20%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278082111266499%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ucAznKxvwIH7EF2KHow0R3CFaQFydltG9nq6wzKjgVA%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 

feedback request, dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC 

end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable 

energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will 

increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 

remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 

significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of 

Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already 

piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of 

solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA 

is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 

preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 

highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C261f56a84ae445d812de08db9e88ae20%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278082111422710%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1BM4G4D8Xst%2Bex9yZnDsqDZ0DIbjaz%2B9%2BaxIKcJkSug%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccd1d1d0613c44e18feb108db9e8baef5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278095011750731%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=W2n6WqUvl4FvU1NLWkRfR61q9S%2Bf1Ga74ituafzGm64%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccd1d1d0613c44e18feb108db9e8baef5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278095011750731%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=W2n6WqUvl4FvU1NLWkRfR61q9S%2Bf1Ga74ituafzGm64%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccd1d1d0613c44e18feb108db9e8baef5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278095011750731%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=LUCHWSOEi1WWl3KxVzWGoLJHV1Sl3UJ1RjMaSa%2FLpFM%3D&reserved=0


 
siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 

such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 

pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing 

excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period 

(Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccd1d1d0613c44e18feb108db9e8baef5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278095011750731%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=LUCHWSOEi1WWl3KxVzWGoLJHV1Sl3UJ1RjMaSa%2FLpFM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5d8f90b591b8485749a808db9e8bd88a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278095694596406%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=eOmOAWnQ%2F8URwxm%2F5oe6hv5pgFIGSLclZKvJiH4Ntwk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5d8f90b591b8485749a808db9e8bd88a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278095694596406%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MvR%2FGEmqyohJtALJLhlrwgDjOrHBvuJYu9gUaqIipGo%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your 

stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request 

that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 

renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause 

renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 

billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain 

our competitive edge. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end 

the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and 

existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the 

pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 



 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3c613870ed9241db381808db9e8f8381%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278111461285909%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=EdtYD4u6AkXjK%2Bk6Gw6Nuj0zusCigiS8ffKmPP8V6Zs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C062a022d6376426ebbd908db9e8fc1cb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278112497661447%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zdy7MHcy7T%2Fj0NYwQk9BZoRAu1lnsUzsrXV4scZ5m2Y%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C062a022d6376426ebbd908db9e8fc1cb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278112497817676%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=x78iZj07AXZe93%2BkCDAj97lPaIjpj3a%2Fc2NtoxGyVhA%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1c7eb49cd5084f057b4a08db9e8fd549%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278112829476590%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=SRsabiOh2XPqvJ%2FgOhcvh6Lw3fKBG%2B8djwpoh1VLxd4%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1c7eb49cd5084f057b4a08db9e8fd549%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278112829476590%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C2000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=aPgeGmn0k1SSh6UJIeWM%2Bu0uIAcC6kPA1gQg0nAfMnE%3D&reserved=0


 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdfb464980a2540fec23b08db9e8fde39%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278112976168903%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=I%2BLl6MfaM1tUHW31VTN7xtVPXKv3TvzVLSu9r3eVUEI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdfb464980a2540fec23b08db9e8fde39%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278112976168903%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=UOT9kIrcquPr4vmsW68oQvAleyBdfeI%2FQgYH%2BaOsT8o%3D&reserved=0


 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,    

 
August 15, 2023 
To the Alberta Utilities Commission: 
Atlas Power Technologies is a Canadian company with manufacturing facilities 
located in Abbotsford British Columbia and Nisku Alberta. Our company has 
developed a state-of-theart supercapacitor technology (a type of energy 
storage device) with industry-leading safety, cycle life, power, and energy 
density. 
 
Supercapacitors carry specific power advantages over alternative energy 
storage technologies. They are a type of high-power short duration energy 
storage device, the highpower aspect is a result of the charge and discharge 
physics of this type of device. As we move forward into an era of renewable 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C43ef92d476294149c6f708db9e9063fe%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278115237324011%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pL4l5lGtlfFTHUVahkOr0HmPivDGifBxfUNOoeKoLHk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C43ef92d476294149c6f708db9e9063fe%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278115237324011%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=4TSTbBJbQpxfQAPhPpHnH1fh5zTIcsES2m0RrXDXe%2BA%3D&reserved=0


 
electricity generation a wide range of technologies will be needed, 
supercapacitors are one of many important technologies that will have to 
play a part.  
 
Our company has a world-class engineering team that has been designing a 
utility-scale energy storage system, specifically tailored to address the need to 
provide primary frequency response in electrical grids, a critical need in Alberta 
currently. Our solution for primary frequency response is used to address the 
steadily declining response capability within electrical grids that we have seen 
over the last 15 years due to the increasing penetration of renewables, which 
is particularly pronounced in Alberta. 
 
Frequency response equipment is the front-line response technology when 
something in our electrical grid fails, such as a generator going offline or an 
intertie tipping. This class of reliability technology is critically important to 
keep the light and heat on when something in the electrical grid fails. 
 
Our company, developed from Canadian innovation, with technology being 
manufactured here in Canada, would like to make sure that though the Alberta 
AUC has paused the development of renewable projects for the next 6-
months, they still allow technologies that add this FFR and PRF capability to 
continuously be added to the Alberta electrical grid as it is so urgently needed. 
 
The Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO) also feels frequency response is 
absolutely critical and urgently needed in Alberta's electrical supply in order to 
create a reliable and low-cost electrical grid. ?This was indicated in their 
recently developed " Reliability Roadmap" market guidance document. This 
lack of FFR and PFR has directly caused the derating of the BC-Alberta 
intertie, which has subsequently caused the price of power in Alberta to triple 
over the last 3 years, and now sits as the highest price of electricity in North 
America. 
 
Currently, the AUC has included hydro-facilities and major modifications to 
hydro-facilities as part of the renewables classified to undergo a pause for six 
months. Atlas has been working with a major independent power producer in 
Alberta for nearly the last 2 years designing a hybrid hydro-supercapacitor 
system that will provide the urgently needed fast frequency response to the 
Alberta Electrical grid. Alberta has nearly 1 gigawatt worth of hydroelectric 
generation operating today. Utilizing Atlas' supercapacitor system our 



 
partnership consortium is working to quickly implement a product that would 
allow for a rapid response under 250 milliseconds, that can sustain output for 
hours due to the hydro reservoirs. 
 
We are formally requesting modifications to hydro-facilities be removed from 
the AUC's 6-month pause on renewables to allow technologies such as ours 
the ability to enter the market and help support the Alberta Electrical Grid. 
 
It is a technology like ours that is used to keep the lights on, our families safe 
and warm, and the economy moving forward when the grid needs it the most. 
 
Sincerely,  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdf3402aef1ef462b893708db9e946aeb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278132521874810%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=my6MgesU3u2oQ7D5ouWvl2gGTsSSOT2Ui8ppm9QmKj8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdf3402aef1ef462b893708db9e946aeb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278132521874810%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1BC5kXG%2F1WahSx6heFq8dr7YcjA6evEuDvoxeQf0T3k%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 

Below is a form letter that I 100% agree with, and would like to add on the start that the leaps 

forwards in renewable projects we've had and will have if this "pause" is undone would be an 

amazing tool to fight Alberta's energy prices as well as our very much less than green reputation 

around the world and I can't imagine a realistic reason this was done other than to further 

subsidize pro UPC Coal and Natural Gas. Industries which will continue to have great 

opportunities outside of energy generation as well as alongside renewable energy. 
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 
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I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 



 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 



 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent 
announcement by you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding 
the temporary PAUSE on approvals for new renewable electricity 
generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder deeply invested in the 
future of our province's energy landscape and sustainability, I believe it is 
crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from 
stakeholders like myself regarding the implementation of the approval 
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pause. It is clear that decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching 
implications, and engaging stakeholders in the process is a commendable 
approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of 
Option 1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. 

My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current 
approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute 
to this viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy 
approval process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease 
options before adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on 
community input concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the 
stringent legal expert requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination 
of factors creates barriers that hinder meaningful public participation in a 
cost-effective manner. Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive 
review, conducted through a transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is 
essential to comprehensively address these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 
potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined 
in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications 
and conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal 
a reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial 
modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted 
applications would likely prove to be an inefficient allocation of time and 
resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly 
believe that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. 
This temporary pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also 
offers an opportunity for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of 
the process are meticulously examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative 

need for a comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current 
shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The overarching 
objective should be the establishment of a transparent, participatory, and 



 
streamlined process that fosters meaningful stakeholder input and 
facilitates responsible renewable energy development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal 
matter. I applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable 
energy future for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive 
transformations that will emerge as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
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recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
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• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
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programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,  

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 
 
I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by you, the Alberta 
Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on approvals for new renewable electricity 
generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy 
landscape and sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 
 
I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders like myself regarding the 
implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching 
implications, and engaging stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 
 
After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a 
comprehensive review of the entire process. 
My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach necessitates a 
thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 
 
The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval process. These 
concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before adequate public consultation, to the 
limitations placed on community input concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the 
stringent legal expert requirements imposed by the AUC. 
This combination of factors creates barriers that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective 
manner. Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a transparent 
and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address these issues. 
 
Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the potential efficacy of 
continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed 
with accepting applications and conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 
reluctance to make substantive changes. 
However, if substantial modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications 
would likely prove to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 
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Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe that the decision to 
pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary pause not only acknowledges the need for 
reform but also offers an opportunity for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process 
are meticulously examined and improved upon. 
 
In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a comprehensive review that 
effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The 
overarching objective should be the establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined 
process that fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 
development within our province. 
 
I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I applaud the AUC's 
commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the 
positive transformations that will emerge as a result of this thorough review. 
 
Thank you for your time and attention. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 



 
The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 



 
Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly 

reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already 

has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this 

matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, 

the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and 

recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today 

will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe 

you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 
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decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 



 
fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3 , 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
- With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
-With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
- With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
- If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
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Also, we have been having some of the worst climate disasters we've ever seen. Our province caught 
fire, Maui has people dying, tornados are becoming common here, climate refugees will become a thing 
very soon.  
Denying access to an energy sector that could help alleviate some of the climate emergency we are 
facing is so counterintuitive it feels idiotic.  
While I understand that oil lobbyists are concerned at the growth of our renewable sector, a 
government shouldn't stop one industry to protect the profits of another.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 



 
transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 



 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address. 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter.  
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members: 
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident and as an involved Member and Director 
of a renewable energy co-operative in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 
dated August 3, 2023(1).  I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence processing applications for renewable energy 
projects greater than 1 MW.  I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1 MW(2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 
electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will 
slow efforts to address climate change.  Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and 
we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address(3): 
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• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 

remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 
significantly reduce land reclamation needs.  Additionally, The Government of 
Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations 
which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, 
the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse 
and recycle programs for solar PV.  Given that the majority of solar being 
installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really ahead 
on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation 
and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 
Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-
recommendations/.  I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as 
these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 
applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 
announcement).  Alternately, at least allow applications for less than 5 MW to 
proceed, exempt from the pause. 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
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the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/
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Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter.  
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

 

I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident, environmental scientist, parent, and concerned 

community member in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I 

respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals 

for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 

electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will 

significantly slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is a solar and wind powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations ( Guidelines for Renewable 

Energy Operations | Alberta.ca) which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

• With Alberta and many other areas of the world seeing massive wildfires, extreme heat, 

and other severe weather this summer and in previous years, it is clear that the severe 

effects of climate change are here and are getting worse with each passing year. Many of 

the negative impacts of climate change (such as increased emissions from wildfires and 

increased drought) further drive climate change. This is no time to put a pause on 

supporting renewables. The Government of Alberta must stop treating renewables and 

climate change as a partisan issue, and the AUC and AESO must implement a fair 

regulatory framework that ensures Alberta continues to be a leader in renewables. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

My family also installed a solar PV system at our residence in Calgary this year, as well as other 

energy upgrades such as improved wall insulation and windows. I believe the Government of 

Alberta, AUC, and AESO should better incentivize both homeowners and businesses to install 

solar. In Calgary, for example, there is a huge potential for PV array installs on flat roofs of 

industrial, commercial, and institutional properties, but next to no installations other than a 

growing number of residential micro-generation installations. Other than the Greener Homes 

Grant provided by the Government of Canada, there are no incentives/grants provided in 

Calgary, except for the incentive the sun provides with all the hours of good quality light. 

 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
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approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar 
sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the original 
panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. 
Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
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reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy 
infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority 
(ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this 
matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already 

created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-
recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C567f61138c264e9a680908db9eb3efd7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278268158579598%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=XJC098j8RJQVDad3oYxuqRrSlMxl0cbZAGA2HAQZxhI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C567f61138c264e9a680908db9eb3efd7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278268158579598%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5%2BxSy0HMvvha%2Bm5DzSMMH5CiipLY0TQY9jxa3Fyl5qc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C567f61138c264e9a680908db9eb3efd7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278268158579598%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5%2BxSy0HMvvha%2Bm5DzSMMH5CiipLY0TQY9jxa3Fyl5qc%3D&reserved=0


 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0a2d0288c6954875419a08db9ebf7c75%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278317492515755%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=gfPIVKd3VJI%2FWnKU9NduJhTVH3gFRXVNVmHllYf%2FaPs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C934966419e684245647708db9ec83388%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278354923598738%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5UpfLrAplGkHZoCFvnACxwXkPSwgs0fCE4RBoSlZs08%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C934966419e684245647708db9ec83388%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278354923598738%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zQCBuVn548JgzK%2F%2FRk1WHfRCnfgqsU%2BndNvFk8mwohg%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 



 
Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 



 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Considering that a predictable and consistent regulatory regime is key for developing and maintaining 
Alberta’s electrical infrastructure, we were unpleasantly surprised by the surprise order in council to 
pause approvals for a number of proposed new renewable power facilities. We do not agree with 
moving the goal posts for applications that have already been accepted and are at various stages in 
process. This pause will add additional and avoidable cost to applicants and may result in some projects 
to be prematurely abandoned. Also, we don’t think there is any justifiable reason to single out the 
renewables industry, and we think that such a review can take place without pausing applications that 
are currently before the commission. E.g. thermal power plants raise the same questions and should be 
included in the review. 
 
To minimize the damage to the extent possible, we suggest offering applicants the option of having their 
application processed as far as possible on all aspects outside the review - in other words, approval hold 
only. Regardless, these applications should be decided upon under the current regime in our opinion. 

Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C94c30e11ac7d4effb74c08db9ecddbca%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278379225945612%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=yzzFzeaS%2BYt%2BfpYzeCW7mJp8uTa7B83qvVyIuTTP4es%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C94c30e11ac7d4effb74c08db9ecddbca%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278379225945612%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=q3Kt71AGGapp8k7H9Zcz4tzLCgxpkfXZWs%2F2TI8iAO0%3D&reserved=0


 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. 

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 

and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you must address, and I agree that all of the concerns 

need to considered and legislated. I do not, however think that a pause is necessary - the 

Alberta government develops legislation during project approval and development all the time 

(rewriting the school curriculum, developing reclamation guidelines or changing approval processes 

for oilsands etc.). The only difference I can see,  is that this time it is renewable energy. I understand 

that the AUC is not involved in the oilsands, however, I would like to point out the hypocrisy of allowing 

oilsand mines to leave tailings in toxic ponds for decades, while putting a pause on renewable energy 

because of reclamation concerns.  

I would like to suggest that solar panels should not be put on native prairie or agricultural land. I’ve 
driven past the solar array near Genesee and I am appalled at the misuse of land - it should be in 
agricultural production, or it should be restored to native prairie. Land should not be sterilized with solar 
arrays. Solar panels should be installed on malls, on parking lots, on industrial sites, and on homes. This 
may not meet the needs of the stakeholders of power companies, but it does meet the needs of 
Albertans, who need distributed power. Distributed power that is built in cities; 1. decreases the loss of 
long power lines, 2. does not sterilize huge fields, and 3. negates the risk that a large solar field is  all 
covered in snow, or destroyed by hail, and 3. provides income to business and homeowners. 

I append information from Solar Alberta below. I am sure you have seen it, but I think you need to 

seriously rethink your information and priorities and consult with the renewable energy sector, prior to 

stalling projects.  

•  With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C63a3d356428647178af608db9ecec5fe%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278383146489915%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wPJD%2FrhKAQZ7AOrQZFaKVtyJzBLsimqsLP6iC5JP8Cc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C63a3d356428647178af608db9ecec5fe%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278383146489915%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wPJD%2FrhKAQZ7AOrQZFaKVtyJzBLsimqsLP6iC5JP8Cc%3D&reserved=0


 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for reading my concerns 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C63a3d356428647178af608db9ecec5fe%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278383146646141%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=gVWa7s3axixfM4fOzR6W5S7PdRibMKTSlV78AL%2B2zMs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cfd62a251218e4856085b08db9ecf92df%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278386585870909%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=27YBq9J8cXT9V%2FpDMUhgUfiLkU2WFgTPTPxCnoT3D4c%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cfd62a251218e4856085b08db9ecf92df%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278386586027130%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=H4KrlDTx5BrWZ%2FwZni2PkdxHYwx6EiRvLgugpTNAyn0%3D&reserved=0


 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by the 

Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for new 

renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I believe it is 

crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders regarding 

the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions of this nature have 

significant implications for our province's energy landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a 

comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is 

rooted in the belief that the current approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. 

Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, ranging 

from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the limited input 

provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral reports, and the rigid legal 

expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This combination of factors makes it 

challenging for the public to meaningfully participate in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a public 

inquiry, is necessary to address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the efficacy of 

continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC 

proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial processes under the existing 

guidelines, it could imply that substantive changes are unlikely. However, if substantial 

modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would 

be an inefficient utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that the 

decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not only 

acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a comprehensive review that 

ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly examined and improved upon. 



 
In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review that 

addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The 

ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, participatory, and efficient 

process that encourages meaningful stakeholder input and promotes responsible 

renewable energy development in our province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the AUC's 

dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I look forward 

to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this review. 

Sincerely, 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 



 
Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 



 
I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 



 
Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca3e82587731c4635543708db9edd6bf5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278446064387491%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=WOKM9pJhCNcEw7lmxLmRpMskEBDShq3ZGC3DEe26XRw%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca3e82587731c4635543708db9edd6bf5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278446064387491%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=kAKJ4tZsWVpw2x56PQ868oNecmUpfqIHBhnM5eVy82U%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdf4be14decc54108204e08db9ee0d361%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278460685973664%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=heIbD6USUUCeB2K5lV8yWaXKDp8d3kMiBVdJIdOJsks%3D&reserved=0


 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdf4be14decc54108204e08db9ee0d361%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278460685973664%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MbKQLEJ807LZ5tMKjLEgza2qdvNZMkFtV6wEWpDa9%2Bs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd75425f19b844ac5768d08db9eee6a3b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278519044384599%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=9ZXAJCnVbL4vODvvUHVeAMvssgHMG3StXzrnc31TZOc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd75425f19b844ac5768d08db9eee6a3b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278519044384599%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Xao%2BAwegecGM7oxDdJecZnV31ijFWHVgbRfJiGctOr0%3D&reserved=0


 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 



 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C25a978a92f3041cbbe5908db9f07db2f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278628327180578%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ETxUdyPZ8ZcwEbARPjbCal%2BZJCTsBEyyhQlFoBUEVZ0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C25a978a92f3041cbbe5908db9f07db2f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278628327180578%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ETxUdyPZ8ZcwEbARPjbCal%2BZJCTsBEyyhQlFoBUEVZ0%3D&reserved=0


 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023.   
 
I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 
ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge.  
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, the solar sites will remain viable well past the end of 
life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C25a978a92f3041cbbe5908db9f07db2f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278628327180578%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=T4oo8DAOOYZTFeHzjLUOcfF4ZKSTVRaG5C48K6nsEwE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C89e215e9e4534b95fff008db9f1386d7%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278678440818201%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=sxMGTKj3FIUJxgigXCj6QqLZfzoa5DHauOBFk%2B6awIE%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd75425f19b844ac5768d08db9eee6a3b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278519044384599%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=9ZXAJCnVbL4vODvvUHVeAMvssgHMG3StXzrnc31TZOc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd75425f19b844ac5768d08db9eee6a3b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278519044384599%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Xao%2BAwegecGM7oxDdJecZnV31ijFWHVgbRfJiGctOr0%3D&reserved=0


 
I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 



 
Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 



 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 



 
fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cce06131f649a449a956508db9f293835%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278771612003013%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=J8Xf14rf%2F%2BhMwPgRUvI9XVm%2FHRr%2B3oHpcnYzed9WN9A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cce06131f649a449a956508db9f293835%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278771612159243%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=oKyb4mIp87Hh79m%2BNht1C9FMDTe71v8wUI8w4qIDjo4%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 
you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 
stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 
sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 
like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 
decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 
stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 
1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 
necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 
viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 
process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 
adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 
concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 
requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 
that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 
Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 
transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 
these issues. 



 
Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 
potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 
Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 
conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 
reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 
eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 
to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 
AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 
that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 
pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 
for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 
examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 
renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 
establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 
fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 
development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 
applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 
for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 
as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 



 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

We have personally installed solar panels on our home and feel it is a simple way to make a 

difference and a way that should be supported by the government, not ceased. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   

 

I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 
dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to 

pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will 
increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 
efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain 

our competitive edge.  
 

 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3:  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce1cd7972d5e9469d6abb08db9f2b6b43%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278781064078514%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=guKEuiyHu1NlMWQ18S9ouAcrFV8jgC9HJKB05cFr5jQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce1cd7972d5e9469d6abb08db9f2b6b43%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278781064078514%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BcsuaTAgUiJODEYibhgrhogoS1WzUJqjj%2BfUDz8cJek%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter.  
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter.  
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe 
you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals.  

 
 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without 

issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement).  
 

Thank you for considering my request.   

 

Sincerely,  

 Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 
 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by the 

Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on approvals for new 

renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder, I believe it is 

crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders regarding 

the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that decisions of this nature have 

significant implications for our province's energy landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a 

comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is 

rooted in the belief that the current approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. 

Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, ranging 

from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the limited input 

provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral reports, and the rigid legal 

expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This combination of factors makes it 

challenging for the public to meaningfully participate in a cost-effective manner. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7c3909f59150483eafe908db9f2bf831%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278783433810357%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8WlOXuvu1Lya6B89SyWpYbQOtriDxWsbInLde5L9vw8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C7c3909f59150483eafe908db9f2bf831%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278783433810357%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=R0w5khbmcrVCq5vhtK%2BfKX7u97151g2qx6EvDALC9Hg%3D&reserved=0


 
Consequently, I believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a public 

inquiry, is necessary to address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the efficacy of 

continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If the AUC 

proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial processes under the existing 

guidelines, it could imply that substantive changes are unlikely. However, if substantial 

modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would 

be an inefficient utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that the 

decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause not only 

acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a comprehensive review that 

ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive review that 

addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy approval process. The 

ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, participatory, and efficient 

process that encourages meaningful stakeholder input and promotes responsible 

renewable energy development in our province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the AUC's 

dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I look forward 

to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this review. 

Sincerely, 

 Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 
 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 



 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 



 
I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 



 
Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Denis Dentinger 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 



 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Take Back Alberta (Government of Alberta) and the AUC are unwilling to immediately 

end the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 

applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0b949a43fd5a47981aa008db9f33d275%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278817167769766%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=NAgPtzESBCw2xAIVwalYTRV8fyECAXJZKN05SBJoyW0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0b949a43fd5a47981aa008db9f33d275%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278817167769766%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=SwapLaEILeqTqELrLx7%2BNU7NRB92ctCuQMsesohg4Y0%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
To whom it may concern,   
 

I am writing this as a concerned citizen and land owner in Alberta. I am in complete 
disagreement with the wind towers and wind farms being created in Alberta, 
partially in and around where I live in Special Areas. They are completely ruining our 
prairie landscape. 
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The wind towers do not produce enough energy to pay for themselves, they provide 
more of a tax credit profiting the large corporations. The wind turbines are expensive 
to maintain and their true life is not as long as citizens are made to believe.  
 

We are made to believe wind energy is efficient and cost effective. Have people 
actually taken time to look at the vehicles and equipment used to store, move and 
build the towers? Have they looked at the amount of natural land disturbed to 
create the cement and gravel pad for the towers to be built on? Have they 
considered the damage being done to the highways by the extra traffic and heavy 
loads being hauled for the creation of the wind towers?  We see this extra 
traffic every day from the tower's construction in this area.  All workers are driving 
their own vehicles to site all gas powered, all semis are diesel powered, pilot trucks 
are gas powered, it would be nice to see them driving electric and leading by 
example.    
 

What about the caveats these corporations put on the land? The landowners are 
pretty much being coerced into signing their land up in promises of big returns to 
find out that maybe they can not  sell the land as the caveat will prevent  banks from 
issuing loans for affected land. Contracts even go as far to say that the company with 
the towers having power of attorney on said lands,  landowners cannot hunt or build 
any buildings on land occupied by a windtower. Caveats are being placed on the 
entire quarter of land, rather than only on the portion of the quarter affected by the 
wind tower.  
 

I hope the Province of Alberta does the right thing and stops all upcoming and future 
wind tower/farm development. The AUC should adhere to complete abeyance and 
take no further steps to issue or approve wind farms/towers, and stop any in 
progress projects.   
 

Yours Truly,  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

climate change.  



 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for your respect and  considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 
I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 
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supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 

adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 



 
for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

Larry Leger 

 
Dear AUC Members, I am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 2023 (1). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause 
and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW(2) is unnecessary, will 
threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, and will stifle tens 
of billions of dollars in investment. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to 
maintain our competitive edge. I understand that you have a number of concerns you are 
seeking to address (3): With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites 
will remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly 
reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. With 
respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. With respect to land use concerns, such as 
food security, wetland preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already 
created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-
recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a 

pause on approvals. I am disappointed that all the options were for some amount of pause 

because it really isn't needed. However, if the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling 

to immediately end the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and 

existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 

3 in your announcement). Thank you for considering my request. Sincerely, 

 

Hello AUC Members, 

 

I hope this message finds you well. I'm reaching out regarding the recent stakeholder feedback 

request dated August 3, 2023¹, and I'd like to share my perspective. 

 

I'm a concerned resident of Alberta, and I truly support the cause. My request is straightforward: 

I kindly urge the AUC to consider resuming approvals for renewable energy projects exceeding 

1MW². The ongoing pause raises concerns about employment stability, electricity costs, 

investments, and our climate action efforts. Alberta's position as a solar energy leader in Canada 

is a distinction worth preserving. 
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I acknowledge the multifaceted concerns you're addressing³: 

 

Land Reclamation: It's worth noting that solar sites remain viable well beyond panel life cycles, 

which can significantly reduce land reclamation demands. Additionally, the Government of 

Alberta's existing reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations seem well-equipped 

to handle this aspect. 

 

Infrastructure End of Life: On the issue of responsible disposal, the Alberta Recycling 

Management Authority's (ARMA) initiatives to pilot reuse and recycle programs for solar PV are 

commendable. Given the extended operational lifespan of modern solar installations, ARMA's 

efforts appear promising. 

 

Land Use Considerations: Concerns about land use, including food security and wildlife 

conservation, are valid. The Solar Siting Recommendations outlined by Solar Alberta 

(https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/) offer valuable insights that could 

potentially be integrated without necessitating a complete pause on approvals. 

 

Should an immediate end to the pause not align with current considerations, I respectfully 

propose that the processing of both new and existing excluded applications be upheld. However, 

the actual approvals could be withheld until after the pause period, akin to Option 3 in your 

announcement. 

 

I genuinely appreciate your attention to this matter and the potential impact of your decisions. 

Alberta's renewable energy future is at a crossroads, and your thoughtful actions can make a 

significant difference. 

 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5acd0c346560402f1fa808db9f4a62e1%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278914068214383%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=gEDu1OgpQAbLRdPzjS8CjZUhvsmRvyqeN7udnxTmQZM%3D&reserved=0


 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
My name is XXXXXXX and I am a stakeholder in the Northern Valley where a wind project is being 
proposed. I would like to make known , as a stakeholder, that it is necessary that a "complete abeyance" 
be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. My legal 
representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to this email. These 
wind turbines kill more birds than a regular house cat will ever dream of. Also if you're gonna do a 
study to see what kind of animals are in the affected area of these horrific monstrosities, itt should be 
done in the summer when the migratory animals come back to the nesting ground on which they thrive 
on! 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdeb4983d05654b5cd8f408db9f4d1422%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278925635353203%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zyweZcHvZ%2B9v4b14epWhrchwVWvB2FkQabl0HkQT7MI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdeb4983d05654b5cd8f408db9f4d1422%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278925635353203%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=3CmFYBdInVY1MHQjrtnFffVpO0U6XPoEPIKjIYCbd6Q%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Dear Ms. Rees, 
 

On behalf of Nu-E Corp, I am writing to express our concern and objection to your August 3, 
2023 decision to pause the approval of new renewable electricity generation projects. Nu-E is a 
renewable energy developer based in Calgary, and this pause threatens to disrupt our 
significant capital investment in the province. We urge you to reconsider this decision and take 
immediate action to resume the approval process. We expect your prompt response and hope 
to engage in a constructive dialogue that advances Alberta’s position as a global leader in 
energy development and investment.  
 
 
Thank you, 

 
 
 RE: AUC to launch inquiry, implement pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation  
Dear Ms. Rees,  
Nu-E Corp (Nu-E) is a North American renewable energy developer based in Calgary, with a mandate to 
invest up to $1.5 billion in PV Solar and other ‘green’ energy projects in Alberta by 2030. We recently 
entered into an agreement with a UK based infrastructure fund to underpin our ability to reach this goal.  
As with most industry players, we were very surprised by the AUC’s recent announcement to pause 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation in Alberta. We believe that the AUC’s concerns and 
those of the Alberta Government, which have been widely reported recently, can be resolved by 
collaborating with renewable energy developers, energy infrastructure experts, and the investment 
community, without shutting down the industry completely – even for a few short months.  
The proposed inquiry jeopardizes the significant pre-construction development capital already invested 
by Nu-E and all project developers in Alberta. If the proposed hiatus is implemented, investment dollars 
spent on the identification and de-risking of projects before entering into the AUC’s regulatory process 
could leave the province. Once deployed in other jurisdictions, not only will those funds not be spent in 
Alberta, but they also set the course for subsequent project development and final project investment in 



 
those jurisdictions. The knock-on effects could significantly slow the orderly development of renewables 
in Alberta, directly contradicting the stated goals of both the AUC and the government of Alberta.  
Further, the proposed abeyance could not only derail capital investment already earmarked by Nu-E, but 
it could also affect the ability for Nu-E and other project developers to source new capital for 
developments in Alberta after the moratorium is lifted. We are deeply alarmed by the potential 
detrimental effects of the suspension on our existing portfolio of partially developed projects. This holds 
especially true for our project partners and suppliers across rural Alberta, not to mention the effect on 
Alberta's position as a global hub for both conventional and low-carbon energy investments.  
Nu-E wishes to maintain our commitment to Alberta’s low-carbon energy development. It is therefore 
our obligation to advocate for a strategy that aligns with our shared vision. The AUC's proposed pause 
on approvals introduces a level of uncertainty for our investors, suppliers, and project funding partners.  
The competition for financial capital on the international stage is fierce. Nu-E collaborates with global 
financial partners, who deploy resources worldwide, and they prioritize stability and predictability when 
making sizable investments. Unfortunately, the proposed moratorium risks diverting our resources away 
from Alberta towards more predictable jurisdictions, compromising both our investments and the 
province’s economic growth.  
Nu-E’s response to the AUC’s stated concerns on renewable development in Alberta is as follows:  
Development on Specific Types of Land: We have diligently collaborated with landowners to ensure 
mutually beneficial outcomes from renewable power projects. Acknowledging private landowners' 
autonomy over their property utilization, in the absence of harm posed to others, fosters predictable 
revenue streams for landowners and communities. Landowners benefit from taking advantage of 
underperforming assets (usually only a portion of their landholdings) and rural communities gain 
valuable tax bases from which to maintain services to their constituents.  
Impact on Alberta's Viewscapes: Alberta's natural beauty is a remarkable asset. Embracing renewable 
energy supports the preservation of our natural environment by combating emissions and addressing 
climate change, a challenge that could significantly impact our province's aesthetics. Nu-E works in 
concert with landowners and communities to ensure that installations meet all reasonable setbacks. 
Furthermore, many of our projects are situated on degraded or under-utilized lands.  
Mandatory Reclamation Security Requirements: We endorse responsible project development and 
reclamation. Collaborative reclamation policies align with our current practices and elevate the 
industry's reputation.  
Development on Crown Lands: Utilization of crown land presents a promising avenue for industry 
growth and supports Alberta's journey towards energy sustainability. However, we fail to comprehend 
how this warrants a required pause in the approvals of projects on private lands.  
Impact on Generation Supply Mix and Reliability: While grid reliability is crucial, Alberta's renewable 
penetration remains comparatively modest when compared to electrical grids found in areas of the US 
or Europe. This growth can be managed effectively through advancements such as battery storage, 
green-hydrogen (green ammonia) production, e-fuels, and innovative transmission or distribution 
solutions. In addition, we believe reliability is actively managed and planned by the Alberta Electric 
System Operator (AESO), as addressed in their 2023 Reliability Requirements Roadmap.  
While our preferred course of action would be to continue to develop and submit our Alberta based 
projects while working with the AUC and other stakeholders on addressing legitimate industry 
development concerns, we acknowledge the limited considerations being contemplated by the AUC.  



 
Among the options, we strongly believe that the “Approval Hold Only” option is the least damaging to 
Alberta's reputation and investment competitiveness.  
We urgently request immediate reconsideration and action. Alberta's clean energy future hangs in the 
balance, and we anticipate a thoughtful consultation that facilitates responsible investment, unhindered 
by avoidable obstacles.  
We await your response and look forward to a productive discussion that propels Alberta forward as a 
global leader in energy development and investment.  
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 Hello,  
First would like to thank Danielle Smith for putting a hold on wind and solar projects. Would ask that the 
hold be extended to all projects that are not built yet as well even though already have been 
“approved”. Asking this because well the AUC has approved them many of them are considered 
moderate/high risk in different aspects by the Alberta Environment. Yet they have been considered to 
be in the public best interest even though many have opposed them, the interveners going to hearings 
and providing a lot of evidence showing otherwise.  
Many reasons all wind & solar projects should be reassessed and or stopped completely  
This letter will give points about turbines since that is what have had dealings with .Solar should only be 
put on land that has to be reclaim such as transfer sites etc or on already built structures (cities are full 
of rooftops).  
1) The setbacks ( for wildlife, humans, etc) have not increased even though the size of the turbines have. 
The turbines being built now are 5MW, yet the setbacks are the same as they were for 2 or 3MW ones. 
Well larger turbines may make so they put up less , all there negative aspects are multiplied .  

2) In an AUC hearing there is not enough weight given to a landowner opinion if they disagree. Only 
“experts” looking at a computer screen are given weight of opinion and then mostly if they agree with 
the project. If a landowner has been a steward of the property for over 10years they should be given 
just as much weight as an expert. They live there and know the area, not just looking at a screen. Also 
when experts by interveners are found to back up their evidence such as having endangered protected 
species, those experts should be allowed to testify without worry as to losing their jobs( since they 
funded by the government).  

3) There are quite a few approved projects that are labelled as moderate/high ( especially regarding 
endangered bats , amphibians, wetlands, and native grass)risk by Alberta Environment. Yet they are 
allowed IF mitigations  
 
The wind turbine companies police themselves when it comes to mitigations. Unless there is complaints 
put in then nothing is ever really brought to attention what may or may not adversely be happening . All 
wildlife fatalities, maintenance records, contact numbers, etc should be publicly available, especially to 
those living close to a project area. They should be given a password or something so they can log in to 
see that mitigations are being followed. Many landowners are concerned about ground water being 
contaminated, health hazards, wildlife harm, environmental hazards- yet most of this is swept under by 
the project companies because they say we don’t think it will be significant affect! Well in a drought 
prone area everything is felt as a significant affect.  
4) The photo montages provided by wind & solar companies are a joke. Especially wind turbines they 
give these pictures that always show the turbines so tiny. Well from personal experience we were not 
allowed in one project,since beyond their 1500-2000m boundary baloney. But they told us we would not 



 
be able to see the turbines that are approximately 3 miles away- well we can count with our naked eye 
46 turbines everyday. And 26 blinking red lights every night( which attract bats and they are in a high 
risk area)  

5) Also right now the grid cannot even hold anymore, it is at its capacity. This is documented as some 
turbine companies are currently on hold to being built and will have to reapply since the  
 



 
 
grid is currently full.Until more transmissions lines are built and the grid upgraded a lot of times the 
turbines are sitting idle. So these massive millions of dollar structures that took monumental amounts of 
resources to build are nothing but non green federal government statues of waste.  
 
Putting up turbines or solar that are not even useful right now is like picking a house paint before the 
plans are even made.  
6) When Turbines projects are planned they do not have to have a turbine model picked out just 
suggested models. They can choose that after approved! When any other person gets a permit or has to 
get approval to build something you have to have every exact detail shown. Yet they are allowed to 
make whatever adjustments after approval.  

7) The surveys done, and information gathered by Turbines project companies is most time gather from 
the computer. A lot of times they do not even have boots on the ground. And conveniently a lot of times 
nests(ex. Ferruginous hawks) are knocked down or native grass is suddenly being cultivated. Turbine 
project companies also will pay money ( or build shops, houses)to ones not involved in the project if 
they sign that they will not complain(call good neighbor). They also want any complaints reported to 
them first, before reporting the AUC. In other areas of business this would be considered shut up or 
blackmail money.  

8) Each turbine has approximately 700litres of oil in them and a generator run on natural gas or diesal. 
As well each turbine takes massive amounts of concrete which is left in the ground even after being 
decommissioned. Which then contaminates the underground water source for life. To make all that 
concrete massive amounts of sand , water and chemicals are used. The turbines are in no way green!  

9) The roads being built to build and later access the turbines are also taking up a lot of precious land.  

10) Decommissioning is also always left as a grey area as to who is going to pay for what? The 
landowner, project owners or government. And if figured out still so much is left behind to rot into the 
damage land.  
 
The agricultural legacy of Alberta is being seriously decimated by the farce of idea of green energy. In 
years to come if these projects are continue to be allowed, sadly futures generations  
-Will not be able to enjoy a star filled night sky( due to the light pollution, will not be able to see an eagle 
soaring high in the sky( they will be extinct), will not have quiet countryside( constant turbine noise), will 
not have clean air( fiberglass fragments falling off the blades), will not be able to grow food( land is 
taken by turbines and solar fields), will not have clean water( concrete contamination).  
Climate change is needed the earth goes through phases as it has always done. Climate change is being 
used as a government money game, no dollar amount will change whatever amount of carbon. The 
earth needs carbon dioxide it is a requirement for life just as is oxygen and hydrogen etc. What should 
be done is using the natural processors of carbon dioxide-TREES,and other plant life. In smarter years 
trees for shelter belts were provided for free to landowners.  
It is refreshing to see that the Alberta government is applying the brakes, so that hopefully a progressive 
green future can happen instead of an agricultural diasterous one. And hopefully leveling the playing 
field so it is not so one sided monetarily . Currently the ones with the deepest pockets win.  
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 



 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 

edge. 

I understand that you have several concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Good Afternoon 

 

I'm a concerned Land Owner and live in the Northern Valley Area south of Elk Point Alberta. 

I strongly oppose the Wind Project that is being proposed within 3 miles of my homestead!  

 

Please see the attached Letter from my Legal Representation, which explains the rational 

behind my opposition. 

 

Thank you  

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C89ef428940964e4acfe908db9f4fab64%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278936760229004%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=yCdwEceqajw61BLN8yoLWMW71QZWlKUZMVcYxdkBk94%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C89ef428940964e4acfe908db9f4fab64%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278936760229004%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=yCdwEceqajw61BLN8yoLWMW71QZWlKUZMVcYxdkBk94%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C89ef428940964e4acfe908db9f4fab64%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278936760229004%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=S1iO5Wzn92%2BVNn%2BPc%2BJxyO9U571cLd7HGSOUymsKV6c%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 



 

 
 

My name is XXXXXXXX and I own a farm on NE-14-55-6 w4 and am a stakeholder in the Northern 
Valley where a wind project is being proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it 
is necessary that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the entire 
regulatory application process. My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our 
rationale, which I have attached to this email.  

 
Sincerely, 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 

remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 

significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of 

Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting 

reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being 

installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 

ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation 

and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 

Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I 

believe you could review, adopt or build on these protocols such as these without 

a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 

applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I am writing concerning your questions posed on the approval process and whether there should be 
complete or partial abeyance. As a stakeholder, I am asking for a complete abeyance of approvals 
in order for the entire approval process to be reviewed. 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf5d930964bda4696750c08db9f518c20%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278944825963669%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ze7Ym5X3fTLr1BKlEPqt4IR%2F%2B39h4yT7Ayv5ACR1gKc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf5d930964bda4696750c08db9f518c20%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278944825963669%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ze7Ym5X3fTLr1BKlEPqt4IR%2F%2B39h4yT7Ayv5ACR1gKc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf5d930964bda4696750c08db9f518c20%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278944826119893%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=xBZ%2B7tqHQzDyzKbHmPj9zkpK%2F55zc1plxwFl73j4Fzo%3D&reserved=0


 
I am represented, also, by environmental law firm Willms & Shier. I have attached their letter which 
provides my rationale for a complete abeyance to allow the six month “pause” to be truly 
constructive. 
 
Thank you logging my concerns.  
 
Regards 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations that address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9ef2cec36ff542396e9508db9f544ff3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278956697880236%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=IWaidzRlvIkuLmwEDDNRuyBWKGZLHRi2rWXbiArRpHk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9ef2cec36ff542396e9508db9f544ff3%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278956697880236%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=9l5ZBgD6itdS7lr4b4jsP%2BoUWg09cbR8akO6viSDuUA%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

END THE PAUSE ON RENEWABLES APPROVALS IN 
ALBERTA NOW 

Dear AUC Members, 

 
 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231.  
 
I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  
 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change.  
 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce086451a9f064e9e957508db9f580885%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278972679847788%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zclwNQiiXN1iRq517EqiJCgBGHoOMkHL77nvarbxueQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce086451a9f064e9e957508db9f580885%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278972679847788%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=0z3luqjRco%2FNRbXcjW407fzEQ8UO0adpoc2CD6NOaqg%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation 

Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

Thank you for considering my request. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2b3c3e9ab9a44821e40708db9f59a1e0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278979560169233%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=c4BL3IiBSasLmJM4uj%2FmSGsJeL%2BUtqMLuwBg%2BwS5Xh4%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2b3c3e9ab9a44821e40708db9f59a1e0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278979560169233%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=g3m4Plyg9WAZPLjvsZLdTzz9W70eMQ7TEZGvVwCtjc4%3D&reserved=0
https://www.alberta.ca/land-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end-of-life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations that address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C21b0b9b687be4133747308db9f5db36d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278997025910465%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=T6I8%2BmVDbee4XWW3KnqRfrLhhb0PBLWzyLKEW8Gb4iA%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C21b0b9b687be4133747308db9f5db36d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278997025910465%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=fQ4Z1nzRrwQedCbPG4XROZ1I8JupYiGwVUmr%2FUEJm0s%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident (and solar micro-generator) in response to your 
stakeholder feedback request from August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause 
and immediately  resume issuing approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe 
the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary and will threaten jobs, 
hobble a developing industry and market, increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, put billions of 
dollars in investment at risk, and slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse 
of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. Such a pause feeds a negative narrative 
about Alberta when we, in fact, have an opportunity in front of us for Alberta to be a leader in all forms 
of energy generation. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my feedback and request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 
dated August 3, 2023. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C91f7477719534248244b08db9f5e0bfd%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278998511111603%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wHrIxy4v0Fd5Jhs2kc015UJP3MU6ooPSiNgLpMTCIzQ%3D&reserved=0


 
 
Ramping up renewable energy in Alberta is one of the fastest and most cost-effective measures 
to reduce Albertan and Canadian greenhouse gas emissions. It is also the fastest way to lower 
electricity prices for Albertans. 
 
Germany is now at over 50% renewable electricity for its electrical grid and has one of the 
most reliable systems in Europe (12.2 minutes downtime per year in 2019, almost twice as 
good as in 2006 when the German energy transition was just in its infancy 
(https://www.cleanenergywire.org/factsheets/germanys-electricity-grid-stable-amid-energy-
transition#:~:text=Germany%27s%20security%20of%20supply%20is,Only%20Switzerland%20fared
%20better.) , compared to a SAIDI of 115 minutes for Canada in 2018 [ChatGTP).  
 
 
A moratorium is not required to address this. After all, we are not doing a moratorium on oil and 
gas, even though the environmental issues and legacy concerns are far greater than those for solar 
and wind. 
 
 
I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. 
 
 
Thank you, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cleanenergywire.org%2Ffactsheets%2Fgermanys-electricity-grid-stable-amid-energy-transition%23%3A~%3Atext%3DGermany%2527s%2520security%2520of%2520supply%2520is%2COnly%2520Switzerland%2520fared%2520better&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3b018df2b8af409090c508db9f5e2a71%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278999017895340%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GfuKdCm01l7087UQ41vMPYEwuhN4G82KgxG8CL458rI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cleanenergywire.org%2Ffactsheets%2Fgermanys-electricity-grid-stable-amid-energy-transition%23%3A~%3Atext%3DGermany%2527s%2520security%2520of%2520supply%2520is%2COnly%2520Switzerland%2520fared%2520better&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3b018df2b8af409090c508db9f5e2a71%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278999017895340%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GfuKdCm01l7087UQ41vMPYEwuhN4G82KgxG8CL458rI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cleanenergywire.org%2Ffactsheets%2Fgermanys-electricity-grid-stable-amid-energy-transition%23%3A~%3Atext%3DGermany%2527s%2520security%2520of%2520supply%2520is%2COnly%2520Switzerland%2520fared%2520better&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3b018df2b8af409090c508db9f5e2a71%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638278999017895340%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GfuKdCm01l7087UQ41vMPYEwuhN4G82KgxG8CL458rI%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission,  

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 



 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  



 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cafb9846adc0b4583636008db9f62374a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279016407592287%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wzP8Ve4bMlL9svCBeVwxjRO88iZ7o%2Ffhl65F%2BS8rkPQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cafb9846adc0b4583636008db9f62374a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279016407592287%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=wzP8Ve4bMlL9svCBeVwxjRO88iZ7o%2Ffhl65F%2BS8rkPQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cafb9846adc0b4583636008db9f62374a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279016407748448%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Vs6ltbEUU4%2BRrQTWRURZpjJ0Q2QBd8WiKTTR3E7oX0I%3D&reserved=0


 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 



 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
 EDPR Canada Ltd. (EDPR) is currently constructing the 297MW Sharp Hills Wind Project which is 

located in Alberta and is scheduled to reach commercial operation by the end of 2023. EDPR is also 

actively developing renewable energy projects within the province of Alberta. EDP Renewables North 

America LLC, its affiliates, and its subsidiaries develop, construct, own, and operate wind farms and solar 

parks throughout North America. With 58 wind farms, nine solar parks, and eight regional offices across 

North America, EDPR has developed more than 8,800 megawatts (MW) and operates more than 8,200 

MW of onshore utility-scale renewable energy projects. EDP Renewables North America LLC and EDP 

Renewables Canada Ltd. are wholly owned subsidiaries of EDP Renewables SA which is a global leader 

in renewable energy development and ownership.  

EDPR welcomes this opportunity to provide this submission to the AUC regarding the Commission’s 

request for feedback in the implementation of the approval pause, dated August 3rd, 2023.  

Implementation of the Pause  

EDPR recommends the Commission implement only an Approval Hold and continue to fully process all 

new and existing applications during the pause period. Inquiries and reviews of regulatory requirements 

are common across various jurisdictions and industries throughout Canada. These inquiries are completed 

successfully with the implementation of recommendations in tandem with the continued submission and 

processing of applications. The benefits of this inquiry structure are numerous as it continues to provide a 

positive environment for sustainable development while encouraging continued engagement with industry 

and stakeholders. Furthermore, it demonstrates to industry that Alberta is committed to being an attractive 

place to invest while demonstrating the pragmatic commitments of Alberta’s regulators and its 

government.  

Alternative Recommendation  

EDPR understands the AUC is commencing this inquiry to address the five considerations listed in their 

August 3rd announcement. As a secondary alternative to the above recommendation, EDPR suggests that 

projects which address the project-specific considerations be deemed eligible for application submittal 

and full processing which would include the AUC’s decision during the pause. These considerations 

would include the following:  

1) Demonstrate the project is situated on lands which do not have a soil classification.  

2) Demonstrate the project is located in an area that does not impact Alberta’s pristine viewscapes.  

3) Demonstration by the project of substantial decommissioning requirements and commitments, whether 

with the landowner(s) or the municipal authority.  

 

EDPR recognizes that for many years Alberta has addressed energy and resource development 

activities on Crown land with a goal of maximizing the public interest. Although EDPR’s 



 
activities do not involvesuch lands, we anticipate the province’s experience and lessons-learned will 

guide the best outcomes for Alberta and Industry.  

EDPR also recognizes the energy supply mix is an important issue which is being addressed by every 

major jurisdiction across North America and around the world. Geography, natural resources, market and 

grid design provide Alberta with additional characteristics which must be considered. The long-term 

nature of electricity investment and development requires that progress continue and EDPR will be ready 

to assist by sharing our experiences and insights.  

EDPR intends to continue development of our Blue Bridge Solar Park and Sounding Creek Solar Park 

given a stable regulatory environment. Disruptions to regulatory processes will have an impact on the 

commercial success of these projects and negatively affect the ability of EDPR to reach its strategic 

business goals. Furthermore, companies such as EDPR will be forced to investigate other opportunities in 

other jurisdictions to meet these goals.  

We greatly appreciate this opportunity to provide feedback to the AUC and look forward to discussing 

this recommendation. We believe AUC can complete this inquiry and apply its recommendations while 

also reducing the unnecessary risks being carried by one of Canada’s most thriving industries.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 
20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 
ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, the Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C470751e004794b9a2fb408db9f692020%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279046092255243%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qzTsp8EgBA%2B%2BfxSG99Bf%2FOjRXewF2586dbz6IvcIeuo%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C470751e004794b9a2fb408db9f692020%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279046092255243%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qzTsp8EgBA%2B%2BfxSG99Bf%2FOjRXewF2586dbz6IvcIeuo%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C470751e004794b9a2fb408db9f692020%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279046092255243%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=jwsuoBeHxt9aJX61eGoO5rCTGUh4klEB%2BQvpnehNoRA%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

 
 
 Dear Mr. Mousseau:  
Starlight Energy LP (‘Starlight” or “we”) is writing to provide feedback and comments regarding the 
Alberta Utilities Commission (“AUC” or “Commission”) announcement of the upcoming inquiry into the 
ongoing economic, orderly, and efficient development of electricity generation in Alberta, as well as the 
proposed pause on approvals for power plants and hydro developments producing renewable electricity 
greater than one megawatt.  
Starlight Background  
Starlight is the NextEnergy Group’s project development division, which is currently developing more 
than 9GW of renewable energy assets across five jurisdictions (UK, Italy, Greece, Romania and Canada) 
and four technologies (solar PV, battery energy storage systems, wind both on- and off-shore and green 
hydrogen production facilities). The other two divisions of the NextEnergy Group are:  
• • NextEnergy Capital, one of the largest investors in the solar PV and battery energy storage 
system globally, with more than $3.7bn of assets under management in an over 2.4GW renewable 
portfolio operating in eight countries, and  
 
• • WiseEnergy, one of the largest operating asset managers globally, manages more than 1.8GW 
of solar PV and battery energy storage systems from a technical, administrative, financial, corporate, tax 
and accounting perspective.  
 
Overall, the NextEnergy Group employs nearly 300 people in four main hubs: London (UK), Milan (Italy), 
Madrid (Spain) and Hyderabad (India).  
Starlight has made significant multi-million-dollar investments to develop a portfolio of nearly 1,000 
MWdc of early to mid-stage solar PV projects in Alberta, hiring a local representative and involving 
several local reputable advisors and consultants in the development process. 
 
Several of the projects in Starlight’s portfolio are scheduled to file an AUC application in the next three 
months. The August 3rd announcement came as a surprise and shock to many players in the industry, 
and as a foreign operator in the solar PV space, this is of particular concern to us, given our timelines to 
enter the AUC permitting process and our plans for future investment in Alberta.  
Investment in Alberta  
Starlight’s perceived attraction to investing in Alberta was due to, among other things, the business-
friendly environment and stable and predictable regulatory regime.  
Starlight was formed to develop renewable energy projects up to the ‘ready to build’ stage, at which 
point the projects are sold to one of the funds managed by NextEnergy Capital. NextEnergy Capital has 
just launched its latest international private equity fund, with a target capital raise of US$1.5bn and a 
first close already achieved at US$480m with investors such as KLP, a German occupational pension 
fund, and a large Nordic pension fund. This fund is the successor to another NextEnergy Capital 
international private equity fund, which has successfully invested approximately US$900m of capital 
globally.  
Alberta has been represented to fund investors as one of the main regions where NextEnergy Capital 
intends to deploy capital raised through this new investment vehicle.  



 
The August 3rd announcement, which also follows on a recent major change in the AESO connection 
procedure, has unfortunately led us to question whether our assumption of Alberta’s business-friendly 
environment still holds true, and this may have negative consequences in our decision to increase the 
company’s investment appetite in the province.  
Pause Implementation  
Regarding the implementation of the approval pause, we find none of the proposed options acceptable 
or necessary for an orderly change in AUC policy. The Commission has in many instances in the past, 
amended policy and regulations without resorting to what amounts to an almost eight-month 
moratorium on development and investment (between August 3rd and March 31st, 2024). Expect 
developers and investors to significantly pull back on investment while the uncertainty of the 
moratorium exists.  
We suggest that the Commission remove the pause and implement a well-defined and transparent 
process to implement any policy and regulatory changes, while maintaining constant consultation and 
communication with the industry and other stakeholders.  
We would suggest that any renewable energy project with a current application proceeding with the 
AUC, as well as any project that submits a valid and deemed complete application before December 31st, 
2023, be grandfathered under the current regulation. We also suggest that the Commissionpublish, at 
the earliest opportunity possible, draft changes to policy and regulations in order to signal the intentions 
of the AUC and allow industry the chance to adjust plans and schedules accordingly.  
We should also highlight that, like many of our peers, Starlight’s approach to development has always 
been to work collaboratively and in good faith with local municipalities and communities to jointly 
address any concerns with proposed renewable energy facilities. Starlight, and our local partners, 
continue to have positive and constructive dialogue with the municipalities that host our solar projects, 
and we actively adjust project designs based on the feedback that we receive from the local community.  
Proposed Implementation Options  
Alternatively, of the three approval pause implementation options presented, Starlight most supports 
“approval hold only”. This is the most balanced and reasonable approach of the three options, as it 
maintains a degree of fairness for the applications already in the AUC process as well as allow future 
applicants the opportunity to take steps to maturing their projects by entering the AUC proceeding 
process prior to waiting until March of next year.  
This option will also presumably allow the AUC time to provide the new applicants with Information 
Requests and allow interveners and observers the opportunity to participate in the proceeding at an 
earlier stage. Secondly, the “approval hold only” option would allow the AUC to identify the proceedings 
that require a hearing process so that immediately following the lifting of the approval pause, a hearing 
could proceed, rather than waiting only until after February 29th to begin the approval process and 
adding significantly to the duration of the permitting process. Thirdly, the “approval hold only” option 
will prevent what we expect could be a backlog of applications submitted to the AUC at one time 
following the removal of the pause on February 29th, 2024.  
We also believe that continuing to keep the window open for AUC applications would be less harmful to 
Alberta’s international reputation as a safe place to invest and do business than a complete application 
and approval freeze.  
Inquiry Topics  
In addition to feedback on the approval pause implementation options, we would also like to briefly 
comment on the five topics that the AUC has been directed to inquire into:  
1. Considerations on development of power plants on specific types or classes of agricultural or 
environmental land. • We believe that to date, the Commission has taken a reasonable and balanced 



 
approach to the review of environmental concerns pertaining to renewable energy development by 
ensuring that all applications include a Referral Letter from Alberta  
Environment and Protected Areas (AEPA). Developers submit extensive surveys, studies and data for 
review by AEPA prior to a Referral Letter being issued. The rigorousness of these reviews is consistent 
with similar processes found in other jurisdictions.  

• In regard to development of solar on agricultural land, we would support policy that any project 
developed on prime farmland be required to include a comprehensive agricultural co-utilization plan. 
The NextEnergy Group has experience in Europe developing and operating projects that successfully 
implement agricultural co-utilization plans as well as being one of the very few players publicly 
supported by some of the largest farm associations in this regard. The solar industry in general is moving 
towards agri-voltaics, even absent regulatory requirements to do so.  
 
 
2. Considerations of the impact of power plant development on Alberta’s pristine viewscapes. • 
Qualitative considerations pertaining to development, such as visual impacts, are difficult to formalize 
into strict policy. Starlight would be in support of powerplant submission requirements to include an 
assessment of visual impacts, such as photo simulations from sensitive viewscape locations.  

• We also would like to point out that solar facilities have several viable options to reduce visibility, 
including vegetative screening, berms, and fencing. Starlight is working with the University of Florence 
(Italy) in funding research aimed at identifying best practices to insert solar plants within the existing 
landscapes.  
 
 
3. Considerations of implementing mandatory reclamation security requirements for power plants. • 
Most renewable energy real estate options and leases, including those held by Starlight, contain 
language obligating facility owners to decommission at the end of project life.  

• We would be in support of a reasonable and formalized approach to reclamation security 
requirements for projects, provided these requirements are not duplicative or overly burdensome for 
industry, while at the same time protecting landowners and municipalities.  

• It should be noted that renewable energy projects, unlike oil and gas, do not suffer from a depleting 
resource and we therefore believe that renewable energy facilities will potentially continue to operate 
well beyond the estimated project life, subject to agreement by the landowner and other stakeholders.  
 

 
4. Considerations for development of power plants on lands held by the Crown in Right of Alberta. • 
Starlight would be in support of a fair and transparent process of leasing Crown Lands for the purposes 
of renewable energy development, provided there is robust consultation process with local Indigenous 
communities.  
 
 
5. Considerations of the impact the increasing growth of renewables has to both generation supply mix 
and electricity system reliability. • Starlight is encouraged by the steps that the Alberta Electricity 



 
System Operator is taking to implement energy storage into the AIES (both co-located and stand-alone), 
as is currently on-going in several other jurisdictions to ensure a safe and smooth inclusion of 
intermittent generator systems. Starlight has a considerable experience in developing, constructing and 
operating battery energy storage systems in Europe and intends to start developing this technology in 
Alberta in the coming months.  
 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on this important matter. We believe that a 
transparent process can lead to well-informed policy changes without the need to implement a 
moratorium on approvals.  
Starlight, as well as the other divisions of the NextEnergy Group, is fully available to engage into a 
constructive discussion with the Commission, bringing its more than 15 years of experience gained in 
the solar PV sector. Please feel free to contact us locally at 1-403-880-4939.  
We would like to thank you for the attention and we look forward to participating in the next round of 
industry consultations.  
Sincerely, 
 

 
 

I, XXXXXXXXXX am a stakeholder in the Northern Valley area where a wind project is being 
proposed. It is my feeling that a "complete abeyance" be followed in order to properly review 
the entire regulatory process. Our legal representatives, Willms & Shier has explained our 
rationale which is attached to this email. My own request is that the reviewal be considered on 
the basis of human and animal health, and leave money out of the entire process. 
 
Yours truly; 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the 
AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to 
pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 
billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address pollution! 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our 
competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar 
sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, 
and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy 
infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority 
(ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation 
for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 
Furthermore, modern solar panels (manufactured after 2000) have 
datasheets that indicate their guaranteed performance and degradation 
characteristics and they all come in under 0.4% degradation per 
year, which translates to over 90% functionality after 25 years 
and over 67% functionality after 100 years! That's why they 
comfortably have 25 year warranties that don't just guarantee function 
but performance too. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 
highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-
recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such 
as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9e7771a0e3764a773a4308db9f6c7a31%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279060485130077%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Gc3qgLX6tHWd9ezTmMnFZK6bSVjaX9PG5CnjsvY8suQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9e7771a0e3764a773a4308db9f6c7a31%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279060485130077%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Gc3qgLX6tHWd9ezTmMnFZK6bSVjaX9PG5CnjsvY8suQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9e7771a0e3764a773a4308db9f6c7a31%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279060485130077%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=rjM57Od%2FdQ2AJVsikYGfEzUq1YzrWBXFs1XKsUsYatQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9e7771a0e3764a773a4308db9f6c7a31%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279060485130077%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=rjM57Od%2FdQ2AJVsikYGfEzUq1YzrWBXFs1XKsUsYatQ%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end 
the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and 
existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the 
pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the 
AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to 
pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 
billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address pollution! 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our 
competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar 
sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, 
and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy 
infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority 
(ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation 
for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 
Furthermore, modern solar panels (manufactured after 2000) have 
datasheets that indicate their guaranteed performance and degradation 
characteristics and they all come in under 0.4% degradation per 
year, which translates to over 90% functionality after 25 years 
and over 67% functionality after 100 years! That's why they 
comfortably have 25 year warranties that don't just guarantee function 
but performance too. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C25133eba69fa49a5036a08db9f6ed9aa%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279070691102905%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=etQoRWe26jKUZIUMennyKlrLP7vsNG3Pq5DhUt5rC1A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C25133eba69fa49a5036a08db9f6ed9aa%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279070691102905%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=etQoRWe26jKUZIUMennyKlrLP7vsNG3Pq5DhUt5rC1A%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 

preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 
highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-
recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such 
as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end 
the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and 
existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the 
pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 

you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 

sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 

like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 

decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 

stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 

1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 

process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 
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adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 

concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 

requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 

that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 

Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 

transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 

these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 

potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 

Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 

conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 

reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 

eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 

to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 

AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 

that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 

pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 

for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 

renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 

establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 

fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 

development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 

applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 

for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 

as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 



 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear Mr Mousseau, 
My name is XXXXXXXXX and I own land in close proximity of the proposed Elemental Energy Northern 
Valley Wind Project.  My home is located on SW-16-56-6-W4. 
As a stakeholder, I request that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the 
renewable energy regulatory application process. 
My legal representation Willms & Shier has explained the rationale which I attach to this letter. 
Thank you for your consideration of this request. It is appreciated. 
Respectfully submitted by 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 



 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end-of-life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations that address this matter. 
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• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Re: Response to the Alberta Utilities Commission (the “AUC or the “Commission”) 
Bulletin dated August 3, 2023, AUC to launch inquiry, implement pause on 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation (the “ Bulletin ”) 
Stakeholder Feedback from the City of Edmonton (the “City”) on Non-Exempt 
Renewable Electricity Approvals under the Generation Approvals Pause 
Regulation , Alta Reg 108/2023 (the “ GAP Regulation ”) established by Order In Council 
172/2023 (the “ Order ”) 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide stakeholder feedback in response to the Bulletin. The 
City’s future and current planning is connected to the Commission’s renewable electricity 
application decisions and a future regulatory framework for renewable electricity in Alberta. 
Renewable electricity is a significant part of the City of Edmonton’s efforts to become carbon 
neutral by 2050. Under section 619 of the Municipal Government Act , RSA 2000, c M-26 (the “ MGA 
”) 
the terms and conditions of any licence, permit, approval or other authorization granted by the 
Commission prevail over the City’s statutory plans, land use bylaw, subdivision decisions or 
development decisions related to renewable electricity projects. Accordingly, the City of Edmonton 
is directly impacted by both the GAP Regulation and renewable energy policies generally. This City’s 
comments and feedback are outlined below. 
A. The City’s understanding of the Commission’s request for feedback 
The City’s comments and feedback are based on the following understanding: 
1. Section 2 of the GAP Regulation instructs the Commission to “not grant an approval referred 
to in section 9 or 11 of the Hydro and Electric Energy Act in respect of a hydro development or 
power plant that produces renewable electricity” (the “ Pause ”). 
2. Section 3 of the GAP Regulation instructs the Commission that there are express exemptions 
to the Pause (the “ Exempt Applications ”). 
3. The Commission is not seeking stakeholder feedback on the processing of Exempt 
Applications. 
4. The Commission will continue to process and approve or deny Exempt Applications in the 
normal course. 
5. For any renewable electricity application that is not an Exempt Application, the 
Commission seeks stakeholder feedback on how to apply the Pause prescribed by the GAP 
Regulation . 
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6. In the Bulletin, the Commission identifies three possible options for applying the Pause: 
(a) Complete abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause 
period and all existing excluded applications will be placed in abeyance during the 
pause period with the AUC taking no further steps to complete their record or issue 
decisions. 
(b) Partial abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause 
period. For all existing applications with an incomplete record, the AUC process will 
proceed to the point where the written evidence is complete, applications will then 
be placed in abeyance until the pause period expires. The AUC will not hold any 
public hearings for these applications during the pause period. Existing applications 
with a complete record will be placed in abeyance until the pause period expires. 
(c) Approval hold only: The AUC continues to fully process new and existing excluded 
applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period. 
7. The use of “excluded applications” in the above-referenced abeyance options is not 
intended to apply to the Exempt Applications. Instead, “excluded applications” applies to 
new and existing renewable electricity applications to the Commission that are not Exempt 
Applications. 
8. The City and other stakeholders may identify a preference for one of the above options or 
propose something else. 
B. The City prefers the Approval Hold Only Option 
The City’s comments are limited to the selection of an abeyance option. The City understands that 
the Commission is required by law under the GAP Regulation, the Alberta Utilities Commission Act , 
SA 2007, c A-37.2 and the Order, to implement the Pause. The City reserves all rights to make 
further submissions before the Commission, or any other court or tribunal having jurisdiction. The 
City does not provide comment on the law in the following submission to the Commission. 
The Pause on renewable electricity approvals should be reduced as much as possible. The City has 
a 
target of becoming a carbon neutral community by 2050. This target relies on renewable and 
resilient energy transition and increased electrification in different sectors such as buildings and 
vehicles. The City’s approach relies on Alberta transitioning to a carbon neutral electricity grid. This 
transition requires an increase in renewable energy sources supplying the grid. A long term pause 
in investment in renewable energy projects in Alberta could delay this transition. If the 
electricity 
grid in Alberta remains primarily powered by fossil fuels this will impede the City’s emission 
reduction efforts. Therefore, it is critical that the Commission resolve this approval abeyance, and 
facilitate any future inquiry, in a timely manner without unnecessary delays or time extensions. 
If selected by the Commission, the “Approval Hold Only” option would enable the Commission to 
process new and existing renewable electricity applications that are subject to the Pause. The City 
believes that this Approval Hold Only process would: 
(a) allow applicants and proponents of new and existing applications to advance their projects 
through a regulatory process; and 
(b) provide a timely right to be heard for applicants and proponents of new and existing 
applications and interested persons/interveners accepted by the Commission. 
The Commission should clarify if new and existing applications, that are subject to the Pause, may 
be subject to new regulatory requirements stemming from the future inquiry for renewable 
electricity applications and require further evidence submissions or proceedings for those 
applications. 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  



 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

I must add that I am involved in education in the solar industry, and that I am a proud owner of a micro-
Gen PV solar system. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
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investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Commissioners, 
RES has been invited to share feedback on the AUC’s announcement on August 3, 2023, of an inquiry 
and pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation. During this moratorium, the AUC 
will examine a host of issues brought forward by its Commissioners and government. 
Although we welcome a wider discussion on perceived issues in our sector, RES firmly believes that 
this moratorium will cause greater harm than it is intended to prevent. The discussion on various 
policy issues could have just as easily happened without a moratorium, in the same way that Rule 
007 and its various amendments have been developed, in consultation and partnership with industry 
and key stakeholders, or as any other policy review is reviewed in Alberta, or any other province of 
Canada. 
As discussed below, any of the AUC’s proposed options for this moratorium will result in landowners 
losing control of their property rights and reducing their ability to diversify their income. This decision 
will starve local municipalities of new jobs, tax revenue, and other long-term social and 
environmental investments. Renewable energy projects have supported municipalities across Alberta 
for several decades with few long-term consequences, and many of the concerns listed in the inquiry 
are already being managed at an appropriate level through existing regulations. The moratorium will 
result in severe uncertainty among investors, jeopardizing billions of dollars of investment in Alberta. 
All the options below will create significant negative outcomes, as a total moratorium on approvals 
with no warning or discussion with stakeholders causes disruption to in-flight projects worth billions 
of dollars. All options will derail the Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO) first cluster study, 
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scheduled this autumn, designed to evaluate and manage changes to the province’s interconnection 
process. They will cause significant backlog of projects that will seek approvals once the moratorium 
is lifted, and will also defer investment in further project development, while increasing the cost of 
capital once the market reopens. 
With regards to the various options, we provide the following observations: 
1. Complete abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause period and all 

existing excluded applications will be placed in abeyance during the pause period with the AUC 

taking no further steps to complete their record or issue decisions. 

a. This option will create a significant backlog of projects once the AUC approvals process 
resumes, and will have cascading effects on the AESO, the Alberta Environment and Protected Areas, and the network of 
suppliers and contractors supporting renewable 
energy projects across the province as developers seek to fulfil their commitments within 
Power Purchase Agreements and meet other project timelines. The AUC will need a 
process to manage this influx of project applications. 
b. Developers align their renewable energy projects with the current AUC process, and an 
AESO interconnection process that has strict timelines and requirements for delivery, and 
a complete abeyance will significantly impact projects’ ability to adhere to these 
requirements. Complete abeyance will also increase workload on the AESO. 
c. Complete abeyance and associated project delays will result in enormous negative 
impacts to those projects in advanced stages of development, with millions of dollars’ 
worth of equipment ordered and connection costs committed based on regular AUC 
timing, as well as the opportunity cost of lost tax revenues. The economic impact of the 
moratorium will be in the billions of dollars. 
d. Complete abeyance will have cascading project delays given the short warm-weather 
construction season in Alberta, pushing many projects back a full 12 months. Many 
projects have agreed offtake agreements with corporate consumers, and a year delay 
will expose fixed power pricing to 12 months of further inflation on capital costs and 
interest rates. 
2. Partial abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause period. For all 

existing applications with an incomplete record, the AUC process will proceed to the point where 

the written evidence is complete, applications will then be placed in abeyance until the pause 

period expires. The AUC will not hold any public hearings for these applications during the pause 

period. Existing applications with a complete record will be placed in abeyance until the pause 

period expires. 

a. Progressing applications to the point of written completion will assist the AUC, industry, 
and other stakeholders in partially advancing projects and potentially reduce backlog of 
projects. 
b. This option raises some significant questions and concerns related to any changes made 
because of this moratorium and review process. How will changes in regulations be 
considered, will projects that advance to a state of written completion be subject to new 
rules or grandfathered in under current regulations? 
c. The regulatory regime would have to be very clear for projects that advance to hearings 
that consider topics listed in the review in this partial abeyance process. 
d. Partial abeyance will also have cascading project delays given the short warm-weather 
construction season in Alberta, pushing many advanced projects back a full 12 months. 
Many projects have agreed offtake agreements with corporate consumers, and a year 
delay will expose fixed power pricing to 12 months of further inflation on capital costs 
and interest rates. 
3. Approval hold only: The AUC continues to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period. 

a. This option would be least damaging to projects and ensure project schedules and 
workloads throughout the industry would be managed as effectively as possible. 
b. For this option to be effective, projects submitted and reviewed in the review period 
must not be subject to any new rules and this must be guaranteed ahead of time, in short 



 
be grandfathered with any new regulations which may be developed during the 
moratorium period. 
c. If there is a chance projects may be subject to new regulations, development will stop 
while there is uncertainty. 
4. Other options 
a. For other reviews of this magnitude, the Alberta Government has allowed the current 
regulatory process to continue while changes are discussed and implemented. 
b. RES believes that an approach that seeks to address the concerns of the inquiry while 
allowing the current, effective approval process to proceed would allow the government 
and the AUC to meet their objectives while allowing industry to manage and effectively 
transition their projects to a new regime. 
RES and the renewable energy industry would strongly expect the opportunity to engage thoroughly 
in the AUC’s evaluation of various policy amendments during the moratorium period. We would 
rightfully expect the AUC to demonstrate complete visibility and transparency towards the electricity 
generation sector into its reflections on draft policy development and allow our sector to engage 
thoughtfully and usefully towards any new regulations or operational requirements. For instance, will 
the AUC engagement going forward involve open policy development sessions, draft documents 
available for markup by these key stakeholders, and review of final policy suggestions? It will be 
important to present a clear plan to engage outside of the government circuit, because whatever is 
decided could impact many companies’ investments and the future of renewable energy in Alberta 
for decades to come. There are credible pathways to a safe, reliable, and affordable Net Zero energy 
grid by 2035, if the proper supporting ‘ecosystem’ is in place. 
Further to this point, RES would like to better understand the AUC’s position with respect to the role 
of municipal governments in regulating renewable energy development. RES has always had positive 
relationships with the municipalities in which it has worked and given that municipal permitting 
processes often closely follow AUC direction, municipalities’ ability to encourage projects that 
support their economic, social, and environmental interests may be at odds with the constraints 
posed by this moratorium. 
The announcement also states that “The AUC has been directed to inquire into and report on […] 
Considerations for development of power plants on lands held by the Crown in Right of Alberta.” RES 
is encouraged by this consideration of opening Crown lands for renewable power plants. That said, 
we would ask how the AUC would define how it intends to open lands held by the Crown for the 
development of power plants and speak to which policies from other provinces it will review to inform 
this policy. Many developers, including RES, have secured and build renewable facilities on Crown 
land in other provinces (Quebec, Ontario, British Columbia, New Brunswick), and there is a wealth of 
industry experience the AUC can tap into. Additionally, many developers will wish to have clarity on 
preferred practices for Indigenous consultation for any prospective Crown land dispositions, and 
which government entity would retain the duty to consult upon land dispositions. As mentioned, RES 
has significant experience with development on Crown land in several Canadian provinces and various 
means of realizing authentic and mutually beneficially Indigenous partnerships; as such, we would 
be delighted to support the development of such a directive. 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the development of the approach to your 
inquiry. 
Sincerely, 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end-of-life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations that address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned life long Albertan in response to your stakeholder feedback request. I 
respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately commence approvals for renewable 
energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause these projects is 
completely unnecessary.  
 
I understand there may be concerns about large solar or wind farms, I believe all concerns can be 
addressed while the industry moves forward. Land reclamation, end of life and land use concerns are all 
being addressed by various areas of the solar industry and by  government.  That work can continue 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca0d7670554a24dcba0e508db9f85c5ce%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279169121486357%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=n3de4u6qavUglCiNole256bhoSVe7QBuivpq%2FPxvjQk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ca0d7670554a24dcba0e508db9f85c5ce%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279169121486357%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=EX6GbhWdOLQTheBxN84%2BzuSPFM%2FkC08fz%2Bd6jqOW2VQ%3D&reserved=0


 
without pausing project approvals. There are very similar concerns within the oil and gas industry all 
being addressed while the industry continues to move forward.  
 
Renewable energy development is critical to our province. A moratorium is unprecedented in any other 
industry.I believe the Alberta government should make  expanding and supporting  renewable energy 
development  a priority. It should strive to make Alberta a leader in this industry. Doing so would 
encourage investment in our province. I believe this pause can damage investment interest as Alberta 
can be seen as an unfriendly or risky province to invest in. I believe this pause can cause a loss of 
investment opportunity in our province and a resulting loss of Alberta jobs, both in the industry and in 
supporting businesses.  
 
Thank you for considering my feedback.  
 
Respectfully, 

 
Hello,  
There is no need to pause approvals. The regulatory uncertainty will move billions of dollars of 
investment away from Alberta.  
Improving a process can run parallel.  
How many fires and floods will it take before we approach energy policy in a way that demonstrates a 
serious approach to climate change?  
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce3ab624e72964df1a33f08db9f8dbf94%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279203379831784%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=K0lTxS6Dl7ebr8K%2FChKagxQgMfh1aqs0oMdUVB%2Bl8YI%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Our names are XXXXXXXXX and I am a stakeholder in the Northern Valley where a wind 
project is being proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it is necessary 
that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory 
application process. My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, 
which I have attached to this email.  
 
Sincerely,  

 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ce3ab624e72964df1a33f08db9f8dbf94%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279203379988000%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=bI%2BLO%2FUJzmx5GeoJDsaECVC2rwB7dCLTKv4%2BI5IWd%2Bg%3D&reserved=0


 

 

 



 
 

My name is XXXXXXXX and I am a stakeholder and own a farm within 1.5km of the Northern 
Valley where a wind project is being proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, 
that it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the 
entire regulatory application process. My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained 
our rationale, which I have attached to this email.  
 
Sincerely,  

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

My name is XXXXXXXX and I am a stakeholder and own a farm within 1.5km of the Northern 
Valley where a wind project is being proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, 
that it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the 
entire regulatory application process. My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained 
our rationale, which I have attached to this email.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

As the owner operator of XXXXXXXXX with affected lands within the Northern Valley where a 
wind project is being proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it is 
necessary that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the entire 
regulatory application process. My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our 
rationale, which I have attached to this email.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Hello, my name is XXXXXXXXX and I am a born and raised Albertan. I strongly condemn the moratorium 
on renewable electrical energy production. I believe that the AUC has the ability to continue to approve 
applications while considering the future of renewable electrical generation in Alberta. I do not believe 
in complete abeyance or partial advance or approval hold only. I would propose that the Alberta utilities 
commission continue to allow the development of new, renewable electricity generation in Alberta. I am 
not an expert, I am a nurse, however, all the news I have read from municipal provincial, national and 
international news have found Alberta’s moratorium on green energy troubling. This province is bringing 
uncertainty to companies that are investing money in Alberta and providing good paying jobs for 
Albertans. 
Alberta’s history of oil and gas has made it abundantly clear to me that Alberta must have have clear 
guidelines for green energy. Two examples of how oil and gas has negatively impacted Alberta are the 
tailings ponds leaking and orphan wells. I would argue that the Alberta government didn’t put a hold on 
new oil and gas after these two major issues negatively impacted the environment. 
With energy price is skyrocketing we need more green energy in this province with the applicable back 
up generation of energy from natural gas during downtime. 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by you, the 
Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on approvals for new 
renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned stakeholder deeply invested in 
the future of our province's energy landscape and sustainability, I believe it is crucial to 
share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders like myself 
regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that decisions of this 
magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging stakeholders in the process is a 
commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which involves a 
comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this option is rooted in the 
belief that the current approach necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 
viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval process. 
These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before adequate public 
consultation, to the limitations placed on community input concerning AEPA 
environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert requirements imposed by the 
AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers that hinder meaningful public 
participation in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I firmly believe that a 
comprehensive review, conducted through a transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is 
essential to comprehensively address these issues. 



 
Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the potential 
efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 2 and 3. If 
the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and conduct partial processes under 
the existing guidelines, it could signal a reluctance to make substantive changes. However, 
if substantial modifications are eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted 
applications would likely prove to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for 
both applicants and the AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe that the 
decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary pause not only 
acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity for a comprehensive 
review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously examined and improved 
upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 
comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 
renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the establishment 
of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that fosters meaningful 
stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy development within our 
province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I applaud 
the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, and I 
eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge as a result of this thorough 
review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 
Alberta Utilities commission,  
 
We, XXXXXXXXXX, own a farm site, crop land and pastures in the vicinity of the proposed Northern 
Valley wind project.  
As stakeholders, we want it to be known that it is necessary to enact a complete abeyance of its 
approval to allow for a thorough and proper review of the entire regulatory application process.  
We want it to be known that, as a stakeholder, it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” be enacted in 
order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. The environmental and long term 
impacts on our lands and on wildlife is of great concern. 
My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to this 
email.  
 
Sincerely, 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC), 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement by 
you, the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) regarding the temporary PAUSE on 
approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 
stakeholder deeply invested in the future of our province's energy landscape and 
sustainability, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

I commend the AUC for taking the initiative to seek feedback from stakeholders 
like myself regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is clear that 
decisions of this magnitude have far-reaching implications, and engaging 
stakeholders in the process is a commendable approach. 

After careful consideration of the options presented, I am in favor of Option 
1, which involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 
necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 
viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to various aspects of the renewable energy approval 
process. These concerns range from the practice of signing lease options before 
adequate public consultation, to the limitations placed on community input 
concerning AEPA environmental referral reports, and the stringent legal expert 
requirements imposed by the AUC. This combination of factors creates barriers 
that hinder meaningful public participation in a cost-effective manner. 
Consequently, I firmly believe that a comprehensive review, conducted through a 
transparent and inclusive public inquiry, is essential to comprehensively address 
these issues. 

Given the intricate nature of these challenges, I am apprehensive about the 
potential efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in 
Options 2 and 3. If the AUC were to proceed with accepting applications and 
conduct partial processes under the existing guidelines, it could signal a 
reluctance to make substantive changes. However, if substantial modifications are 
eventually introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would likely prove 



 
to be an inefficient allocation of time and resources for both applicants and the 
AUC. 

Considering the aforementioned challenges and potential pitfalls, I firmly believe 
that the decision to pause the approval process is a prudent one. This temporary 
pause not only acknowledges the need for reform but also offers an opportunity 
for a comprehensive review that ensures all facets of the process are meticulously 
examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I stand in support of Option 1 due to the imperative need for a 

comprehensive review that effectively addresses the current shortcomings in the 
renewable energy approval process. The overarching objective should be the 
establishment of a transparent, participatory, and streamlined process that 
fosters meaningful stakeholder input and facilitates responsible renewable energy 
development within our province. 

I extend my gratitude to you for considering my feedback on this pivotal matter. I 
applaud the AUC's commitment to cultivating a more sustainable energy future 
for Alberta, and I eagerly anticipate the positive transformations that will emerge 
as a result of this thorough review. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission,  

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 



 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor of Option 1, which 

involves a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for 

supporting this option is rooted in the belief that the current approach 

necessitates a thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this 

viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 



 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members, 
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 

1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is 

unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 

ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

pollution! Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our 

competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly 

reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already 

has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this 

matter. 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, 

the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse 

and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being 

installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 

ahead on this matter. Furthermore, modern solar panels (manufactured after 2000) 

have datasheets that indicate their guaranteed performance and degradation 

characteristics and they all come in under 0.4% degradation per year, which 

translates to over 90% functionality after 25 years and over 67% functionality 

after 100 years! That's why they comfortably have 25 year warranties that don't 

just guarantee function but performance too. 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 

Siting Recommendations: solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe 

you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C60f6b33e5e19467418e008db9fa4850e%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279301191339524%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Vg%2FkEzxfcz%2FjD%2Bvk0YyYcIqbiEn7IcFrCq%2FOepGfrAI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C60f6b33e5e19467418e008db9fa4850e%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279301191339524%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=PoLuueKLgOz88qAUpAtZznrKQq60JPk1GQNcSUyZoNE%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 

applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C61a06b4e5e4048bfba5908db9fa5350e%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279304141279456%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uAy8J8CMz2cUcsCw%2BnHnrjD1obPxfxruwr5h%2B2w3aqk%3D&reserved=0
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
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thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I also believe it is vital that we take effective action at this time to transition away from 

fossil fuels.  Wind and Solar power are reasonable and profitable alternatives in Alberta and I 

fully support their development.  

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
To the AUC: 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
First a brief introduction. My name is XXXXXXXXX from XXXXXXX, Alberta. I reside on 
the still family farm homesteaded in 1910. My grandfather sailed the Atlantic to arrive in 
Canada to begin a new life of farming on the prairies. He started with nothing. Virgin 
prairie as far as you could see. My dad embraced progress in agriculture and learning. 
He was one of the few at the time to get on a train and take his high school at Camrose 
Lutheran College in the early 1940’s. He passed away a couple of years ago. 
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Initially when we were first approached about a wind project with now defunct Sequoia 
Energy some 10-15 years ago we were curious. We were receptive to doing studies of 
the wind and the company at the time constructed two met towers for these wind 
studies. After the 7 years passed the company dismantled the one tower but seemed to 
forget about the other. 
 
One spring day the wind and floating ice demolished the tower and there it lay pipes, 
cables and anchors laying beside and in the slough. A perfect storm of several years of 
record snow and runoff alongside record summer rainfall kept this tower laying in 6 feet 
of water from being cleaned up. At the time the company wanted to remediate the site 
but until the slough dried up it simply couldn’t happen. 
 
So there it was for about 5 years. Waiting for the water to disappear. This is where the 
company forgot. Purely by chance one summer I drove by a wind project under 
construction in Saskatchewan. Once home I googled the company and found a contact 
who I emailed. To our disbelief, I had touched base with someone who was aware of our 
towers and thought they were cleaned up. To my relief, the fellow had the site cleaned 
up late that fall. 
 
So, where does that put us now? 
 
Pattern Energy has constructed over 30 wind turbines immediately south and west of 
Oyen. Two of these turbines have been in conflict with our local airport. One in fact is 
300 feet off center of the runway. Due to people working from home during the 
pandemic, the town letting their class 2 airport status lapse some 20 years ago and the 
energy company obviously trying to pull a fast one has given residents of Oyen and area 
a major challenge. Under some conditions the air ambulance will not fly in and medivac 
patients to the Medicine Hat Hospital. 
 
Sadly, nobody will take responsibility of this glaring oversight. So now the local 
taxpayers are on the hook to improve runway lighting, install a real time weather station, 
have proper instrumentation and possibly even lengthening the runway.... all because of 
a couple of 7.5 million dollar wind turbines. Thus costing us an estimated $100,000 not 
including runway expansion. 
 
Further north in the Sedalia and New Brigden areas the Sharp Hills project is nearing 
completion. In fact the last turbine blades arrived by train in Oyen yesterday. I’m 
unaware of exactly how many turbines are going up but I can share several thoughts. 
The endless loads of gravel every day for concrete bases that was hauled all the way 
from Dunmore in Cypress County near Medicine Hat has beaten our highway 41 badly. 
Good for our infrastructure? No. 
Good that how many thousand litres of diesel burned in the semis hauling the gravel for 
my environment? No. Good that the transient workers created problems in our and other 
nearby towns for our understaffed RCMP? No. Good that every single Borea 
construction truck had one person in them. Borea concerned about the environment? 
No. 
 



 
So here we have 2 projects. Pattern/ Lanfine costing $350 million and the Sharp Hills 
costing $450 million. All due to tax credits and now foreign banking interference. 
 
Now the proposed Oyen project. 
 
Some 90 towers are proposed in two phases. My neighbours (myself included) were 
one of the few projects that were challenged with legal advice to move ahead. However 
after deliberation I decided not to “sign up”.....even as an adjacent landowner once 
signing up would be entitled to a “community benefit payment”. In short they’re trying to 
bribe me into signing up for their money. 
 
I have two major issues with these things. 
 
1: RES has contacted my sister who hasn’t lived here since high school  and they talked 
her into signing up initially for a power line to be plowed underground. What the real 
surprise has turned out to be is they propose a turbine 812 m from my house and only 
500 m from my residential quarter line. This contravenes our Special Areas land use 
policy. I’m thrilled so say the least and will be appealing any application on that 
particular site. 
 
2. Caveats slammed on a quarter section where a tower/s are to be constructed. I had 
worried about this detail 15 years ago. I told them then that if a caveat was similar to a 
gas/oil surface lease I may be receptive to having a turbine on land away from farmers 
residences or yards. Only now due to farmers approaching lenders who want to put up a 
“signed quarter” for collateral for a machinery or land loan are now aware that due to the 
caveat the challenges have increased dramatically and some loan applications even 
denied. 
 
Do these farmers know that you won’t be able to shoot a gopher or hunt a moose or 
deer? 
Do my neighbours know the farm building restrictions they will be limited to? 
Did my neighbours sign up for this or an “easy” 10 grand? I think it was the money. 
 
Am I against progress? No I’m not. In fact Trans Canada Keystone and KXL pass 
through my land. The workers were in camps and controlled. Workers were bussed 
onsite everyday. The land was reclaimed back to farmable standard as soon as 
physically possible. Dealing with their land staff was actually enjoyable and extremely 
professional. When the project was completed TC made numerous large donations to 
our seniors lodge, Legion Hall and several other non- profits. THAT is what community 
benefit should be like. 
 
In closing, I’ve had my experiences and have done my education and research. I’ve 
taken the time to travel to different parts of our province and seen firsthand what a 
cluster of 200 turbines in the County of 40 Mile did to their farmscape. 
 



 
I truly hope this approval pause does everyone some good. Would I like to see a 
complete halt for these renewables in the future? Sure I would but I’m going to be 
realistic. 
 Caveats not locking up ones entire farming operation with ones similar to the Surface 
Rights Act. Rules and guidelines to ensure landowners aren’t trapped with buyers 
remorse. Local municipal land use bylaws respected by energy companies, the AER 
and the AUC. 
 
80 or 90% of those who signed up here live in town. They wake up in the morning like 
anyone else and have their coffee with the neighbour looking at them or hear a car 
racing down the street. 
 
My farm has historical significance to my brother, niece and myself. 113 years. My 
grandfather’s and father’s legacy. 
 
I’m hoping that gets some respect. In the community and at large 
 

 

Dear Alberta Utilities Commission, 

I am writing to provide my input and perspective on the recent announcement 

by the Alberta Utilities Commission regarding the temporary pause on 

approvals for new renewable electricity generation projects. As a concerned 

stakeholder, I believe it is crucial to share my thoughts on this matter. 

Firstly, I appreciate the AUC's initiative in seeking feedback from stakeholders 

regarding the implementation of the approval pause. It is evident that 

decisions of this nature have significant implications for our province's energy 

landscape and future sustainability. 

In response to the options presented, I am in favor ofOption 1, which involves 

a comprehensive review of the entire process. My rationale for supporting this 

option is rooted in the belief that the current approach necessitates a 

thorough re-evaluation. Several factors contribute to this viewpoint. 

The concerns I have pertain to the entire renewable energy approval process, 

ranging from the signing of lease options prior to public consultation, to the 

limited input provided by communities on AEPA environmental referral 

reports, and the rigid legal expert requirements stipulated by the AUC. This 

combination of factors makes it challenging for the public to meaningfully 



 

participate in a cost-effective manner. Consequently, I believe that a 

comprehensive review, conducted through a public inquiry, is necessary to 

address these issues comprehensively. 

Given the complexities and intricacies involved, I am apprehensive about the 

efficacy of continuing with the approval review process as outlined in Options 

2 and 3. If the AUC proceeds with accepting applications and executes partial 

processes under the existing guidelines, it could imply that substantive 

changes are unlikely. However, if substantial modifications are eventually 

introduced, re-evaluating all submitted applications would be an inefficient 

utilization of time and resources for both applicants and the AUC. 

In light of the aforementioned challenges and potential setbacks, I believe that 

the decision to pause the approval process is prudent. This temporary pause 

not only acknowledges the need for reform but also allows for a 

comprehensive review that ensures all aspects of the process are thoroughly 

examined and improved upon. 

In conclusion, I support Option 1 due to the necessity of a comprehensive 

review that addresses the current shortcomings in the renewable energy 

approval process. The ultimate goal should be to establish a more transparent, 

participatory, and efficient process that encourages meaningful stakeholder 

input and promotes responsible renewable energy development in our 

province. 

Thank you for considering my feedback on this critical matter. I appreciate the 

AUC's dedication to fostering a more sustainable energy future for Alberta, 

and I look forward to witnessing the positive changes that will arise from this 

review. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  



 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Direct Energy is of the view that a pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation should 

disrupt the market as little as possible.  Accordingly, Direct Energy supports the “approval hold only” 

option put forward by the AUC in its August 3rd announcement.  By only pausing the final component of 

the process, AUC staff can continue to build the record for each paused application and businesses can 

anticipate the length of the delay.  This will minimize investment uncertainty while concurrently allowing 

for the consideration of factors such as the cost of the integration of projects into the electricity system 

and the reliability of the overall system.     

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the 
AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to 
pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 
billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address pollution! 
Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our 
competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar 
sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, 
and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy 
infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority 
(ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation 
for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 
Furthermore, modern solar panels (manufactured after 2000) have 
datasheets that indicate their guaranteed performance and degradation 
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characteristics and they all come in under 0.4% degradation per 
year, which translates to over 90% functionality after 25 years 
and over 67% functionality after 100 years! That's why they 
comfortably have 25 year warranties that don't just guarantee function 
but performance too. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 
highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-
recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such 
as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end 
the pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and 
existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the 
pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Representatives,  
 
I am writing in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 2023 (Minister 
announces pause on renewable projects). 

 
I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals 
for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  
 
I am a BC resident and I belong to a renewable energy investment cooperative. I serve as president 
on our board of directors (Peace Energy: A Renewable Investment Cooperative - peacenenergy.ca). 
I proudly represent members, investors, and employees from both BC and Alberta. 
 
We've been talking about the potential detrimental effects this pause will have for Albertans and 
unique organizations such of ours. The moratorium will cause the loss of thousands of jobs, 
increase electricity costs, increase rates to customers, distrupt investment, and hobble projects 
which productively and safely begin to address the climate crisis we all face.  
 
Currently, Alberta is Canada's star in solar development and we need to maintain our 
competitive edge!    
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cefe493aa3b7440f38d8208db9ff531bf%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279647692478550%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=0dy6dRKiimrZfPM%2FZW%2BTOEcNVIuMoqfhSqaLDsDDHAU%3D&reserved=0
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• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation 
Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing 
any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Your decisions will impact small member-owned cooperatives.   
 
Thank you for considering my requests as I write on behalf of our Peace Energy Cooperative. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
To Whom it May Concern, 
 
 
I was hoping to provide feedback on the renewable energy pause for wind and solar 
projects over 1 megawatt until February 2024. It is my understanding that the window for 
this feedback closes today, August 18th.  
 
I believe that the response to concerns over renewables has been a let down by the 
province and threatens an industry growing at 10% a year. Many jobs are at stake. While I 
understand the need to ensure renewable energy is sustainable for our power grid, I think 
the freeze on new projects is an overreaction from the province.  
 
I hope that you can redirect my feedback to the appropriate address before the deadline if 
this belongs in a different inbox. I would also encourage you to extend the window for 
feedback, and make the address for feedback easier to find through a website search.  
 
 
I hope this can be redirected to the correct address for feedback. The window provided to send 
the AUC feedback was very brief and I don’t think this will allow enough people to engage with 
the topic and send their feedback. Also the place to send feedback was hard to search, hence 
this coming to your attention through the main inbox of AUC. 
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Thank you, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
RE: AUC to launch inquiry, implement pause on approvals for new renewable electricity 
generation Dear Ms. Rees,  
Low Carbon creates large-scale renewable energy to fight climate change. We invest in, develop, 
and operate solar, wind, energy storage, and energy from waste projects across the UK, Europe, 
and North America. We’re contributing to the world’s move to 100% renewable energy by creating 
and operating 20GW of new capacity by 2030.  
 
Low Carbon is active in the Canadian renewables market and, in particular, has recently formed a 
Joint Venture with Nu-E Corp, a local renewable energy developer based in Calgary, to advance a 
portfolio of 600 MW of solar projects in Alberta. Low Carbon plans to expand this portfolio with the 
goal of bringing 1.2 GW of solar PV, onshore wind and battery storage projects in Canada online by 
the end of the decade.  
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As with many renewable developers in the Alberta market, Low Carbon was surprised when the 
AUC issued a 6 month permitting pause on approvals for new renewable electricity generation 
given the push by Canada and Alberta to increase renewable generation to meet its net zero targets 
and the announced investment tax credit incentives in Canada to support these targets.  
 
Low Carbon understands the importance of the issues the AUC plans to review in the renewable 
permitting process during the 6 month permitting approval pause. Land use, viewscapes, 
reclamation and impacts on the grid associated with renewable energy deployment are at the 
forefront of responsible renewable energy development. Low Carbon is committed to working with 
the AUC on these topics and any others during the 6 month permitting pause to help contribute to 
the best outcome for Alberta's future energy system. 
 
Because of the large capital commitments required to develop renewable energy projects, pauses 
in permitting, such as the one the AUC has announced in Alberta, introduce timing risks and delays 
into the development process. Timing risks and delays increase the risk profile of projects and, in 
turn, the cost of capital for projects, which results in higher required power prices for renewable 
generation. To help mitigate this impact, Low Carbon supports an "Approval hold only" during the 
permitting approval pause, which will minimize the impact of the pause for developers that are 
ready to submit permitting applications or that are going through the permit review process with 
the AUC. If pertinent, we would welcome the opportunity to meet with you at a time that is 
convenient to discuss how we can continue to support you and Alberta’s climate change 
commitments. Thank you for your consideration on this matter. Low Carbon looks forward to 
working with the AUC during this pivotal time.  
 
Regards, 
 

 
RE: Approval Pause implementation feedback (Aug. 3, 2023 - AUC Announcement) 
Dear Madam/Sir: 
The Business Renewables Centre-Canada (BRC-Canada) exists to enable businesses and 
institutions to access renewable energy for their emissions reduction needs across Canada. 
This means working closely with buyers and developers of renewables and assisting them in 
shortening their learning curves as they figure out the best path to power purchase 
agreements. Our growing organization currently has about 60 participants from across all 
sectors of the Canadian economy. 
BRC-Canada appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback on the implementation of the 
approval pause, as requested in the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) announcement of 
August 3, 2023. BRC-Canada also wishes to take this opportunity to comment on ancillary 
process considerations relating to the AUC inquiry into generation development in Alberta. 
The approval pause’s interference in the Alberta electric energy market is unprecedented, 
unnecessary, unjustified and surprising. It impacts the ability of corporate and institutional 
buyers to procure the environmental attributes they need to satisfy Alberta’s carbon pricing 
regulations on major emitters and the environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
expectations of global finance. 
The negative impacts on the investment climate in Alberta are two-fold: direct, in terms of the 



 
signal of hostility toward new renewable energy investment; and indirect, in terms of the signal 
that non-renewable investors and job creators in Alberta will be hampered in satisfying 
emissions reduction requirements. 
We submit the following comments in the spirit of limiting, to the greatest extent possible, the 
deleterious impacts of the approvals pause on Alberta’s economy and investment climate. 
 

1) The AUC should minimize the impacts of the pause by implementing the “approval 
hold only” option 
Recognizing that the Generation Approvals Pause Regulation (the Regulation) requires the AUC 
to 
institute unprecedented interference in Alberta’s electric energy market by singling out 
particular private sector energy projects for exclusion from approvals — and so long as that 
regulatory interference is in place — the AUC should implement the narrowest interference 
possible by only pausing approvals. 

A) Alberta’s electricity market regulatory framework requires the smallest possible 
discriminatory interference in the electricity market 
It is a clear, central principle of the Alberta electricity regulatory framework that particular 
generation types should not be singled out for prohibition. The Electric Utilities Act states that 
the purposes of the Act include: 
“to provide for a competitive power pool so that an efficient electricity market based 
on fair and open competition can develop, where all persons wishing to exchange electric 
energy through the power pool may do so on non-discriminatory terms and may make 
financial arrangements to manage financial risk associated with the pool price.” [Emphasis 
added] 
It is clear that the approvals pause discriminates between generators wishing to exchange 
electric energy through the power pool by singling renewable energy out for prohibition on 
receiving the approvals required to build and operate a power plant to produce energy for 
exchange through the power pool. While the inquiry is not specific to renewable energy and 
includes all generation in its scope, the pause is applied only to renewable energy generation, 
leaving non-renewable generation sources unimpacted. The pause interferes with the fair, 
efficient and openly competitive (FEOC) operation of the electricity market. 
To minimize the AUC’s role in interfering with the proper FEOC operation of the market, the 
AUC should implement the most limited interference allowed under the Regulation. Indeed, it 
could be argued that the AUC does not have the authority to expand beyond the Regulation by 
further holding up applications at earlier stages prior to disposition. 

B) The Minister made the government’s intention clear that only approvals should be 
paused 
The Minister of Affordability and Utilities has stated publicly that only 15 projects — those 
already in the AUC application process — are affected by the approvals pause. This clearly 
indicates the Minister’s intent that the Regulation only pauses approvals. Expanding the delays 
to earlier AUC application processes would grow the list of projects that are delayed, contrary 
to the government’s stated facts and intention to limit the obstruction that the pause causes to 
private, competitive generation projects. 
 

C) Expanding the scope of the pause will further harm investor confidence in Alberta 
In light of the harmful effects of the sudden, surprising approvals pause on investor confidence 
for investors in Alberta’s electricity market, it is vital to mitigate these effects through the 
implementation of the pause. Unnecessarily expanding the scope of the pause will only 



 
aggravate the signal of a hostile investment environment in Alberta. Through diligent and 
careful implementation of the pause, the AUC can begin to restore investor confidence in 
Alberta’s electricity market. 

2) The scope of the policy recommendations arising from the inquiry should not apply 
to projects for which applications have been submitted 
The AUC should make clear from the beginning of the inquiry, that the policy 
recommendations resulting from the inquiry will not apply to assets that are already operating, 
projects that have received approval, or projects that have already applied to the AUC. 

A) Only by grandfathering projects can the inquiry meet its purpose of providing 
investment certainty and clarity 
The government has stated clearly and repeatedly that the inquiry, and the associated pause, 
are meant to bring greater certainty for renewable energy investment. This can only be 
accomplished if the rules governing projects are not changed mid-development. 
The Minister of Affordability and Utilities stated the purpose of the inquiry and approvals 
pause as follows: to “provide future renewable investments with the certainty and clarity 
required for long-term development.” 
If projects that have already begun capital investment or have been through the full regulatory 
process are subject to policy and regulatory changes, this creates precedent for all future 
projects to face changing rules, undermining certainty and clarity. Moreover, projects that 
have already applied for approval have undertaken considerable development activities based 
on the existing rules, including: project design; landowner agreements; stakeholder and 
community engagement; and preparation of regulatory filings. Imposing new regulatory 
requirements on these projects will undermine, rather than improve, clarity. 

B) Only by signalling grandfathering immediately can investor confidence begin to be 
restored 
Investors should not have to wait until the end of the inquiry and the subsequent government 
policy development processes to gain certainty and clarity around the projects that they have 
in-flight. Only with immediate, clear statements on the scope of application of forthcoming 
policy and regulatory changes can investor confidence begin to be restored in Alberta’s 
electricity market and regulatory regime. Only clear and immediate indications that Alberta’s 
regulatory apparatus and government decision-makers intend to rebuild investor confidence 
can begin to repair the hostile signal sent by the sudden and unexpected pause. 
DocuSign Envelope ID: 146B6556-D1DE-449C-B80B-9CA383DA9CC3 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide initial feedback on the implementation of the 
approvals pause and the launch of the AUC inquiry. We are optimistic that expedient and 
diligent action to repair investor confidence in renewable energy development and in the 
availability of renewable energy attributes for corporations and institutions can begin to 
restore a properly functioning free market for electric energy and emissions offsets in Alberta. 
If you have any questions, please reach out at your convenience. 
Sincerely, 
 

 
As a resident of the MD of Pincher Creek I would like to see a stop to the windmills being constructed. I 
live in one of the most beautiful places in the country and the windmills are destroying our beautiful 
landscape. Please put a stop to them before there are no views left to enjoy.  
 
Sincerely 



 
 

Good day, 
 
My name is XXXXXXXX and I own several quarters of farmland and have two yards near the proposed 
subject project. 
 
It has come to my attention that Elemental Energy continues to try pursue this project despite concerns 
from area residents, and seem to be unwilling to answer the simplest of questions making a mockery of 
the current public consulation process. 
 
At this point a complete abeyance needs to be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory 
application process. 
 
My legal representation Willms & Shier have explained our rationale, which I have attached to this email. 
 
Thank you. 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear Ms. Rees and AUC Members,  

I am an Alberta resident and am writing today to express my strong concern and opposition to 

the announced pause on new renewable power plant approvals. This communication is in 

response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 2023. I do not have any direct 

financial interest in this decision other than the impacts on all Alberta households and 

businesses. 

 I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals 

for renewable energy projects. This moratorium is unnecessary, discriminatory, and counter to 

the longstanding legislated market principle of Fair, Efficient, Open, and Competitive 

management of Alberta's electrical utilities. This decision threatens thousands of jobs, increases 

electricity costs for all ratepayers (industrial, commercial, and residential), undermines property 

rights, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and increases air and greenhouse gas emissions 

to the detriment of public health and climate change. Renewable energy development is one of 

the best things happening in the Alberta economy and is desperately needed to reduce the 

historically high electricity prices and support clean economic growth. The AUC and 

government should be looking at ways to accelerate and maximize the benefits of renewable 

electricity development rather than creating red tape and investor uncertainty that hurts 

businesses and households. 

In response to the specific concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to impacts on agricultural or environmental land, this is an important 

issue but is not unique to renewable power. In fact other types of development are 

creating significantly more negative impacts on these landscapes and have never had a 

pause on approvals, so it is discriminatory to treat renewable power plants differently in a 

standalone process. Alberta has been a leader in cumulative effects management and land 

use planning which is the appropriate mechanism to manage this issue, without pausing 

approvals. The same is true for impacts on Alberta's viewscapes. It is unheard of to 

restrict private land development due to visual impacts and there are many developments 

that are significantly more impactful that have not been treated similarly. I find solar and 

wind projects to be of neutral impact  to our viewscaps and see them as a sign of hope. 

Solar Alberta has also created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/ that could be 

considered without a pause on approvals. 

• I am glad to see that you are considering allowing responsible development 

of renewables on crown land. It is unbelievable that renewables are not allowed on 

crown land, even if they are willing to take over already disturbed sites from other 
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industries. Since this is not currently allowed there is no reason to pause approvals to 

consider this important issue. 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that renewable sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original solar panels or turbines, components will 

simply be replaced, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Renewables 

have basically zero land, water or air contamination risks. We have many other more 

impactful development types that will have more significant end of life challenges much 

sooner, so this is again unfair and inefficient to pause approvals for this reason. 

Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. The Alberta Recycling 

Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar 

PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well 

over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to considering impacts of renewables on the electricity grid, this is once 

again important work but is not a reason to pause approvals. Alberta is many years from 

the share of renewables reaching the level that it would create grid management issues 

that are beyond the ability of the AESO to manage with existing tools, not to mention 

innovations that are already underway. There are also many jurisdictions around the 

world that are managing much higher shares of renewable energy production and Alberta 

can learn from these experiences to manage this challenge. New technologies are also 

available and being developed that turn this challenge into an opportunity for consumers 

and investors. Emissions Reduction Alberta, Alberta Innovates, and their innovation 

partners are doing great work to prove and pilot these opportunities. 

I do not believe any of the options listed in the consultation are valid. This moratorium is 

unnecessary, has significant negative impacts, and should be ended immediately. If the 

Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing 

any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request. Please do the right thing for the province and end this 

moratorium on renewable power plant approvals. 

Sincerely, 

 
PACE Submission to the AUC in Response to Aug 3 Announcement 
Pathfinder Clean Energy based in the United Kingdom, and Goldbeck Solar, 
based in Germany, are developers of renewable energy projects around the 
world. Together they formed PACE Canada LP who has 53MW of AUC 
approved solar generation projects under construction in Alberta and over 
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1.8GW of Alberta based solar and battery projects in development expected 
to 
be submitted to the AUC for approval in the coming months. As you can see, 
PACE will be directly and adversely impacted by any interruption in the AUC 
permitting and approval process for renewable generation development. 
PACE appreciates the AUC reaching out to the industry with its August 3 
Announcement (AUC to launch inquiry, implement pause on approvals for 
new renewable electricity generation) and wishes to take this opportunity to 
provide the AUC with feedback on the pause and inquiry. We hold very grave 
concern with the implementation of an industry wide pause on development 
and the potential negative investment climate this will instill in the Alberta 
renewable generation industry. 
 
PACE recommends the AUC implement the Approval Hold only option and 
continue to fully process all new and existing applications during the pause 
period. This will ensure that the AUC is able continue its normal workload and 
avoid a backlog or bottleneck of applications after the pause. The AUC will 
then be able to approve all reasonable and completed applications as soon as 
the pause is lifted, on February 29, 2024, or sooner if possible. 
PACE understands the AUC, public and government concerns but does not 
feel this broad-brush approach of a complete industry pause follows 
reasonable fairness protocol. Applications and projects which are not creating 
issues with the points raised in the July 21, 2023, AUC letter to the 
government 
should not be punished (the development of power plants on high value 
agricultural lands and the lack of mandatory reclamation security 
requirements for power plants). These types of projects should continue to be 
processed under the existing policies and AUC Rule 007. This 
“grandfathering” 
is an established AUC principle and will provide certainty and maintain 
investor confidence. 
PACE also suggests the AUC commit to completion of its inquiry by January 
31, 2024, in advance of the government directed approval pause ending 
February 29, 2024, and the government directed inquiry deadline of March 
29, 
2024. This will allow the government time to review the inquiry report and 
make any necessary regulatory amendments prior to the expiry of the pause, 
avoiding the awkward situation of the pause expiring while amendments are 
in play but not formalized until coming months. 
The inquiry will be very broad and far reaching and as such would benefit 
from the implementation of a module approach. There are a number of these 
issues and areas that may be resolved more easily and more quickly than 
others and modules for these could be conducted expediently, potentially 



 
leading to release of these findings earlier. This would serve to reduce the 
dampening effect of the pause by showing progress and reasonability. 
Modules could be established for agricultural land, environmental land, 
viewscapes, reclamation security, and Crown land. Many stakeholders would 
only participate in the modules affecting them, allowing for more efficiency 
and less stakeholder burnout. 
 
PACE appreciates that the AUC is limited in its ability to vary from the 
direction set out by the government in Order in Council 2023-171 and Order in 
Council 2023-172. However, PACE encourages the AUC to provide feedback 
received from industry participants on the crippling impact this pause will 
have on the renewable electricity industry in Alberta and request the 
government to remove the pause. 
Thank you for the opportunity to submit feedback on these issues and please 
feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions on this. 
Sincerely, 

 
To whom it may concern, 
McCain Foods Ltd, and its subsidiaries (collectively “McCain”), is a Canadian leader in the food industry, 
with over 20,000 employees globally and more than 225 employees in southern Alberta along with 
decades of operational experience in Alberta. McCain is actively working to transition to more 
renewable 
and sustainable operations in Alberta and across the globe: in this endeavor McCain is actively looking to 
secure renewable power sources at our Alberta Coaldale plant in the coming years. 
We strongly recommend an 'Approval Hold Only' process whereby the AUC will continue to process new 
and existing applications during the pause period. 
If the application window remains open during the inquiry period, we believe that proponents may still 
advance meaningful work on project development and allow for the AUC in parallel to continue the 
inquiry 
process. There should be a transition date set by the AUC when any regulatory changes might come into 
effect, for all to plan around and have regulatory certainty. 
In this way, projects like ours can be adaptively managed to continue development and at the same 
time, 
adjust to meet the critical regulatory conclusions that might be applied in the future. We believe that 
the 
AUC can manage this parallel process and that a complete stop to accepting new applications is not 
warranted. A full halt to site development work and AUC applications seems to be a needlessly cautious 
approach where industry-leading standards and regulations have been in place for years and appear 
adequate, if not worthwhile to evaluate, update and amend. Ultimately, such an abrupt stop to project 
applications is very detrimental to regulatory certainty. 
It would be most prudent for the AUC to confirm that any applications filed prior to the release of the 
final 
inquiry report should be grandfathered and adhere to the current Rule 007 approach and that any new 
regulations set a clear effective date after the final inquiry report, such that any applications filed prior 
to 



 
the effective date may follow the process outlined in the then-current version of the Rule. This will 
provide 
some element of regulatory predictability for projects that are considering moving forward in the near 
term, which would be helpful given the uncertainty caused by the pause. 
 
AESO can successfully maintain a reliable grid for Alberta, and a full pause of all projects is not 
warranted. McCain supports the AUC in running the public inquiry process but asks that clarity be given 
for projects filed before the results are known. 
Thank you for your consideration of this submission and support in allowing us to execute our corporate 
sustainability mission with our business interests in Alberta. 
 
Sincerely 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 
dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 
decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation 
Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf64c28778e6b4d31fd0308dba004d275%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279714819174207%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=LX%2FO%2FgWGtwqFbx5CUVDZ1P11y2tSG72VDzLk%2FmIk8YM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf64c28778e6b4d31fd0308dba004d275%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279714819174207%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=zZ7dIJJynRx%2F2mM6VA3hcMi3ARTsx6Wf%2BGN3I6ctwiU%3D&reserved=0


 
 

My name is XXXXXXXX  and I own an acreage and am a stakeholder in Northern Valley where a wind 
project is being proposed. My family has lived in the Northern Valley region for three generations and I 
would like to make it known, as a stakeholder, that it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” be 
enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. My legal representation, 
Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to this email.  

 
Sincerely,  

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

 
 The Canadian Renewable Energy Association (CanREA) represents more than 350 companies 
active in the Canadian renewable energy market, including manufacturers, operators, 
developers and service providers to the wind, solar and energy storage industries. We 
appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the upcoming Inquiry into the ongoing 
economic, orderly and efficient development of electricity generation in Alberta.  
CanREA submits that this Inquiry can be conducted without pausing AUC approvals. The 
industry is now facing unprecedented levels of risk and uncertainty, as well as concerns that the 
Fair, Efficient and Open Competition (FEOC) principles that the energy-only market is based on 
are being compromised.  
We are eager to provide the following recommendations to get the process back up and 
running, and to minimize the economic harms created by the decision to pause approvals.  
This letter provides a response to the Commission’s request for feedback on the implementation 
of the approval Pause (“the Pause”), dated August 3, 2023, while offering further suggestions on 
the approach of the Inquiry. In addition to comments on the implementation of the Pause, 
CanREA also offers further recommendations on the following issues:  
- Expedited Timeline for Completion of the Inquiry Report  

- Grandfathering Approach for New and Existing Applications  

- Capacity Threshold for Impacted Projects  

- Module-based Approach to Inquiry  

 
In addition, CanREA submits that the Inquiry outcomes will need to provide certainty and 
predictability to counter-balance all the uncertainty that has been created as a result of this 
Pause. Where warranted, projects following a clear set of rules should have an expedited 
approval process available to them.  

Implementation of Approval Pause  
CanREA recommends that the Commission implement only an Approval Hold, and continue to 
fully process all new and existing applications during the Pause period. The AUC will need to 
confirm that project applications will be approved based on all applicable rules and requirements 
in place at the time of application1. This approach will ensure that the Commission is prepared 
to continue approvals immediately once the Pause is lifted on February 29, 2024. 
 
CanREA is concerned about a large influx in applications upon completion of the upcoming 
AESO “Cluster Study” for connections, and continuing to process new and existing applications 
reduces the risk that the AUC will need to process two significant bottlenecks of applications in 
2024.  

Expedited Timeline for Completion of the Inquiry Report  
In order to ensure fairness and efficiency, the AUC should commit to a December 31, 2023, 
completion and publication of the Inquiry report. This will create alignment between the Inquiry 
and the AESO’s Cluster Study process, which has a Preliminary Assessment Package to be 
issued by December 31, 2023. Project proponents will need to know the outcome of the Inquiry 
in order to decide whether to proceed with their connections and the associated financial 
commitments.  

Grandfathering Approach for New and Existing Applications  
Currently, there is considerable concern regarding the impact of the Inquiry on applications that 
developers had intended to file during the Pause period. Under an “Approval Only” Pause, the 
Province and AUC must provide certainty for these projects as the AUC undertakes the 



 
upcoming Inquiry, so that projects that have already been delayed by the Pause are not further 
delayed by the implementation of new policy approaches resulting from the Inquiry.  
CanREA recommends that the Commission grandfather the current Rule 007 approach and any 
related policies or regulations for any applications filed prior to the release of the Inquiry report. 
There is clear precedent for the AUC to follow this approach. This approach is consistent with 
previous AUC Rule 007 amendments over the last decade, in which there was established a 
clear “effective by” date included with any amendments. For instance, the current version of 
Rule 007 was approved on March 18, 2022, but not effective until April 25, 2022. Any 
applications filed prior to April 25 would be covered by the previous version of Rule 007. 
Similarly, any applications filed prior to any forthcoming changes to Rule 007 should be covered 
by the now-current version of the rule.  
Due to the Pause and the wide-ranging approach to the Inquiry, our members are entering a 
time of unprecedented uncertainty. The Minister of Affordability and Utilties has been clear that 
it is the government’s intent to reduce uncertainty during this period. The best way to maintain 
any certainty during this Pause is to ensure that current applicants are evaluated under the most 
current AUC criteria, as has been the practice during all periods of Rule 007 review.  

Capacity Threshold for Impacted Projects  
CanREA recommends that the AUC provide clarity on the capacity threshold for impacted 
projects. Currently, there are several projects between 1 MW and 5 MW that are under 
development across the province on commercial and industrial sites. Due to the Inquiry’s focus 
on agricultural land issues, it is unfair to these commercial and industrial projects that their 
timelines are put at risk due to policy challenges that do not impact their efforts. It is our 
understanding that Microgeneration, which can be up to a total nameplate capacity that does 
not exceed the lesser of 5 MW or the rating of the customer’s service2, is exempt from the 
Pause. We urge the Commission to make this clear to market participants so as to safeguard 
progress on all projects that are eligible to proceed. 
 

Module-based Approach to Inquiry  
The terms of this Inquiry cover a wide range of issues facing the renewable energy industry and 
the communities in which we operate. There are a number of these issues that may be resolved 
more easily and more quickly than others. It is recommended that the Commission organize and 
schedule the Inquiry such that issues that can be managed more quickly are accelerated, with 
preliminary findings for these issues released on an expedited basis.  
CanREA would be pleased to discuss appropriate modules and an appropriate schedule for 
those modules that can be expedited to reduce uncertainty, and those modules which may 
require more time.  
For instance, considerations of implementing mandatory reclamation security requirements for 
power plants can be addressed fairly quickly. Developers will be able to outline how they 
provide acceptable security for project landowners, and the AUC can address formalization if 
necessary.  
Similarly, examining the potential for opening Crown lands for wind and solar projects can be 
addressed as a separate module. However, in this instance, CanREA submits that while 
enabling renewable energy development on Crown lands is important, there is no reason to 
delay submission of the Inquiry report and extend the Pause in order to achieve this. The Inquiry 
could simply establish a process to be completed post-Pause. To be clear, a specific Crown-
land module should be created, so that this issue can be addressed in a timely fashion, and the 
AUC should ensure that Indigenous communities are included in the module. Not only are most 
other energy developments in Alberta permitted on Crown lands, but the majority of other 
provinces can provide a sector-specific model for how renewables could be permitted and 
access land in these areas.  



 
--  
Thank you once again for the opportunity to provide feedback on the development of your 
Inquiry. It is of utmost urgency to our industry and members that the AUC move quickly on the 
development of this approach, and to move quickly on the Inquiry itself. Due to the Pause, 
investment and Alberta jobs are being put at risk, and it is critical that it be lifted as soon as 
possible. Without further information regarding the Inquiry or details from the report, our 
industry’s future in Alberta is in question.  
If you have any further comments or questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.  
Regards, 

 
 
 Dear Alberta Utilities Commission:  

Bright Diamond Consulting is a small Canadian-owned start-up renewable energy consulting 

company with six employees and a network of partnership consultants in Alberta. We started in 

business in 2017 and are currently providing a variety of consulting services to several domestic and 

international Independent Power Producers (IPPs) with renewable energy projects in Alberta, or 

with a desire to invest in new projects in Alberta in the future. Therefore, we have strong experience 

in the origination, planning, regulatory, commercial off-take, financing and construction aspects of 

renewable energy projects in Alberta and actively work on AUC applications with our client base.  

Having worked on multiple large-scale wind and solar projects locally on the ground with 

municipalities and landowners and working with our clients on regulatory filings with the AUC and 

other entities, we have extensive experience and understanding of the regulatory framework and of 

how the inquiry issues are manifesting themselves with development projects today. That said, as a 

consulting firm doing a lot of the upfront and on the ground development work, and working closely 

with communities, we believe that a complete pause on AUC applications is not warranted and would 

appear overly cautious at the present time to address the inquiry topics noted. We believe that the 

current regulatory framework is robust and sufficient to continue to review new projects and assess 

impacts, even as it pertains to the inquiry topics. Of course, there is room for improvement and 

standardization, and we look forward to the AUC reviewing and updating appropriate and robust 

regulations for some or all of the inquiry topics.  

As requested by the AUC, Bright Diamond Consulting wishes to clearly endorse and recommend the 

“Approval hold only” option whereby the AUC continues to accept and process new applications 

during the pause period. Projects that might be filed prior to the full conclusion of the inquiry report 

should be grandfathered under the old AUC rules and any updates, if and as needed, could be applied 

after at an established and consulted ‘update deadline’ to fall under the new rules, as amended. This 

approach of review and approval in the interim period will avoid two clear negative outcomes of the 

current situation for the AUC and the industry:  

(1)the active halt (and in some cases pullout) of investment in the market by some entitieswho are 

trying to make near and medium term investment decisions on new renewableprojects in Alberta and 

require more clarity on the process and timing of new regulationsbefore making a final investment 

decision, and 

(2) a bottleneck of new project applications and administrative overload on the AUC, with a potential 

windfall of new applications the day after the pause is lifted, and which might further incite 

confusion, processing inefficiencies (i.e. who goes first?), delays for the AUC and industry members 



 
alike, and will certainly compounded the uncertainty felt in the market which could linger for much 

longer than simply the stated ‘pause’ period timeframe.  

Beyond the question at hand of what to do with applications specifically, more broadly for the 

inquiry process itself, it is our view that the AUC must fast-track a clear timeline and process 

schedule to communicate and provide stability for the market. Ideally the AUC would split out 

different workstreams for specific topics and technologies, setting a clear schedule and process right 

away. Different stakeholders and different experts will be needed in different aspects of the inquiry 

process, and the sooner this can be split up and initiated, the better it will be for the AUC process, the 

outcomes, and for the market in general. As usual, the AUC should make all of the filings and 

proceedings public and close off smaller and faster proceedings as reasonable to “sectionalize” the 

topics and build its final inquiry report to government in a modular fashion. This will be the most 

efficient way to conduct the inquiry whilst keeping investors and stakeholders alike invested in the 

process and the Alberta renewables market in general, all the while keeping the market advancing 

toward the goal of longer-term decarbonization of the Alberta electricity sector and broader 

economy.  

Providing transparency and clarity on the process will reinforce and hopefully reverse the current 

environment of uncertainty and risk in the market and will establish a collaborative environment and 

approach with industry to conduct the inquiry with the market principles in mind of a Fair, Efficient, 

Open and Competitive (FEOC) process. In this way, the process will stay true to the market 

principles which have aligned with Albertans for decades, and which we believe all stakeholders and 

the AUC want to uphold, and ultimately what gives Alberta that business advantage over other 

jurisdictions.  

Bright Diamond Consulting is a renewables-only consultancy started in Canada by Canadians within 

the green economy, and we deeply believe in our work for a brighter future for Alberta and Canada. 

Indeed, we want to be part of growing the Alberta economy and are proud to be a small part of its 

ongoing energy transition. We thank you for your consideration to this feedback and look forward to 

the next steps and updates in the process.  

Sincerely, 

 
We strongly feel that the AUC should implement complete abeyance with this approval pause for the 
following reasons: 
 

1. There are costs associated with sending a mixed message through partial abeyance or on hold 
only approvals – the need to re-review each application if non-compliant with new regulations, 
and the personal costs to the Albertans who welcomed this moratorium as a sign that their 
government was willing to listen to their legitimate concerns. 

 
2. Redeployment of all AUC staff to focus on this inquiry vs. day-to-day business should result in a 

better result and speedier outcome for industry and all stakeholders. 
 
Staff could be used for education and consultation with Rural and Urban Municipalities (either one 
on one similar to the recent consulation with the MD of Smoky River, led by JP Mousseau), or at 
upcoming RMA and AUMA Conferences. 
 
Finally, according to the US Wind Database, the largest wind turbines installed at a commercial 
wind farm are 5.6 MW Vestas, at the Truascott-Gilliand (TG) East Wind Farm (Escalade) Project 
in Texas, located at 33°44'46.7"N 99°39'55.8"W - Google Maps.  These turbines have a hub 
height of 119 m, and a rotor diameter of 162 m, for a total height of 200 m, or 656’. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fmaps%2Fplace%2F33%25C2%25B044%2746.7%2522N%2B99%25C2%25B039%2755.8%2522W%2F%4033.7473528%2C-99.6738736%2C15.36z%2Fdata%3D!4m4!3m3!8m2!3d33.7463!4d-99.6655%3Fentry%3Dttu&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf35808ed9eb84132c38b08dba007a838%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279726982438815%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Kx6ij%2BwuS4LNEoxRlZB1mrMBRmJEMtUFuS1pSOSxgdk%3D&reserved=0


 
 
As AB taxpayers, we would support a delegation from the AUC to view this operating wind farm, 
as a reference point for the current AUC inquiry.   
 
Based on a quick Expedia search, the approximate cost per person for a weekday direct flight 
from Calgary to Dallas Fort/Worth, with a car rental (the site is approx. 3 hours away from the 
airport) and hotel for 3 nights would be $2,000 Canadian.  This seems like a small cost to obtain 
first hand knowledge and understanding of the possible impacts (noise, visual, footprint, etc.) 
that  these very large structures will have on nearby residents. 

 
Thank you, 

 
Dear Ms. Dahl Rees, 
 
As chair of the Riplinger Wind Concerned Citizens Group located in the areas of Hill 
Spring/Mountain View/Waterton, I am writing you regarding the recent approval pause on all 
new renewable energy applications made to the Alberta Utilities Commission.  
 
After consulting with members of our group, we would like to express our support for the 
following option: 
 
Partial abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause period. For all 
existing applications with an incomplete record, the AUC process will proceed to the point 
where the written evidence is complete, applications will then be placed in abeyance until the 
pause period expires. The AUC will not hold any public hearings for these applications during 
the pause period. Existing applications with a complete record will be placed in abeyance until 
the pause period expires. 
 
Since February of 2023 we have been dealing with the proposed Riplinger Wind Project by 
TransAlta Corporation. Our group of highly engaged citizens have witnessed many problems 
with the public engagement process, required environmental studies, the accuracy of those 
studies, and issues with land agents using deceptive tactics to have landowners sign on to the 
project. We fully support the Alberta Government and the AUC implementing this pause. It is 
our understanding that with a complete or partial abeyance in place, TransAlta will not be able 
to make application, during the paused period, to the AUC on the Riplinger Wind Project.  
 
We are chiefly concerned about the fact that this one project will do extensive damage to: 
 
a) the work of so many environmental and conservation groups that have been present in this 
area for decades, studying and preserving the unique biodiversity and ecosystem found in the 
Crown of the Continent. 
 
b) the absolute beauty of our ‘prairie to peak’ landscape as this project is located within 10 kms 
of Waterton National Park 
 



 
c) the numerous family owned and operated tourism businesses located within mere 
kilometers of this project 
 
d) the thousands of migratory birds and bats that we witness coming through this riparian area  
 
Thank you for considering our feedback on the ‘pause’ process and we look forward to working 
with you further as this inquiry progresses. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
 



 

 



 

 
 



 
DEAR AUC MEMBERS,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C67b3d9b88bc74188546e08dba008da63%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279732116073128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ZwjPD1yDN5GIlBURMoWSb4wmcbQ0TnKKMP9M6u39U%2FM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C67b3d9b88bc74188546e08dba008da63%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279732116073128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=YcQV%2FYcfxr8Ob9bcOrMFGEgqzUalxYrRbKalC%2BgdcKU%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 
 

 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
A am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 
20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 
ratepayers, and will stifle tens of billions of dollars in investment. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 



 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
I am disappointed that all the options were for some amount of pause because it really isn't needed. 
However, if the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without 
issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
Climate Change.  
 
This year alone, the effects of Climate Change has destroyed homes and lively hood of a lot of Albertans, 
Canadians and many other people around the world. The entire world is going through major crisis due 
to the effects of Climate Change and we as Albertans need to show leadership in the fight against the 
effects of Climate Change. 
 
I design and install Solar PV Projects in several countries around the world and to date I have not seen 
any government put a stop or slow down renewable projects. Alberta is the first one!! I currently work 
in 13 different countries. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

1) With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C341d4a6913eb4ab4cdd208dba0093a09%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279733716720135%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=euPX7gX71P%2Ff7MsU%2Bm5axenhxhXSwtqwu9ITMCsHjB4%3D&reserved=0


 
2) With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

3) With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/.  

 
I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C05fa7729054545c96cd608dba00a2524%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279737662857953%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BIketBZ2d8Xp3r7Expo%2FsSP7Zgz9qi4jhHCR09%2FiT8k%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C52b04f4b754f4b189ec808dba00c3270%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279746478315488%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=e4mjyI8SnaKh%2Fzp%2FqKySZ5xR1ywuq%2FvSwaUyXDN1I%2FA%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C52b04f4b754f4b189ec808dba00c3270%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279746478315488%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tSUqNxG3Q2ZFxnHUAUJaHHnq8h1leMPdJwDkjkYq14g%3D&reserved=0


 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Our names are XXXXXXXXXX. We grain farm and have breeding livestock in the immediate area where 
the Northern Valley Project is being proposed. We feel that with this being an area full of farm 
residences, this is not an appropriate area to have ocean sized wind mills set up. These alien looking 
structures would devastate our beautiful landscape! I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it 
is necessary that a "complete abeyance" be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory 
application process. My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have 
attached to this email. 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf63f8a98499e46f7584508dba00c87b1%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279747909765048%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hoodFI36aktO0cNdLjj%2BBEvNAJmxWnYu294oub5Zn%2Fw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf63f8a98499e46f7584508dba00c87b1%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279747909765048%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1kaOu1jxLgE0YfcVPaExA8K493db89WQIyLDzgAV8Iw%3D&reserved=0


 



 

 

 



 
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  



 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar 

sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, 

and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. 

Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 

address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy 

infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority 

(ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 

Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this 

matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 

preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already 

created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-

recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 

such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
A am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 
20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd43da8b7502b4b9217e208dba00ef249%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279758289000165%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=aUesD9GPaWvcsrZjpLR%2FKnsw9ElNwPiuUmE%2FMYHEqKY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd43da8b7502b4b9217e208dba00ef249%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279758289000165%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=p8nXkIEmNj%2BPY%2BnTEje3xiF9oztXSItLL2T%2FaG8Xuxc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd43da8b7502b4b9217e208dba00ef249%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279758289000165%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=p8nXkIEmNj%2BPY%2BnTEje3xiF9oztXSItLL2T%2FaG8Xuxc%3D&reserved=0


 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 
ratepayers, and will stifle tens of billions of dollars in investment. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
I am disappointed that all the options were for some amount of pause because it really isn't needed. 
However, if the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without 
issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1b124bccf9e941cedec308dba00f478d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279759711552205%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pud0t9rfFN%2B9HOK6TeZdImPf0fPmbR4AWsRUCse1%2B4k%3D&reserved=0


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1b124bccf9e941cedec308dba00f478d%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279759711552205%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=LptZzezHqiUnvGxko5l90yHIyljnEK86jRrGy0z0eH8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C60bf45f8c2a54f97622508dba0107a2b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279764858790132%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Om5AM2DVxFA6kzQUTzOS1Y7646dVXqjVNDqVvfsS9nk%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C60bf45f8c2a54f97622508dba0107a2b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279764858790132%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=plm43XZATb5JSSTwMjiUvlLYQm9LhONfDFhe66ezBQo%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 

With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 

With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review 
and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,  

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4647338484d3461d061108dba0111fad%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279767631711443%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=G%2BLpwf4U1JVvTt%2FWnrp6GuDTnJfpc9T3X%2FE4XnivJA8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4647338484d3461d061108dba0111fad%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279767631711443%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=p%2B5q%2F4J9JG1DJTqTssXMEky6B2WEW3SU%2B34wbEpa9Iw%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 
 

Good morning, 

As a stakeholder in the health of our country, I would like to write in favour of the Approval hold only option. 
Since the province continues to move ahead on approving new fossil fuel projects, I see no reason why it has 
to slow down projects which develop renewable energy. 

Renewables play an important role in transitioning away from the fossil fuels which contribute to global 
warming and its consequences. As this summer has shown, the consequences are already upon us. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 



 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta has the opportunity to be a 

global leader in the renewables space, which has now been threatened by this moratorium. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C598a0edc2ceb48c545a108dba011e4d2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279770948937682%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=RvlFcL1Wa0vFeNuHSmBsFgYVfhABq8BLgkTgEAJrSTY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C598a0edc2ceb48c545a108dba011e4d2%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279770948937682%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=xlJ8P4M%2Fn3bMcBj65QiKoFMNr8RqjaIM5HbZ6ZCJI4A%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C12bd5fd6a3c147733c6108dba011e5fb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279770959717163%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=DG5Hbz7WZsnlNMEMfnrvXy5Q9TdOac9EYPn5x3saXPI%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C12bd5fd6a3c147733c6108dba011e5fb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279770959717163%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vb3JHuRdyEaEJ4lYkZbI4R6xIiD088VeTqZh6nNeCM0%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 
 

Hello, 
I understand that today is the deadline for providing feedback about the pause on renewable energy 
development for wind and solar projects over 1 Megawatt until February 2024. I have not been able to 
find the place to provide that feedback so hope that you can forward this to the appropriate address 
before the deadline.  

• Firstly, I encourage you to extend the deadline for feedback as this seems a very short window, 
especially for summertime when many are on vacation. 

• Secondly, I applaud your plan to review how energy development is affecting agricultural land 
but I am far more concerned about how much agricultural land is lost to other commercial 
ventures (such as shopping malls) and low density suburban housing development. 

• Thirdly, I do not support putting a pause on the renewable energy industry - climate change is a 
very serious problem and moving towards renewable energy should be a priority. This is 
apparently a growing industry in Alberta, providing jobs and economic strength. Putting a 
significant pause on development for several months can have many unintended consequences 
in stalling out the growth of this industry that is working to move us away from fossil fuels. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 



 
I am writing as a resident of Alberta in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 
2023.  
 
As a young adult looking at the world today, it baffles me that the government that is supposed to 
represent me and the best interests of their citizens could pause any approvals for renewable energy 
projects.  A few days ago I saw news of the Maui fires, decimating the island and home of thousands of 
people.  Yesterday I saw news of the fires in the Northwest Territories leading the evacuation of 
Yellowknife and has the potential to burn the city.  Today I saw news of the fires in Kelowna, with 200ft 
flames and embers jumping across lakes leading to even more danger for the residents.  Within a single 
week we have seen unprecedent destruction of our cities, the environment, and the planet due to 
climate change.  There is no reason to believe that Alberta will be the sole place immune to these 
dangers.  To do anything to hinder our efforts to move toward renewable energy projects is to condemn 
myself and every other young Albertan to a future of fires, droughts, and floods, all of increasing 
severity. 
 
I request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy 
projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is 
unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 
billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 
powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/ . I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cddb428c2ef9444b7324108dba015e546%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279788165844542%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ScXyXtmvF3Xwp4zYB49Deefzq%2BXg68nezKXFB1%2FNyZc%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 



 

 
 

We are XXXXXXXXX and own land in the Northern Valley where a wind project is being 
proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it is necessary that a “complete 
abeyance” be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. 
My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to 
this email.  
 
We do not approve of the project in our area--- too close to residence, farm livestock and will 
disrupt wildlife eco system.       Why don't they put them at least 40km from residences or by 
cities if they think no harm will be done? 
 
Airplanes and rockets cause more environmental damage that affects our "climate change". 
 
 
Sincerely,  

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3dbdf919c9744c55a82408dba01963cb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279803130048634%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5HAAsjUuNUeyYPz7Y6A1raDQX5ECZSiZmq8LFpJeNxI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C3dbdf919c9744c55a82408dba01963cb%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279803130204872%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=T0gCQIQwSJ62Q8sRHjq3r8ej82RB5nurPX6qf0SPvlc%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

 
 Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the AUC renewable energy approvals 
pause. Neoen is a leading international independent power producer (IPP) of renewable energy 
with over 7GW of solar, wind and storage capacity in operation or under construction around the 
world. Neoen is a specialized IPP with a long-term vision that informs our strategy to produce 
renewable, competitively-priced energy, sustainably and on a large scale. We are aiming for 
more than 10 GW in operation or under construction by 2025.  
Neoen has been present in Alberta for more than two years, building a local team and a strong 
knowledge of regulatory, technical and other aspects of renewable energy project development 
in the province. We launched construction of our first solar farm in Alberta (Fox Coulee Solar 
Project – 93MWdc) earlier this year, and are developing a portfolio of other renewable energy 
projects across the province.  
Neoen is a member of the Canadian Renewable Energy Association (CanREA) and shares the 
concerns and comments expressed by the Association in their recent communications. Still, we 
appreciate the opportunity to provide our own feedback on the upcoming AUC Inquiry and 
implementation of the approval pause for new renewable electricity generation.  
Implementation of the Approval Pause  
Neoen recommends the AUC implement the “approval hold only” option and continue accepting 
and processing new applications during the pause period. This would allow developers to keep 
on working on their projects and submit applications to the AUC for revision, even though no 
approvals would be granted before the end of the pause.  

Otherwise, there would be a risk of creating a bottleneck at the AUC level (on top of the 
likely bottleneck at the AESO level with the implementation of the new Cluster 



 
Assessments) with a significant number of projects submitting their AUC Power Plant 
Application at the same timeonce the pause ends. This would provoke major delays on top of 
the ones already generated by the pause.  
Additional comments on the Inquiry  
Due to the approvals pause, we are currently in a period of great uncertainty. It is vital that the 
AUC address the concerns listed in the Inquiry scope set out in the order-in-council as soon as 
possible. In that respect, we strongly support CanREA’s module-based approach to the inquiry, 
in an effort to derive solutions for the industry in a timely manner.  
Indeed, some topics might be easier to consult on and agree than others. Getting partial 
clarifications on specific concerns such as reclamation or use of agricultural land during the 
Inquiry would help developers to incorporate the AUC’s recommendations earlier in the design 
of their plants, their landowner agreements, and their stakeholder engagement programs; and 
would avoid unnecessary changes or amendments to the projects following the Inquiry. We 
hope to gain greater clarity on the AUC’s expectations during the Inquiry and not have to wait 
until March 2024 to understand its outcomes.  
Being the owner-operator of its own projects for 30-plus years, Neoen adopts a long-term vision 
in its development and engagement with landowners, communities, local authorities and 
regulatory bodies; and sees value in having a strong and widely supported regulatory framework 
for the development of renewable energy projects in Alberta. In that regard, Neoen is looking 
forward to providing feedback during the Inquiry and is committed to finding constructive 
solutions for the industry as soon as possible to bring back the needed level of certainty so we 
can continue to make significant investments in Alberta.  
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on this process. If you have any further 
comments or questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
Sincerely, 

 
I completely oppose the moratorium on renewable energy projects.  
 
Time is of the essence re: climate change. We just returned from a rather harrowing drive through B.C. 
So many places are in fire there and across Canada. Clearly we are in a climate crisis. Many in Canada 
and around the world are suffering. This will only worsen 
 
Plus we are blessed with wind, sun and technical and business know-how in Alberta.  
 
Reverse the decision! 

 
 
 Green Cat Renewables Canada Corporation (GCR) is an engineering and environmental consultancy 
based in Alberta and are supporting a variety of renewable energy developers throughout the province 
to design and obtain regulatory approval for their renewable generation projects. GCR is not a project 
developer, and therefore does not have ownership of projects or applications; however, GCR is 
supporting developers with their applications, and have acted as expert witnesses before the AUC on 
specific matters being proposed for consideration in the inquiry.  
Currently, the AUC is seeking stakeholder feedback on implementing the approval pause for 
applications, and how best to continue considering and processing applications in the wake of the 
provincial government’s targeted delay to renewable development, while the inquiry is undertaken.  
The AUC has provided industry and stakeholders with three options for consideration:  



 
● Complete abeyance – AUC does not accept new applications and takes no further steps to complete 
the record of submitted applications.  

● Partial abeyance – The AUC does not accept new applications, but will process submitted applications 
to a point where the written evidence is complete.  

● Approval hold only – The AUC continues to process new and submitted applications, but will not issue 
approvals.  
 
For the following reasons, GCR recommends consideration of option three, approval hold only, to be the 
most effective option going forward.  
Anticipated Processing Backlog  
The provincial government has indicated that its targeted delay to development will only affect up to 15 
projects; however, this omits any consideration of the effect on projects anticipated to be submitted to 
the AUC between now and February 29, 2024. Given the significant interest from both developers and 
communities looking to invest in renewables in Alberta, it would be expected that up to 90 projects in 
various stages of development will be negatively affected by this targeted delay. 
 
Options one and two currently being considered by the AUC would limit or prohibit processing of 
existing applications and would prohibit new applications for renewable development from being filed 
and considered. In our opinion, this would likely result in a significant backlog of processing required for 
the renewable projects before the AUC currently, and all the new applications that would then be 
submitted on March 1, 2024.  
The influx of new applications could overwhelm the AUC’s ability to effectively and efficiently review and 
process applications, creating a backlog of application review that will affect all facility applications 
before the AUC. This delay would certainly affect renewable project applications, but would also effect 
non-renewable generation and transmission facilities applications. This backlog in processing would 
result in adding further delays to project development, beyond the existing targeted delay established 
by the provincial government.  
This backlog will also result in multiple overlapping process schedule items across applications for 
information responses, evidence submissions and hearings, which would create time constraints and 
limitations for which the technical experts and consultants would not be able to efficiently balance. In 
addition, these delays will also negatively affect the participating landowners and municipalities that 
have signed agreements with developers for their lands. The stakeholders believe the development of 
these projects are in their interests and have designed their plans around the timelines of these projects 
becoming operational. The targeted delay to renewables, and the subsequent application backlog would 
negatively affect these stakeholders’ ability to progress their interests. By allowing for the continued 
submission of new applications, and by continuing to process these applications to the fullest extent 
possible, the AUC will be actively taking steps to avoid this backlog.  
The AUC has successfully considered specific and emerging concerns relating to renewable 
developments in the past, without requiring a full stop on all approvals of renewable projects, as shown 
with the Rule 007 amendments relating to solar glare, shadow flicker and battery energy storage. The 
AUC was able to successfully provide interim guidance to developers throughout the process, leading to 
more efficient application processing.  
Non-consideration of Projects Limiting Impacts of Concern  
Options one and two do not allow any opportunity for the AUC to objectively consider the specifics of 
project applications; specifically, those projects which do not result in the impacts under consideration 
of the inquiry.  



 
The focus of the inquiry has been established on the following basis:  
● Considerations on development of power plants on specific types or classes of agricultural or 
environmental land.  

● Considerations of the impact of power plant development on Alberta’s pristine viewscapes.  

● Considerations of implementing mandatory reclamation security requirements for power plants.  

● Considerations for development of power plants on lands held by the Crown in Right of 
Alberta.  

● Considerations of the impact the increasing growth of renewables has to both generation supply mix 
and electricity system reliability.  
 
The provincial government’s decision to consider all renewable projects under the same lens of impacts 
is an oversight, and has resulted in a number of carefully sited projects on existing industrially developed 
land, and within other developed and urban areas, being unreasonably penalized. 
There are a number of projects which are sited behind the fence of existing industrial facilities, on 
contaminated lands, or otherwise sited on “brownfield” areas. These projects are not sited on 
agricultural land of any value nor are they disrupting viewscapes, pristine or otherwise. These projects 
are typically developed by organizations with commitments to detailed decommissioning and 
reclamation planning, with the majority of projects having preliminary decommissioning plans in place 
prior to construction.  
All projects, both renewable and non-renewable, have site-specific concerns and considerations the AUC 
will need to consider when deciding if approval is in the public interest. While some or most currently 
proposed renewable projects will have similar concerns relating to issues arising in the inquiry, there are 
projects that do not. Notwithstanding the provincial governments unilateral consideration of the 
impacts of renewable projects, as an impartial and objective regulator, the AUC should have the 
authority to review and process applications based on the specifics of each application. Allowing for 
continued submission and processing of applications will allow for the efficient processing of 
applications for these project types largely unaffected by the considerations of the review process.  
Alignment with AESO  
As the AUC and the provincial government are aware, the AESO is integrating a new process for the 
interconnection of generation projects, utilizing cluster studies to assess the impacts projects could have 
to the wider Alberta Interconnected Electric System. The AESO have now included specific fees to be 
associated with the inclusion of projects in cluster studies, and established timelines to complete the 
Projects once the results of the cluster studies are accepted. In response to this, developers have been 
submitting System Access Service Requests (SASR) to the AESO to join the cluster study, and have been 
paying their fees, on the understanding they would be able to develop projects within the new AESO 
connection process timelines.  
The targeted delay established by the provincial government, and subsequent backlog delays from the 
AUC process, could jeopardize developers’ ability to meet the project development timelines that have 
been submitted to the AESO. It is understood that failing to meet these timelines would result in 
additional fees, processing delays and further studies would be required. In continuing to process 
applications, the AUC would be actively working to minimize the risk of further delays and fees 
associated with the AESO interconnection process.  
Conclusion and Recommendation  
GCR considers the most efficient path for the AUC’s consideration would be to continue to allow 
applications to be submitted, and to process these applications to the furthest extent possible; including 
issuing of information requests, issuing notices of applications, and holding technical meetings or 



 
hearings in situations which the project-specific impacts or concerns are unrelated to the considerations 
of the inquiry. In progressing with this option, the AUC also works to ensure the backlog of application 
processing is minimized to reduce the risk of further delays in 2024, once the targeted delay on 
development is lifted.  
In addition, GCR strongly urges the AUC and the provincial government to consider adjusting its order to 
allow the approval of renewable developments if the AUC can be satisfied that the potential impacts 
from the proposed renewable development are not specific to the concerns being considered in the 
inquiry or can be fully mitigated. This would allow the AUC to truly consider projects objectively on a 
case-by-case basis, and provide applicants an opportunity to showcase the decisions they have made to 
reduce the impacts of their projects. 
 
The AUC prides itself on reducing regulatory burden and “red-tape” for development and investment in 
the province. While the concerns being raised as part of the inquiry and valid, GCR submits it will be 
important for the AUC to recognize that the developers have signed agreements with the participating 
landowners and municipalities. These stakeholders have decided that the development of the project is 
in their interests, and the targeted delay to renewables will affect these interests, with subsequent 
delays from application backlogs impacting them further.  
Allowing the AUC to approve these projects, which have shown clear efforts to limit impacts, would 
minimize the risk of processing backlogs, reward developers for actively taking these impacts into 
consideration when designing their projects, and provide assurances to communities and investors alike 
that the AUC remains committed to regulatory efficiency for the processing of renewable development 
in the province.  
 
Kind regards, 

 
 
 We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the Alberta Utilities Commission's (AUC) 
pause on approvals for renewable electricity generation.  
Invenergy is North America’s largest privately held renewable energy company and a global 
leader in developing and operating sustainable energy solutions. To date, we have successfully 
developed over 202 projects representing more than 31GW of capacity globally. We have long 
been active in the Canadian marketplace having developed several wind, solar, and thermal 
projects in the country. Ontario is home to our largest project in Canada, the 584MW St. Clair 
Energy Centre where we were just awarded a contract for a facility upgrade in the Independent 
Electricity System Operator’s (IESO) expedited procurement process. We are currently 
developing a portfolio of wind, solar and energy storage in several provinces including Alberta.  
Invenergy is supportive of Alberta’s deregulated market and the large investment in the buildout 
of renewable energy projects in the province. Investments by the renewable industry not only 
create jobs in clean technology, they also incentivize other businesses to re-locate to and 
expand in the province. The federal government’s investment in clean energy through the 
Investment Tax Credits (ITC) makes this a critical time to develop projects that can provide 
maximum benefit to ratepayers. This includes Carbon Capture and hydrogen technologies, 
which can support the continued use of natural gas generation. Putting this funding at risk could 
prove to be a roadblock to natural gas investments, as well.  
In the United States, we have partnered with many corporate customers to provide power using 
corporate power purchase agreements (PPAs). We have seen the positive impact this model 
has on communities by bringing jobs to the area and providing clean and reliable power. Many 
of these projects would not have been possible without the type of PPA style contracts 



 
facilitated by deregulated markets like Alberta's. It is for these reasons that, prior to the AUC 
announcement, Invenergy maintained an optimistic view of future investments in the province.  

Invenergy recognizes the importance of community acceptance to go forward with a 
project. We diligently work with communities by seeking municipal support, creating 
community benefit funds, and organizing public meetings for consultation. In addition, 
we have experience in responsibly decommissioning projects, doing it in an 
environmentally sensitive way, which protects landowners we have partnered with. 
Invenergy’s practice, is to post decommissioning surety bonds, for the benefit of each 
landowner, even when it is not required by a particularprovince or state. Industry best 
practices is for decommissioning issues to be addressed with the landowners at the time of 
them signing up for the project.  
We are disappointed that the AUC has issued a pause when there is an opportunity to resolve 
the issues at hand while still moving forward with new projects. A process that works in tandem 
would prevent stalling economic development, creating uncertainty in the market and risking 
reliability. However, out of the options proposed by the AUC, the least damaging option would 
be for the ‘approval hold only’ as this will best prepare the organization for the upcoming influx 
of applications stemming from the AESO's Cluster 1 study.  
Additionally, we believe that the result of the AUC inquiry must include grandfathering of the 
renewable energy projects being submitted to the upcoming AESO cluster study. These 
applications represent significant investments of time and money from both public and private 
entities that relied on the stability of Alberta's electricity markets. Lack of clarity around the rules 
under which cluster study projects will be developed risks an impact to ratepayers, established 
businesses serving the renewable industry, and other broader related economic development in 
the province.  
The province would benefit from the AUC and the government providing transparency in terms 
of what changes are being considered, implementation timelines and an ability to offer input into 
any proposed policy changes. This would allow companies to anticipate, adjust and prepare for 
an orderly implementation of any changes being contemplated. Being able to anticipate policy 
changes is a fundamental requirement for businesses to operate in any province. The lack of 
certainty and abrupt policy changes can seriously stifle investment and drive economic 
investment to other jurisdictions.  
With respect to the government's concerns about reliability, Invenergy has experience in, and 
understands the need for, natural gas. Reliability concerns also create an opportunity to further 
explore implementation of a broader energy storage program. The AESO is currently pursuing a 
fast frequency response program, but a longer-term solution would enable broader energy 
storage development and provide the energy solution the government and utilities are seeking.  
Invenergy and other renewable energy developers active in the province can provide creative 
solutions including lessons learned from other jurisdictions to ensure host communities, 
ratepayers, and the province benefit from new project development.  
Again, we appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback and we look forward to more 
opportunities to engage with both the AUC and the government.  
Thank you, 

 
August 18, 2023 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Alberta citizen, solar panel consumer and worker in the oil & gas sector in 

response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the 



 
AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater 

than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 

and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3, below.  (I would add that 

these are the SAME concerns Albertans have regarding abandonment of oil and gas infrastructure – so 

we should apply a moratorium on that as well if we are being consistent. The irony is incredible.) 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utility Commission Members, 

I am writing on behalf of the Alberta Environmental Network in response to your stakeholder 

feedback request1, dated August 3, 2023. We respectfully request that the AUC cancel the 

moratorium on approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1 MW. 

The Alberta Environmental Network is a nonprofit society that has been in operation since 1987. 

We are a member organization with over 12,000 supporters across the province. Our mission is to 

protect and enhance Alberta’s environment, and are well known for co-leading both the Defend 

Alberta Parks and Alberta Beyond Coal campaigns. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb0acef977c564f4aa60e08dba020ca0b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279834927776217%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=j61RqzedmIG%2FvcSNgZwk2DUtzjpJG0ZdhrEMeFqxPnU%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb0acef977c564f4aa60e08dba020ca0b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279834927776217%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=j61RqzedmIG%2FvcSNgZwk2DUtzjpJG0ZdhrEMeFqxPnU%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb0acef977c564f4aa60e08dba020ca0b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279834927776217%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uNHCqno7JmZz9ANfQVmtLaY0a2WiINUrTeA85Irwno4%3D&reserved=0


 

The decision2 to halt approvals for renewable electricity projects of greater than 1 MW is 

unprecedented. This action will threaten thousands of jobs, increase electricity costs for all 

ratepayers, stifle billions of dollars in investment, and slow efforts to address climate change. 

Halting approvals does not serve Albertans. Rather, we need to continue approvals and launch an 

open, transparent and meaningful review of these projects. I understand that you have a number 

of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

● With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable 

Energy Operations which address this matter. 

● With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar 

PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 

years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

● With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations. I 

believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the moratorium, we 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering our request. As a grassroots organization that enjoys partnerships and 

is active in communities across Alberta, united in how highly we value Alberta's environment, we 

will continue to organize and speak out about the things that matter most to Albertans. We look 

forward to more discussion with you on these matters, and sincerely hope that the moratorium on 

approvals will be lifted immediately. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am member of, an investor in, and an employee of, Peace Energy A Renewable Energy 

Cooperative (PEC) and am writing to you in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 



 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for Alberta ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is a solar 

powerhouse, and can continue to lead Canada in moving our economies away from fossil fuels 

towards renewables.  

This is an energy transition and there will be a need for carbon based fuels for many years to 

come. The energy industries can work synchronously while workers and investment transition to 

a new and healthier way of doing things. Our Cooperative is an example of allowing community 

level investment (with 100's of community level investors) to take part in the transition to 

renewables and change your economy for the better.  

PEC is literally on the cusp of investing millions of dollars into northwest Alberta (with our first 

of many projects) and we were days away from submitting our application for a relatively small 

4.99MW project. Under 5MW is already deemed to be a simplified process under the AUC 

policy and I would ask why the limit for this pause has been set at under 1MW. Not only is the 

pause unnecessary, but the 1MW limit is even more bewildering. The pause seems more like 

political posturing by the government than reasonable and clear AUC guidelines. 

It has been stated that the following are concerns that need to be addressed3: 

• Land reclamation:  

o with a never ending resource from the sun , it is highly unlikely that a project will 

have an end of life. Once the infrastructure is in place, the project can be easily 
re-powered in the future with more efficient solar panels and inverters.  

o Unlike other industries, there are no toxic chemicals left in the ground or local 

water poisoned from a solar power plant, so end of life does not require extreme 

clean up measures at the public expense and the land can be easily turned back to 

agricultural use.  

• End of life concerns: 

o when the plant is re-powered (or if it is actually removed from service for other 
use of the land), the equipment will be removed and recycled, the piles can be 
pulled from the ground and the land turned back to agricultural use. The 

Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter.  

o concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 

Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs 

for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• Land use concerns: 

o Our company has chosen not to use cropped land and we have a long-term land 

lease with the owner of under used pasture land.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5fb78fcdddd5463b7cf808dba0236de0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279846260424060%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=C8Mii8toswWIwDE6HwyOo4rjRTN%2BkRF2SaeeoW8VNwc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5fb78fcdddd5463b7cf808dba0236de0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279846260424060%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=C8Mii8toswWIwDE6HwyOo4rjRTN%2BkRF2SaeeoW8VNwc%3D&reserved=0


 
o We plan to have parallel agricultural use while the solar power plant is in 

operation and will plant native beneficial plant species on our project area. So not 

only will we provide Albertans with clean, renewable power but we will actually 

increase the agricultural value of the land through Agrivoltaics. 

o concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife conservation, 

Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I 

believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on 

approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you: 

1. continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

2. increase the maximum excluded project size to under 5MW as fits with other regulations 

already in place. 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 
immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 
believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 
threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 
dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 
powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 
land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5fb78fcdddd5463b7cf808dba0236de0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279846260424060%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=KizTzv7J2Oe9NYklTBIO5h4ooltvKaxr%2Bq7OK5xVLTA%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C6f968c5275754b3b158a08dba02433c0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279849578090769%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=n6Qw5PaEBuVapRpT3VwzJmkxPWSBXz%2BlhJLKGK8CpUE%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C6f968c5275754b3b158a08dba02433c0%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279849578090769%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=imV%2B%2FqK38MNgpJ5wLaP%2FpxPeRosS%2FBfgD4xGAP5S4iA%3D&reserved=0


 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

The Chinook Area Land Users Association (CALUA) represents more than 50 stakeholders (as of today) 
who are affected by TransAlta’s transmission line routing through the MD of Pincher Creek.  
 
CALUA wants the AUC to apply 

• Complete abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause period and all 
existing excluded applications will be placed in abeyance during the pause period with the AUC 
taking no further steps to complete their record or issue decisions. 

 
Please find our rationale in the attachment. Further clarification will be provided after CALUA’s meeting 
with Premier Smith in the September.  
 
Sincerely 

 
I, am a stakeholder in the context of the routing of TransAlta’s transmission lines through the MD of 
Pincher Creek and herby provide my submission to AUC’s inquiry of Aug 3, 2023. 
 
The following parcels are affected by the routing of the transmission lines are: 

1. Plan 0810973;1;1 (Pt.NE 8) 
2. Pt. SE 17-4-28-W4 

 
I want the AUC to apply: 

• Complete abeyance: The AUC does not accept new applications during the pause period and all 
existing excluded applications will be placed in abeyance during the pause period with the AUC 
taking no further steps to complete their record or issue decisions. 

 
Please find my rationale in the attachments.  
 
Sincerely 

 
 
 We are writing to you on behalf of our esteemed clients, XXXXXXXXXXX, who have engaged our 

services in the pursuit of their legacy planning objectives. Strongroom LLP specializes in facilitating 



 
legacy planning, a fundamental process that shapes the impact and contributions individuals leave for 

future generations.  

 

In this context, we would like to draw your attention to the proposed Riplinger Wind Power Project, 

which is located mere kilometers from the pristine environs of Waterton Lakes National Park. We 

submit that the Alberta Utilities Commission must both consider the negative impacts that the 

proposed wind power project will impart upon the natural and cultural fabric of the area.  

Legacy transcends time, and it is essential that any new development, such as the Riplinger Wind 

Power Project, aligns with the values of sustainability, conservation, and cultural preservation. The 

Blum family's aspirations are centered around the creation of a lasting legacy - a bison ranch and 

ecological corridor in the ecologically sensitive Drywood River Valley. This noble endeavor is well 

underway, involving significant investment to purchase and connect parcels of land, effectively 

establishing a vital natural corridor linking private lands with those held by Southern Alberta Land 

Trust Society and Nature Conservancy Canada.  

 

The vision of the Blum family is to witness the return of bison herds to the very grounds where 

Kootenay Brown beheld their majesty for the first time, a sight that harmoniously blended the prairie 

and mountain landscapes. This project, when completed, is poised to become a beacon for tourism, 

education, prairie ecology, sustainable harvesting, and hunting practices, as well as a catalyst for 

spiritual recognition and restoration of native culture. It is difficult to reconcile this unique vision 

with the high-power transmission lines and wind turbines that are proposed to negatively impact 

these lands. 

 

The proposed Riplinger Wind Power Project threatens to cast a shadow over this legacy project, 

potentially erasing the positive contributions that the Blum family envisions for the Drywood River 

Valley in several ways:  

 

1. Impact on Wildlife and Habitat: The construction and operation of the wind power project will 

result in habitat fragmentation, noise pollution, and disturbance to local wildlife and ultimately to the 

bison the Blum family aim to reintroduce. Such disturbances could hinder the ecological connectivity 

crucial for the success of their legacy project.  

 

2. Aesthetic and Cultural Impact: The scenic beauty of the Drywood River Valley is a significant 

aspect of the Blum family's legacy. The presence of industrial wind turbines in close proximity to the 

proposed bison ranch will mar the natural landscape and detract from the cultural and historical 

significance of the area.  

 

3. Tourism and Local Economy: The legacy project not only contributes to the preservation of 

nature but also supports local tourism and the economy. The proposed wind power project will 

potentially deter tourists and visitors who come to experience the unspoiled beauty of the Drywood 

River Valley. Local businesses and the community of this region will be negatively impacted.  

 

4. Environmental Education and Indigenous Culture: The bison ranch serves as an educational 

platform for promoting prairie ecology and indigenous culture. The wind power project will 

compromise these educational efforts and the opportunity for spiritual recognition and restoration of 

native culture that the legacy project provides.  

 



 
5. Sustainability and Heritage: The bison ranch has the potential to promote sustainable land use 

practices, including controlled hunting and harvesting, while honoring the heritage of the region. The 

wind power project's presence will disrupt these aims and lessen the long-term viability of the Blum 

family's initiative.  

 

Given the numerous potential negative impacts associated with the Riplinger Wind Power Project, 

we strongly urge the Alberta Utilities Commission to consider these concerns carefully. It is essential 

to balance renewable energy goals with the preservation of our natural and cultural heritage, 

especially in sensitive areas like the Drywood River Valley and other lands near Waterton Lakes 

National Park.  

 

Collaborative efforts to find a alternate suitable location for renewable energy projects that do not 

compromise existing conservation and cultural initiatives are of paramount importance and the 

Alberta Utilities Commission should not permit the Riplinger Wind Power Project to diminish the 

Blum’s legacy which will benefit all of Alberta. To assist with your review, included with this 

correspondence is a presentation with an overview of the Blum’s legacy Bison Ranch and Ecological 

Corridor. 

 

Thank you for considering the concerns raised in this letter. We trust that the Alberta 

Utilities Commission will prioritize a holistic and sustainable approach that respects the 

invaluable efforts of individuals like the Blum family and their commitment to preserving 

our natural heritage for generations to come. 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8e9be84e37404816863708dba02a0271%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279874521755856%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=F2ybw4nadvn%2BRWChxql%2FO9x0b%2FsKbJNnyNaBPpHnvYs%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C8e9be84e37404816863708dba02a0271%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279874521755856%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=DjPMs2ylnhH4ytqqtbrHf0eMDvi43F%2B%2BqSTJPlHXQ6E%3D&reserved=0


 
Dear Madames/Sirs: 
 
As a major projects proponent looking to undertake the production of renewable fuels utilizing 
Biomass to ultimately fuel a fully renewable BioEnergy Carbon Capture & Storage Powerplant 
within the Province of Alberta, we are seeking clarity on the impact of the six+ month 
Moratorium on AUC approvals authorized by the two recent Orders In Council. Our concern is 
that even though the new regulations only suspend the AUC approvals process, they have 
resulted in unintended impacts upon other renewables. For Alberta BioBord in particular, how 
do we convince our shareholders, investors and possible lenders to underwrite our first phase 
of production of our unique renewable straw fibre based fuel pellets if the regulations 
regarding their usage within a local electricity generation powerplant are uncertain and 
unknown? At the very least, this Moratorium halts our project’s progress until next March/April 
2024. Thus costing Albertans the mostly engineering, design and early stage construction jobs 
which we were hoping to proceed with this September. 
 

1) It is our belief that a complete Abeyance is the only option that makes sense for AUC as 

the uncertainty of final regulations & requirements makes the expenditure of any 

further investment dollars during the pause too risky to undertake when responsibly 

managing shareholder investments. 

2) We have a particular concern insofar as all renewables are being lumped into the same 

category as Wind & Solar which have well known issues relative to intermittency and 

unreliability putting strains upon the grid. Specifically, BioMass solid fuels propose to 

generate substantial baseload and on demand electricity within Alberta and those 

projects are effectively stalled during this Moratorium. 

3) The only realistic options for the Biomass project we’ve been developing under our 

Alberta BioBord proposals for a straw fibre based fuel pellet facility in Stettler, is for us 

to begin evaluating establishing our operations in another jurisdiction or for us to 

commit to selling our Renewable Fuel Pellets under a long term contract to buyers in 

South Korea, Japan or the UK. That would permanently remove the potential for Alberta 

to benefit from our BioEnergy Carbon Capture & Storage (BECCS) renewable Powerplant 

which of course could provide some much needed baseload & on demand generation 

capacity to counter the instability already being experienced from Wind & Solar 

generation. 

We trust that an amendment to the Regulations enacted could possibly exclude the AUC 
Approvals Moratorium for any renewable projects capable of demonstrating proposed stable 
baseload and on demand electricity capacity. Failing that, at the very least a strong statement 
supportive of any Biomass proposed facility being welcomed within Alberta now and in the 
future might suffice to avoid the potential loss of this type of invaluable project planned within 
Alberta, thank you in advance for consideration of our queries. 

 
To whom it may concern, 
  



 
This submission refers to the pause all new and in-progress renewable energy project approvals recently 
requested by the Government of Alberta. 
  
The pause could be implemented considering either complete abeyance, partial abeyance or approval 
hold only. 
  
First of all, considering all the impacts of such pause, the ideal situation would be for the AUC to conduct 
the required inquiry into the ongoing economic, orderly and efficient development of electricity 
generation in Alberta in six months, or even less, without pausing the current approval process. It is not 
an unusual situation for the governmental agencies to investigate a subject and conduct public meetings 
and consultations and propose changes to regulatory approval processes without having to suspend 
them. After the conclusion of the analysis process, new guidelines and requirements are implemented 
with a feasible timeline in order for the affected industry to adapt to new rules. It is surprising and 
unnecessary to pause the process so that changes can be discussed and implemented. 
  
The impacts of the current decision are relevant and affect different stakeholders (industry, 
investors, economy and society as a whole) from different perspectives (social, economic, and political): 
  

• The primary impact of this pause on in-progress projects is related to schedule. It is not clear 
whether there will be immediate or longer-term adjustments to the AUC Rules governing 
renewable energy project development. This creates uncertainty regarding the submission 
package requirements, as new requirements/ considerations may be forthcoming. In addition, we 
can expect a notable backlog in submissions following the conclusion of this pause, which is 
expected to further increase review turnaround timelines, also impacting the AUC’s performance 
standards. 

• Alberta Environment and Protected Areas has not received clear direction requiring that they 
cease accepting project submissions. This uncertainty per se could cause delays in their current 
timelines, which are not ideal considering the usual projects’ schedules. 

• This whole context may impact investors and industry plans to develop in Alberta with all the 
consequences of this in the whole economy and the energy transition process. 

• This uncertainty also affects Alberta’s ability to negotiate with the federal government for support 
to advance Alberta’s own net-zero goal. 

In case it is not possible to revert the pause decision, our position is that: 
  

• the current processes should continue to be reviewed, even if approvals are put on hold for 
6 months; 

• new submissions should continue to be accepted based on the current regulations; 
• after the public inquiry and AUC conclusions, in case there are changes to the current rules and 

regulations, a timeline should be proposed for new submissions based on the new rules. 
In addition, clear guidance to Alberta Environment and Protected Areas as for the renewable energy 
project submissions and referral reports issuance is provided in accordance with the defined course of 
action. 
 
Thank you for considering our perspectives on this. 

 



 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause 

and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater 

than 1MW.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf902cf672558455d980608dba02bdaa8%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279882439989940%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5Py%2F0bvPNEEZ%2Fq%2FxRNIjCP1AJ24lNtlgw3sjk1dLinw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf902cf672558455d980608dba02bdaa8%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279882439989940%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tqLuXMPJGXE5skGGjJbk7jFbhbS3jTh8GgeSCSpj96E%3D&reserved=0


 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is 

unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 

ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain 

our competitive edge. 

It is disappointing during a boom in renewable building, leading to an increase in 

employment and revenue generation for Albertans, that this government would blindside 

the very real industry partners that are working every day to build up job opportunities, 

clean modes of energy, and revenue opportunities for landowners across the province.  

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 

remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 

significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of 

Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting 

reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being 

installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 

ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation 

and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 

Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I 

believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on 

approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 

applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 

Alberta belongs to not only the Albertans of today, but also those of tomorrow. Building 

clean, cost effective options for energy is one way that we can leave a better province 

for those who come after us. Additionally, creating uncertainty in this industry will not 

only jeopardize jobs today, but the industry in the future.  

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0d0bad89daca480d320008dba02c916a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279885510876105%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vAH2dhGvZ2qlUITmz153JGTPUfd7soYWQbsh2HbAqf8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0d0bad89daca480d320008dba02c916a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279885510876105%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vAH2dhGvZ2qlUITmz153JGTPUfd7soYWQbsh2HbAqf8%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0d0bad89daca480d320008dba02c916a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279885510876105%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=S2XWK1NZPlEnMcg40LAdVJ7VaEzkSqpJ%2B8pwC4ePUcY%3D&reserved=0


 
 

 



 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

We were flabbergasted to hear the news of the provincial moratorium on renewable projects, especially 

considering the climate-related epic events happening right now in our own Western Canadian 

backyards, let alone all over the world.   

Common sense suggests we should be scaling up the development of our low-carbon energy systems, 

not scaling back or pausing.   

We have listened carefully to the 'reasons' for the 6-month pause, and it is very clear to us that this 

decision makes absolutely no sense.     

We are concerned Alberta citizens, solar panel consumers & owners, and in response to your 

stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 20231,  We respectfully request that the AUC end the 

pause & immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  



 
We believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is totally unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. We simply do not have time for these 

political games.  We all need to work together for the collective good of the environment. 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. We need to 

continue to diversify our economy and our energy development.   Our solar opportunities that we have 

here in Alberta do just that.   

We understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3, below.  (We would 

add that these are the SAME concerns Albertans have regarding abandonment of oil and gas 

infrastructure – so we should apply a moratorium on that as well if we are being consistent. The irony 

is incredible.) 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well 

over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. We believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, we respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering our request.  

Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd275a23179594f92dc0208dba02ee816%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279895550632998%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=JAmHJceDosQz%2BdhXgYh5VTMu2UYSn8ZcxOVdNNCEFZw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd275a23179594f92dc0208dba02ee816%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279895550632998%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=JAmHJceDosQz%2BdhXgYh5VTMu2UYSn8ZcxOVdNNCEFZw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cd275a23179594f92dc0208dba02ee816%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279895550632998%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=MvGcFK%2BnunoQ1F65TAYwetfb0Li4ry5xUCQL%2BxG4bNE%3D&reserved=0


 

 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 



 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C08f99b5fc8ca41108b8908dba030c39a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279903535896318%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FGG6HLP5u0EMFJzcQBwDb1Q%2Fg1v%2Fp89x%2BR3thTD4j7Q%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C08f99b5fc8ca41108b8908dba030c39a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279903535896318%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=fZ%2BAKnJcwggk5bfvNlEFkkDO8f9tjycvZz0PjbvvHPM%3D&reserved=0


 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC,  
I was hoping to provide feedback on the renewable energy pause for wind and solar projects over 1 
megawatt until February 2024.  
I believe that the response to concerns over renewables has been a let down by the province and 
threatens an industry growing at 10% a year.  
 
Thousands of jobs are at stake, along with $25Billion of investment funds.  
 
While I understand the need to ensure renewable energy is sustainable for our power grid, I think the 
freeze on new projects is an overreaction from the province.  
THEREFORE THIS MORATORIUM MUST BE RESCINDED IMMEDIATELY.  
I don’t think it’s too much to ask this government to be FAIR and apply the same rules across ALL energy 
industries in AB.  
The fact that we need the OWA and STILL have BILLIONS OF DOLLARS of oil/gas reclamation liabilities 
that have been mismanaged for decades by this government only further reinforces their very 
intentional duplicity and hypocrisy. It must end NOW.  
Albertans and especially Calgarians are paying the highest electricity rates in the country. Renewable 
energy generation drives down prices, hour by hour. (I worked at ENMAX for 2 years!)  
I don’t want more rebates from this government. I want fair and competitive market policies enacted 
and enforced so that ALL generators can earn a fair return and ALL polluters pay to clean up their own 
messes --- and NOT the taxpayer via corporate welfare programs such as RStar!  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1bedf1ba545f4a91d17408dba031136c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279904861453890%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Iz2yndLXMcvv7Hl4th1F3JDvjBrxSH4%2F4cMybdfhiu8%3D&reserved=0


 
I hope that you can redirect my feedback to the appropriate address before the deadline if this belongs 
in a different inbox. I would also encourage you to extend the window for feedback, and make the 
address for feedback easier to find through a website search. 
Regards,  

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 



 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation guidelines which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without 

a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

 
 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 



 

 
 



 

 
 

My name is XXXXXXXXX and I am a stakeholder in the Northern Valley where a wind project is being 
proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” 
be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. My legal 
representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to this email.  
 
As future owner of my family's farm in the Northern Valley area I want to be informed about any and all 
negatives to living near the windmills. I want to make sure my health as well as the health of my future 
livestock isn't affected by the windmills. I'm also an avid hunter and I rely on the  wildlife that currently 
live on or near our family farm to feed both myself and my family. I want to be assured that the 
windmills will not cause these animals to leave because we rely on them for food.  
 
I don't believe it is right for this project to continue without the people in the affected area knowing 
about all the pros and cons of living near the windmills. The company in charge of the project has 
refused to answer any questions in regards to these matters. To make matters worse this project is 
going to be located in a wildlife sensitive area. In my opinion this raises a lot of red flags that must be 
addressed. A project like this must have the backing of all the people located in the project area. To 
have this project pushed down our throats for the benefit of those few who will receive compensation is 
not right. Everyone deserves to have a voice in matters like this.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my email.  

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

 
 

UC Members, 
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 



 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well 
over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your request for feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I request that the AUC end the pause and restart accepting and processing approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. The decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 
1MW is, in my opinion, unwarranted and puts thousands of jobs and billions of dollars of investment at 
risk, while simultaneously  slowing efforts to address climate change.  
 
I believe the legitimate concerns expressed can be addressed in parallel with the industry development: 
 

1) land reclamation concerns: solar sites remain viable well past the end of life of the original 
panels, the Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations.  

2) end of life concerns: the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting 
reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today 
will be in operation for well over 25 years there is plenty of time to ensure solutions are in place 

3) With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, solar and wind development only impacts a small percentage of arable land and 
solutions which combine solar and agriculture are being developed and could be encouraged. 
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Solar Alberta has created Solar Siting Recommendations which could be adopted as a start and 
modified as required without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
DEAR AUC MEMBERS,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 
viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 

land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 
reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 
operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
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With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear Premier Smith and members of the Alberta Utilities Commission,  
 
As I watch people fleeing for their lives from Kelowna and Yellowknife, I urge you to end the pause on 
renewable energy projects right now. We need clean energy more than ever. If you should be pausing 
anything, it is fossil fuel projects and subsidies.  
 
I am really angry that Premier Smith has called for this pause, especially when our fossil fuel industry is 
not being held to the same standards when it comes to end of life, land use, and reclamation concerns. I 
have seen with my own eyes the huge solar farm on poor soils/alkali flats near Claresholm AB. I believe 
that our renewable energy community has the welfare of the planet in mind, unlike the fossil fuel 
industry that is padding the pockets of the wealthy in spite of evidence that emissions are causing 
climate change and killing too many of our planet's ecosystems. 
 
I want my children and grandchildren to be able to breathe clear air. With AQHI reaching 10 or worse, 
that's not possible. Have you even noticed that Alberta's blue skies aren't as blue as they used to be? 
Pausing renewable projects is dooming us all to have to rely mainly on the fossil fuels that are changing 
our climate so quickly. If we haven't already reached the tipping point, we are most certainly running 
out of time. 
 
End the pause on renewable energy projects now. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  

 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 
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• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request. 

 
Dear AUC Members, 
I am an Alberta senior who is very concerned about the pause on renewable energy projects greater 
than 1MW.  I am responding to your request for stakeholder feedback request, dated Aug 3/23.  Please 
end the pause.  I am concerned about the harm to Alberta’s reputation as a safe and secure place for 
investment.  As well as rising electricity costs for all Albertans and potentially thousands of jobs lost.  We 
are watching northern, Alberta & BC burn with thousands of people evacuated and 2/3 of the NWT’s 
evacuated.  I’m deeply concerned about how climate change will affect future generations and what we 
do now matters. 
 
I share concerns about the impact on agricultural land, land reclamation and end of life issues for 
disposal of waste from no longer viable renewable energy projects.  However, I believe that we have the 
framework, regulations and recommended protocols in place to address these concerns without pausing 
projects. I think it is always a good idea to review existing  frameworks, regulations and protocol to take 
into consideration new scientific evidence and public concerns.  The Government of Alberta has 
Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations and ARMA is already piloting reuse and recycle programs 
for solar PV.  Solar Alberta has created Solar Siting recommendations. It seems to me that this provides 
enough guidance for the Government of Alberta and the AUC to review and make any needed changes 
and in a timely fashion without pausing projects. 
 
The world is watching us, media from all over has been reporting on this and this decision does nothin to 
enhance the stable and safe business environment that we call the Alberta Advantage.  Quite the 
opposite. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC will not end the pause please continue to fully process new 
and exiting excluded applications without issuing approvals until after the pause process (Option 3 in 
your announcement) 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide feedback and considering my request for ending the pause on 
renewable energy projects. 
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Sincerely 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
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Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

 
 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,   
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023(1). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  
 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW(2) is unnecessary, and will 
threaten thousands of jobs, increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 
and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address(3): 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5270c2a8d5214075af1a08dba0429c6c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279980186057901%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=vFGh3K1i%2Fs0UK7FhajfKXfrczMgYhYfFyy9N9aQfiRE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C5270c2a8d5214075af1a08dba0429c6c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279980186057901%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=H%2BnwZK5y2t9MufpUEJPzyjiSMBLhO6zM%2FacbBrfvX0o%3D&reserved=0


 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations (4) 
which addresses this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this front.  
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, please note that solar plant can be build with the cooperation of farmers ( i.e. 
Agrivoltaics). Also, there is already a Government of Alberta wildlife directive for Solar Energy projects 
(5) which addresses the wetland and wildlife matter. I believe you could review and amalgamate all 
existing documation into one clear directive that would clearly adress all concerns without a pause on 
approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1920e190ccb44df8901308dba0434d79%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279983158164304%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=P5cYrBlOviBDYq60yYomVYTHUg1rfxbyoC7b%2FNgfP84%3D&reserved=0


 
programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am a resident of Calgary and I am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder 

feedback request, dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, 

will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow 

efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our 

competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns in regards to land reclamation, infrastructure end of life 

concerns, and land use concerns. It is also my understanding that there are currently regulations and laws 

that address these concerns. Furthermore, review of industry regulations can occur while the sector 

continues to grow. This would be a part of responsible energy development.  

Alberta is an Energy province. I urge you to consider the long-term negative impacts that a moratorium 

would have on our thriving renewable energy industry.  

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Green energy pause is silly and thousands of people are loosing their jobs that a lot of them have taken 
extra training to do these green energy jobs.  
 Alberta was about to become green energy leader and now laughing stock in the world. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C1920e190ccb44df8901308dba0434d79%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279983158164304%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GCWrk%2FYu3zYORCqhyKQWJGpuMskaX2AEsFNlvXTq%2BJE%3D&reserved=0


 
 
I am a retired native Albertan and worked for over 50 years building utilities plants and petroleum 
plants.  
 
We need as much green energy as possible as quickly as possible, not delayed 6 months for a study. 
Study while it is being built and then if problems developed fix before next stage. 
 
Undo the pause immediately.  

 
My name is XXXXXXXXXX and I am a landowner in the Northern Valley where a wind project is being 
proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” 
be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. My legal 
representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to this email.  
 
We are not being told about any negative effects these windmills may cause, for example, the effects 
they will have on human health and the health of our livestock. We also don't know how the windmills 
will affect the property values of nearby farms/land. A decrease in property values could be detrimental 
to a family's finances should they decide to sell. We also don't know how the construction of these 
windmills will affect everyday activities for farmers such as can we still plant and harvest crops during 
the construction period? If we can't do this then this will affect the livelihoods of farmers nearby. This 
project is in a wildlife sensitive area and there have been no clear answers on how these windmills will 
affect the wildlife living here. For example, how will this project affect the endangered whooping 
cranes? The company in charge of this project has no clear answers to these questions.  
 
This project must not go ahead without the complete support of all the people living in the Northern 
Valley area and clear answers to our questions.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my email.  

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C61b900439bc94529510a08dba04489a6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279988458478324%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=N1WWC5tqRDYQv%2FzJ61IFRDq0O8dviAYjSPx70%2FlbCpM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C61b900439bc94529510a08dba04489a6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279988458478324%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=N1WWC5tqRDYQv%2FzJ61IFRDq0O8dviAYjSPx70%2FlbCpM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C61b900439bc94529510a08dba04489a6%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279988458478324%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=K%2BO4CioT%2FVLU1Y%2FeAGpTrBGpSGMR7w4ssgChPMwk5p0%3D&reserved=0


 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members, 
 
I am rating as a concerned lifelong Albertan in response to your stakeholders request dated August 3, 
2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommend approvals for 
energy projects greater than one megabyte. 
 
I believe your actions are unnecessarily, threatening thousands of jobs Will increase electricity costs and 
drive away billions of dollars of investments. We do not need to slow down our efforts to address climate 
change rather we need to be in the forefront of solar and wind alternative energy projects. We need to 
maintain our standing as leaders for a better healthier planet , 
 
In regards to land reclamation concerns, following the guidelines already in place is viable as well as the 
end of life for original panels as they are in working order for at least 25 years I would also suggest as an 
option to look into placing solar panels on many of the large and small rooftops of buildings in our 
province . 
 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2d3335dbdc594aad398a08dba044c33b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279989424865713%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=nAZ8yi%2BGOHsA0haKJzGJ%2F%2F%2FJ%2FdgxOkwiyZM8cd3NvDI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2d3335dbdc594aad398a08dba044c33b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279989424865713%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=2PyF82YFS7Mvp1wbA8jhqaNoGWJsEXBVEygTz%2BKkb1Y%3D&reserved=0


 
The Alberta recycling management authority is already piloting the reuse and recycling programs for Kurt 
for current panels. 
 
In regards to the land-use concerns, food security, and the wetland preservation. There are already 
protocols in place. This would eliminate the need to pause on approvals. 
 
If the government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to end the pause, I respectfully request that all 
new and existing applications be processed without approvals, until after the paused period. 
 
I strongly encourage you to think of the future of all Albertans and the impact. This will have on the 
climate change, and our ability to meet our climate goals. 
 
Thank you for considering my request, 

 

 



 

 



 

 
 

Dear AUC Members, 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2358ce272db44d9f511a08dba046f984%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279998932997662%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=psFUiTbf0buQHS6yA%2FfkAzgZneaF7NAkwbgeGwM0200%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2358ce272db44d9f511a08dba046f984%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638279998932997662%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GwNhQXDkbnG5d9czMsIutJ1fKXUjWlC1jBmr1OfR6D8%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC 
end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy 
projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, many 
businesses, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 
dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is 
the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 

1. With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 
remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 
significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government 
of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations which address this matter. 

 
2. With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already 
piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of 
solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, 
ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

 
3. With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 

preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 
highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

 

https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 
pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing 
excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period 
(Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  

 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 

My name is XXXXXXXXXXX and I own land in the Northern Valley where a wind project is being 
proposed. I would like to make known, as a stakeholder, that it is necessary that a “complete abeyance” 
be enacted in order to properly review the entire regulatory application process. My legal 
representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, which I have attached to this email.  
 
I'm against seeing these wind turbines in the Northern Valley area near my home. They will ruin the 
natural beauty in the area. We know they will create a lot of noise. I have personality been around 
windmills and I know first hand the noise they create and the number of birds they kill. For me this is a 
concern to all birds including the endangered whooping cranes that migrate through the Northern 
Valley area. On my property I have seen numerous hawks nesting and I have also seen owls as well. My 
property has an abundance of other wildlife as well, including bear, deer and moose. As an avid hunter I 
also rely on these animals to feed my family every year. Should they leave this area due to this noise this 
will affect our family's food supply. South east of 12 56 6 has been left unfarmed for the last 30 years to 
provide food and shelter for the wildlife in the area. The turbines will no doubt affect how safe the 
wildlife feel in this safe haven since they are proposing to put the turbines very close to this area. We 
have photo evidence of all the animals in the area thanks to our scouting effects prior to every hunting 
season. We also had plans on putting another family residence on that quarter so if they proceed with 
the project then that will affect those plans. 
 
We know that the turbines will negatively affect the property value of nearby land thus eventually 
affecting the value of my family farm should the project go ahead, In regards to livestock I will have 
horses across from one of the turbines being built. The potential health effects to them and other 
livestock simply isn't worth the risk to me.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to read my email.   
 
Sincerely,  

 



 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear AUC members, 

The following is a form letter from Solar Alberta. I am resending it as I agree with everything written in it 

and want to add my voice to those dismayed by the pause in renewables. Real jobs depend on this 

action and current and future investments in this province. The world is moving on from fossil fuels and 

we risk being left behind. Albertans are paying some of the highest prices for electricity in the country 

and renewables provide cheap power. The provinces with high electricity prices all have reliance on 

fossil fuels in common. With the increases in the carbon tax for GHG intensive energy, Albertans will 

continue to pay increasingly more if our grid is not decarbonized. All of this, on top of a country that is 

currently burning all around us; there is no more time to delay in switching to renewable energy. 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 

climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 

edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 

past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 

needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 

Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 

Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 

solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 

25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 

review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023(1). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW(2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address(3): 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request. I am happy to be contacted for further comment. 
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C9a82fe4c91ae4e8c164f08dba048ff4b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280007614253012%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HE58IZ7vRcxoFf%2BS80XhFGfkFzO6w4dNEFCPkcF%2FL5s%3D&reserved=0


 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
To whom it may concern,  
 
Established in 1994, EDI Environmental Dynamics Inc. (EDI) is a Canadian employee-owned biology and 
environmental services company based across Northern and Western Canada. We specialize in baseline 
inventory, environmental impact/risk assessment, and environmental planning and implementation to 
support a variety of sectors, including a broad portfolio of renewable energy projects throughout 
Alberta. EDI advises and supports these projects during their entire development cycle — from start to 
finish — to facilitate timely and effective environmental risk assessment, planning and permitting, 
environmental monitoring/compliance, and reclamation/closure.  
 
EDI understands that the Alberta Utilities Commission (AUC) is seeking stakeholder feedback on 
implementing the approval pause for checklist and new power plant applications for wind, solar, and 
other power plants (e.g., geothermal, sustainable biomass), as well as for both new and amended 
applications for hydroelectric power plants and hydro developments. Specifically, the AUC is looking for 
stakeholders to comment on the following options: complete abeyance, partial abeyance, and approval 
hold only. 
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Of these three options, EDI recommends an approval hold only, where the AUC continues to fully 
process new and existing excluded applications throughout the pause period. Renewable energy 
projects have already been delayed in 2023 by a large queue for renewable energy referral reports from 
Alberta Environment and Protected Areas (EPA). EPA timelines are presently extending over 6 months 
from application submission to referral report receipt. A further 6-month delay in AUC application 
submission and processing during the approvals pause will increase regulatory timelines for renewable 
energy projects. In addition, a complete or partial abeyance scenario during the approvals pause is 
expected to further increase regulatory delays as the AUC will be addressing a large backlog of 
applications on March 1, 2024. By allowing new and existing applications to be processed throughout 
the approvals pause, it is expected that some of these timeline delays will be mitigated. 
 
To reduce regulatory uncertainty, EDI also recommends that any updated policy, directives, rules, or 
other requirements that result from the AUC inquiry during the approvals pause become effective for 
any new renewable energy project applications submitted after March 1, 2024. AUC applications 
submitted before March 1, 2024 would still be required to follow the existing process, but should not be 
subject to any regulatory change that may be announced on or before February 29, 2024. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to provide feedback. If you have any questions or require any further 
clarification please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
 
All the best, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C65d63078f3b340146e5a08dba04c168f%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280020881710643%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=rSy%2FVKPPh%2FOUqADAbVs9XrtuJj77rRRlIXwgzYF89%2FY%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023 (1). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW (2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address (3): 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 

 
Dear AUC Members 

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operationswhich address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
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recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear Alberta Utility Commission Members, 
  
 Today I am writing in response to your stakeholder's feedback request. At the 
direction/initiative of the Government of Alberta through an order-in-council: "The Generation 
Approval Pause Regulation", this Moratorium on approvals for Renewable Energy greater than 
1 MW, was introduced.  Please cancel this moratorium, it is unprecedented and does NOT serve 
Albertans. It will threaten thousands of jobs, increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, stifle 
billions of $$ in investments, and slow efforts to combat climate change. We need to continue 
approvals and launch an open, transparent, and meaningful review of these projects. 
  With respect to land reclamation, solar sites will remain viable past the end of life of the 
original panels, this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. The Government of Alberta 
already has reclamation guidelines for Renewable operations.  

https://www.alberta.ca/land-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/


 
  With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for PV. Given 
that Solar Panels will be in operation for well over 25 yrs.  ARMA is already on this matter! 
  With respect to land use concerns, food security,  wetland preservation, and wildlife 
conservation:  Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations. 
I believe you could review and adapt protocols without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the Alberta Utility Commission are unwilling to immediately 
end this moratorium, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing 
excluded applications without any approvals until after the pause period in your 
announcement.  
Respectfully, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
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Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

My 18 year old son is hoping to train as an electrician with a specialization in solar 

installations.  His ability to enter a registered apprenticeship program will be compromised by 

this pause. 

My 15 year old suffers from eco-anxiety over adult inaction in the face of the climate 

crisis.  This development pause was extremely discouraging for him. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  
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Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 

believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, 

will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle 

billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta 

is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 

remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 

significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of 

Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 

Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, 

the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse 

and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed 

today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this 

matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation 

and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar 

Siting Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I 

believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on 

approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded 

applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your 

announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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My name is XXXXXXXXXX and I own a quarter section of land (which has been in our family for nearly 
100 years)in the Northern Valley where Elemental Energy is proposing a wind project. As a stakeholder  I 
know it is necessary that a "complete abeyance" be enacted to properly review the entire regulatory 
application process. I attended what was to be an information session set up by Elemental Energy.  The 
company representatives there could not answer our questions.  After giving my name, phone number , 
email and a list of questions I have heard nothing of the promised answers. I simply cannot understand 
why this process is cloaked in silence and secrecy, when it affects so many families and a huge swath of 
the environment they live in.  
   This province has hundreds of thousands of hectares of land that are void of people, why is money the 
only true  reason a site is picked? 
  My legal representation, Willms & Shier, has explained our rationale, I have attached their email 
 
Thanks for your time 

 

 



 

 

 



 
 

Dear Premier Smith,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident to request that you end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  

I believe the decision to pause renewable projects greater than 1 MW is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. The moratorium is also 

counter to the longstanding legislated market principle of fair, efficient, open, and competitive 

management of Alberta’s electrical utilities.  

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, the Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for over 25 years, ARMA is ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation, and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations. I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without 

a pause on approvals. 

• With respect to grid reliability concerns, we are many years out from any grid reliability 

issues attributable to renewables and there is ample evidence to prove that these issues 

can and will be addressed by increased energy storage capacity. In fact, a significant 

portion of solar farm developments in Alberta already have energy storage capacity 

integrated into their plans. 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

 

FEEDBACK RE: PAUSE ON RENEWABLES APPROVALS 

Dear AUC Members,  
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I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
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I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Re: Restore confidence: minimize renewable energy inquiry impacts  
 
Dear Chief Executive: 
 
The Alberta Utilities Commission should apply as narrow a scope as possible to their pause on approvals 
as they conduct their seven-month inquiry.  
 
Alberta's provincial government announced the inquiry and moratorium on new renewable energy 
development projects on August 3. There had been no prior consultation with affected corporations 
prior to the announcement. The move brought tremendous investment risk and uncertainty to the 
nation-leading renewable energy industry in Alberta.  
 
The AUC asked for feedback from stakeholders on which of three options they should use to implement 
the approval pause. The options range from bad to worse. The AUC is encouraged to take every action 
available to restore some level of investor confidence. This means pausing approvals only. 
 
The other options included: not accepting new applications or continuing with any processing during the 
pause period; or, not accepting new applications and only partially processing existing applications.  
 
In addition, there is worry that the Alberta government will backcast its regulatory reach and apply new 
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rules to existing wind and solar farms. The AUC should make clear from the beginning of the inquiry that 
the policy recommendations resulting from the inquiry will not apply to solar and wind farms that are 
already operating, projects that have received approval, or projects that have already applied to the 
AUC.  
 
In the meantime, the best move is limiting investment risk and damage for the government to remove 
the unnecessary and costly moratorium and utilize existing regulatory processes to address concerns.  
 
The Minister of Affordability and Utilities has stated publicly that only 15 projects — those already in the 
AUC application process — are affected by the approvals pause. This clearly indicates the Minister’s 
intent that only approvals should be paused. 
 
The government has stated clearly and repeatedly that the inquiry, and the associated pause, are meant 
to bring greater certainty for renewable energy investment. This can only be accomplished if the rules 
governing projects are not changed mid-development. 
 
Investors should not have to wait until the end of the inquiry and the subsequent government policy 
development processes to gain certainty and clarity around the projects that they have in-flight. Only 
with immediate, clear statements on the scope of application of forthcoming policy and regulatory 
changes can investor confidence begin to be restored in Alberta’s electricity market and regulatory 
regime. 
 
Quick facts 
 
As of the second quarter of 2023, corporate renewable energy deals in Alberta have supported nearly 
$4.7 billion in new capital investment and provided thousands of jobs (since 2019). 
 
Once all of the projects to be completed in Alberta by the end of 2023 are operating, they will support 
ongoing local economic activity, such as spending for operations and maintenance, including over $10 
million per year in municipal property tax payments and another $10 million in annual lease payments 
to rural landowners. 
 
There are currently 75 solar and 20 wind projects that have been announced or are in the pipeline for 
regulatory approval in Alberta, according to the latest Alberta Electric System Operator long-term 
adequacy quarterly report. These projects could be stalled entirely by this moratorium unless the AUC 
continues to accept applications. 
 
Yours sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.  



 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
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The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 

With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 

With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt protocols 
such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end 
the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy 
projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 
electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and 
will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 
remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 
significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government 
of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations which address this matter. 
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https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C705a3835446a4c2105bd08dba272d854%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282386370329230%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qVAgQ22V1vXzdLFxt8gT4m3AS5RZNO3P8KdKtXTU0vc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C705a3835446a4c2105bd08dba272d854%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282386370329230%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qVAgQ22V1vXzdLFxt8gT4m3AS5RZNO3P8KdKtXTU0vc%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already 
piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of 
solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA 
is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 
highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 
pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing 
excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period 
(Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder 
feedback request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end 
the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy 
projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 
electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and 
will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will 
remain viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 
significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government 
of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations which address this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C705a3835446a4c2105bd08dba272d854%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282386370329230%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=JpT2NAIQw9cN32WNUWRF1pFfF%2FRdZNSrS88dqIHq%2Fsw%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf9cc24d267a4488a0beb08dba2709e71%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282376817042523%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5gMCal7JJcF1o5pZ90a%2Bv0bgwiq5IWYt%2FNjuwtO17q0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf9cc24d267a4488a0beb08dba2709e71%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282376817042523%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5gMCal7JJcF1o5pZ90a%2Bv0bgwiq5IWYt%2FNjuwtO17q0%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure 

disposal, the Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already 
piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of 
solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA 
is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created 
highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 
pause, I respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing 
excluded applications without issuing any approvals until after the pause period 
(Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members, 
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023. 
I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 
thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, 
and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cf9cc24d267a4488a0beb08dba2709e71%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282376817042523%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=AEumyt%2B1SZkpry9XtQq8pqWacXdRJnHKFvU272XElXI%3D&reserved=0


 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-
recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cee99e5818dff4f320da908dba265
2a50%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282327617945028%7CUnknown%7CT
WFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%
7C%7C%7C&sdata=cAL6LN7E5vUj4VZkYEi6PGwJLY7%2Bp%2Bx0o27w9PAHaso%3D&reserved=0.  I 
believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request. 
 
Regards, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
  am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023.  
As a taxpaying, born and raised Albertan,  
I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is shortsighted, unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase 
electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to 
address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our 
competitive edge.  
 I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: With respect to land 
reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the end of life of the 
original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government 
of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this 
matter. With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead on this matter. With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland 
preservation and wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. 
I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. If the 
Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully request 
that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any approvals 
until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement).  
Thank you for your consideration of my request.  
 
 Sincerely,  

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cee99e5818dff4f320da908dba2652a50%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282327617945028%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cAL6LN7E5vUj4VZkYEi6PGwJLY7%2Bp%2Bx0o27w9PAHaso%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cee99e5818dff4f320da908dba2652a50%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282327617945028%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cAL6LN7E5vUj4VZkYEi6PGwJLY7%2Bp%2Bx0o27w9PAHaso%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cee99e5818dff4f320da908dba2652a50%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282327617945028%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cAL6LN7E5vUj4VZkYEi6PGwJLY7%2Bp%2Bx0o27w9PAHaso%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cee99e5818dff4f320da908dba2652a50%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282327617945028%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cAL6LN7E5vUj4VZkYEi6PGwJLY7%2Bp%2Bx0o27w9PAHaso%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cee99e5818dff4f320da908dba2652a50%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282327617945028%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=cAL6LN7E5vUj4VZkYEi6PGwJLY7%2Bp%2Bx0o27w9PAHaso%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C0e5837947ed045e4beb108dba259ae88%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638282278293234007%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=9o4htFtvsSE5nA7qySNnYTxBbQNal3onLcgPLo4wsjQ%3D&reserved=0


 
Deadline: No later than August, 18, 2023 

All submissions will be publicly available 

Subject Line: Feedback re: Pause on Renewables Approvals 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

1. With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

2. With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 



 
3. With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 

conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4a82bd102ec742c6663408dba19c1cef%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638281464103735009%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hE1SNbsCDrX5hwqO0rW6MqaDroFx1iP%2Fqh%2FcMVJioEQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc5f3bce1df634adb214208dba14d931b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638281126785039034%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Atye%2B%2Byox%2Bz2mcJAxDOT%2F5UAJ4lAQWgUn4BX0toB3pA%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc5f3bce1df634adb214208dba14d931b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638281126785039034%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=mAXRZW2kkue3cXQwmJ9QAXV6IiOfH1%2BXr1uymVPeQdg%3D&reserved=0


 
Sincerely, 

 

Subject Line: Feedback re: Pause on Renewables Approvals 

August 19, 2023 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C48667a2548e943cf435508dba0dfdf1a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280655608089111%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=aaq4pOBajrt4kM2nOnKcDHVdwl8IaLgz2K2o3WfmioQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C48667a2548e943cf435508dba0dfdf1a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280655608089111%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uY0B4%2FwBtBAjoVSFASbqJhsC2rZ09cJIwFeApv342zc%3D&reserved=0


 
Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC members and Alberta Government officials. 

 

Please find attached my response to the announced pause on renewable energy approvals 

in Alberta. 

 

I know that my letter comes after the deadline of August 18th 2023, but I hope you still will 

and can consider my letter. 

 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb30a2fb1977848f9825c08dba0daf704%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280634529544166%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=hYXOSMsiCdM8D%2FExktMCNLWoOj4Wd3pUrj50UAIGwos%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb30a2fb1977848f9825c08dba0daf704%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280634529700297%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=jNsPlDywPU9yRJIwpoEbsDqIoJYyEuPmZ8ZAyQs5wTA%3D&reserved=0


 
Please, do the right thing and let ordinary Alberta citizens benefit from renewable energy 

possibilities. 

 

With best regards, 

Dear AUC Members, 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 
request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC keeps the pause for renewable energy 
projects 
greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is 
long 
overdue. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to develop a strategy to 
maintain our 
competitive edge. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

 Evaluate where solar and wind energy can be allowed without large installations of line 
infrastructure. Using existing line capacity and give preferential treatment to projects that 
benefit 
Alberta citizens and Alberta companies. 10,000 x 0.5 MW systems are more reliable and more 
social responsible than 100 x 50 MW systems. 

 With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. 
Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable 
Energy Operations which address this matter. 

 With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

 With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

 What has been left out of all considerations and plannings is the benefit to ordinary Alberta 
citizens. Large solar production capacities exist on normal roof space, waste & non-productive 
land of private properties (acreages) and farming operations. Most of thus locations have 
already 
line connections that could take the produced power with no or minimal requirements for new 
lines. 

 All more then 1MW projects are from non-Alberta or non-Canadian companies and give very 
little or no reward to Alberta and Canadian citizens and they have required new line 
connections 
and infrastructure that every normal power user must pay for. 



 
 Do the right thing and allow more then own-usage production on private properties, waste- 

and 
non-productive lands with a fair pay to any over production. Let the ordinary citizen benefit 
from 
the solar energy. 
Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C714fe175a2c84cb6367b08dba0c17b02%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280525095456662%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GEKUp0VvVs1K%2FP14f0pYZsY4MGkPUoJi8q0aFlkL%2BYs%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C714fe175a2c84cb6367b08dba0c17b02%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280525095456662%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8RKOBGti2bDJuuQecpRgtHT0JYM%2BneoA6Kq%2FTbYJbc8%3D&reserved=0


 

 

Dear AUC Members,  
 
A am writing as a concerned Albertan in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 
20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for 
renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of 
greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all 
ratepayers, and will stifle tens of billions of dollars in investment. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 
Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 
 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 
 
With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well past the 
end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, 
The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which 
address this matter. 
 
With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. Given that 
the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out 
ahead on this matter. 
 
With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/.  
 
I believe you could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
 
I am disappointed that all the options were for some amount of pause because it really isn't needed. 
However, if the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without 
issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4fd81cfd737b416d508608dba083ef2e%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280260740573689%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=dkZS0HH3oiq9zuCShzs%2B%2Bh45D2fDmUgQVoX4CMMhRCg%3D&reserved=0


 
decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,  

 

Dear Alberta Utility members   
 
Please…. Let’s do something good today for Alberta that we can be proud aboutl.  Let’s do it for our 
environment, for Alberta consumers, for the flourishing of innovative business and for their thousands 
of workers .  Let’s not follow the lemmings in the UCP off the cliff on this one.  
 
Please Stop this moratorium on wind and solar projects.  

I am writing as a very concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I add my name to those who respectfully request that the 

AUC end the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects 

greater than 1MW.  

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4f6365e777974e1a5b1e08dba07c4eb5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280227984903656%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=CvQoKLSyMW1wreYd5XBJVG8jjnMwSpw8sJ56bRSrJRc%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C4f6365e777974e1a5b1e08dba07c4eb5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280227984903656%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=27aOLXv6ymT2gnRg4NFGdIrdQEHX9Wr96sGE7Rd6T5w%3D&reserved=0


 
I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge, not devastate it.  

I understand that you have concerns you are seeking to address; 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals 

 

Thank you for asking for feedback.  Please now act.  
 

Sincerely,  

 

August 18, 2023 
Dear Alberta Utility Commission Members, 

In response to your stakeholder feedback request dated August 3, 2023 I request that the 
AUC cancel the moratorium on approvals for renewable 
energy projects greater than 1 MW. 
 
I am a member of the Edmonton Chapter of the Council of Canadians. We have been 
working on environmental issues for many years and are very concerned about the danger 
of the climate crisis. 
The Alberta Environmental Network is a nonprofit society that has been in operation since 
1987.  
The decision to halt approvals for renewable electricity projects of greater than 1 MW is 
unprecedented. This 
action will threaten thousands of jobs, increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, stifle 
billions of dollars in 
investment, and slow efforts to address climate change. Halting approvals does not serve 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccd0f1f79fc014a6eae7908dba07a0808%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280218219794926%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=pkdjyq0IqatO12h%2FLdTXPIGaJ16%2Bm4NEtf3WTenIZ3Y%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Ccd0f1f79fc014a6eae7908dba07a0808%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280218219951118%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ecSDSpgS7%2B90c9NF8x5%2BIXwOOn8opPjA2fP0QASk%2F8w%3D&reserved=0


 
Albertans. Rather, 
we need to continue approvals and launch an open, transparent and meaningful review of 
these projects. 
I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address 
 
● With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 
well past the end 
of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. 
Additionally, The 
Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations which 
address this matter. 
● With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling 
Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for solar PV. 
Given that the 
majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is 
really out ahead 
on this matter. 
● With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, 
Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations. I believe 
you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the 
moratorium, we respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without 
issuing any approvals 
until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Finally, as well as contributing to economic diversification, thes projects help us 
decarbonize our electricical system, thus helping combat climate change  
 
Sincerely 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 



 
investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2240f59cd5c34b36d18c08dba072c25c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280186978394258%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ATxSlCJkSuzRHsCPjRY4JJu%2FJ%2Bb4bJIx6hBHPaq1fYY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C2240f59cd5c34b36d18c08dba072c25c%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280186978394258%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Fnt9Fg74Z2cb1U%2FSbj%2F1zRZZh9Vc7BZ2EcGUINbVTOk%3D&reserved=0


 
reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Please see attached feedback letter.  

 
 We write in response to the AUC seeking stakeholder feedback on implementing the approval pause as 
required by the Regulation.  
Solar Krafte, with a singular focus on grid parity solar power generation, is a leading developer of utility-
scale solar farms in Alberta. To date, we have developed the following solar farms in Alberta that are 
either operational or under construction:  
• • 74.9 MW Prairie Sunlight I Solar Project (operational);  

• • 24.5 MW Prairie Sunlight II Solar Project (operational);  

• • 22 MW Prairie Sunlight III Solar Project (operational);  

• • 40.5 MW Strathmore Solar Farm (operational);  

• • 41.4 MW Wrentham Solar Project (operational); and  

• • 29.5 MW Spring Coulee Solar Project (under construction).  
 
Solar Krafte, a 100% Canadian owned corporation, partners with world leading owners of renewable 
generation and we were directly responsible for global generation fleet owners RWE and Brookfield 
Renewables’ entry into the Alberta market. We were also directly responsible for Alberta’s largest 
generation fleet owner, Capital Power, entering the solar generation market in Alberta.  
The idea that solar is a new and mysterious technology, that needs to be stopped, so that it can be 
studied, is ridiculous. Solar Krafte met with AESO planners, and other key Alberta stakeholders, over 5 
years ago, and explained transparently exactly what to expect with the inevitable energy transition. This 
transition was inevitable, simply because the levelized cost of solar generated electricity was quickly 
becoming lower than the cost of thermal generation. This was a global commercial phenomenon, and as 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cbddfdf1c0da34b5ceba508dba06f8f0a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280173231654436%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=6zEKMfvlz4zRMCyVeb8JvG%2FuNAll5JjHXcWn3K5Ej2s%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cbddfdf1c0da34b5ceba508dba06f8f0a%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280173231654436%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=qw%2FLeJdhul0sliGHUEorUUGgBteSWSsYoCoA4zW5T7Q%3D&reserved=0


 
a 100% Canadian company, we had participated in other advanced markets for a decade before coming 
home to Alberta. By harvesting sunshine, this new, better technology was simply replacing the old. The 
question of: "Would you pay more for electricity, just so that you can burn chunks of our planet?" had 
only one, obvious answer. No one can credibly claim that they could not see this transition coming, or 
that there are uncertainties around solar with so many 1000s of solar farms operating for decades 
globally now. This is a terrible, global embarrassment for Alberta. The least that the AUC, and other 
stakeholders can do now is to mitigate the damage to Alberta's economy, and reputation. 
Solar Krafte is clearly disappointed in the approval pause, as we have additional utility-scale solar farm 
projects under development, with new, leading international partners evaluating first investments into 
the Alberta market. With one of these projects, our 450-megawatt Rainier project, we are on the eve of 
submitting our power plant approval and substation permit and license applications. To ready this 
project for submission, it has taken significant investment, in terms of time and capital. Notwithstanding 
the approval pause, our intention is to submit the applications this month. Accordingly, we request that 
the AUC adopt the approval hold only approach to mitigate any harm the approval pause may cause the 
project.  
Respectfully, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C63d19a2e44084d0012d708dba06c95f5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280160467389040%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=2w9bsEru82gB2ZcbdYRQ6tyFtwMZGXuEacglmYJd85Y%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C63d19a2e44084d0012d708dba06c95f5%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280160467389040%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=0wRj7aSPmLXIY3%2F0ofV9avnw48O%2FkeFks43%2FSM%2BDb9o%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

END THE PAUSE ON RENEWABLES APPROVALS IN ALBERTA 
NOW 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C37a5f00528c04036653308dba06c2e33%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280158718160386%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=sr0yLZYOWIvoSSsxm6KQxNvfVtMHkmuJfqyV4YniyoQ%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C37a5f00528c04036653308dba06c2e33%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280158718316595%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=0Axg%2BTW4%2BdcBkF4fj6slL8ftlc3x6%2FYnA6sLv6peN%2B8%3D&reserved=0


 
Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

Personally I have listened to several interviews on this topic, and in one interview with Energy 

Economist Dr Andrew Leach, he explained that increases in electrical costs have happened to 

occur at the same time that there has been a big increase in renewable energy in the province, but 

that the correlation has been coincidental, and renewable energy increases have NOT caused 

price increases to consumers.  I can verify this for as a consumer of electricity, I have opted to 

purchase 50% of my power from renewable sources for the past year and a half.  This has been 

completely affordable for me, and I get by on a lower middle class income.  I believe that 

increasing the amount of renewable energy produced in Alberta can only help keep costs down, 

as more energy will be in the market.  The emphasis should rather be on building out 

transmission lines to connect AB, SK and BC so we can export or import energy as needed and 

increase our energy resilience.  I am also deeply concerned about the escalating climate crisis; 

my cousin was evacuated a couple of days ago from her home in Yellowknife.  The fires we are 

seeing now are unlike anything we have experienced in the past.  We must expedite our 

transition towards renewables with all haste, as scientists are now calling for a drastic decrease in 

carbon emissions by 2030 to stave off catastrophic effects from climate change.  I am extremely 

worried about our future.   

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C91f302ec166b48b841bd08dba06ac014%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280152578036848%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Ddw0y3AWBS2RYX%2BgytzTbZvm8Sh8rVVUZc%2FgFznNFdY%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely,

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW.   This summer has 

clearly highlighted the climate change issue  and I firmly  believe that the decision to pause 

renewable projects, projects that reduce our impact on the environment, makes no sense as they 

will slow efforts to address climate change.  Further, I understand that this decision to pause 

renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will 

increase electricity costs for all ratepayers and will stifle billions of dollars in investment, . 

Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C91f302ec166b48b841bd08dba06ac014%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280152578036848%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=7XJ9FZmqrTzz%2Bcum%2FFIO0PtJHl8FtVA7QTN9vTUv2mI%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb59617c5474f49a3fdaf08dba06a7a56%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280151416214276%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=H%2FB0prMY3afuPvMOmRnPTmBuzrTRVSL%2FyjUfc%2FWaUig%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cb59617c5474f49a3fdaf08dba06a7a56%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280151416214276%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Tparp3OVZa4TAUKwtlU4C0yP1b8H%2BLlqU3JB6T1StGc%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

To whom it may concern. 
As a concerned Albertan resident and in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 3, 
2023, I would like to add my voice to those who are calling for a removal of the pause on renewables 
approvals. I am concerned that this pause will delay and likely deter many large-scale renewable 
investments in our province. As the energy power house of Canada we need to push forward with 
renewable deployments or risk being left behind as other provinces and even countries move forward 
with this technology. 
Also the way this pause was enacted is very disappointing and concerning. From my current 
understanding the pause was directed by the Alberta Government without any consultation with the 
renewable industry or the public. I am concerned that this kind of action, taken in such isolation, will 
send a signal to the global renewable industry that Alberta is not open for business and is not interested 
in an investments in renewables. This kind of message will put our future as an energy leader at risk. 
I understand the pause is being implemented at the direction of the Government of Alberta and I urge 
the AUC to push back on this pause and do everything in its power to convince the Government to end 
this pause immediately. Should this fail, I would request the AUC to adopt the Approvals Only Hold 
option for the required approvals pause as this will hopefully allow industry and investors to continue to 
plan and move forward on renewables investments while meeting the Governments requirements of 
pausing approvals. 
Thank you. 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.www.auc.ab.ca%2Fprd-wp-uploads%2FNews%2F2023%2F2023-08-03-Announcement.pdf&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc67fc9adbbd14e089cf608dba06862bf%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280142436893351%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FAuKTrmRJo3QFxCLi8M%2Fh7g8uqflEknnWQn2XEvJy9s%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fmedia.www.auc.ab.ca%2Fprd-wp-uploads%2FNews%2F2023%2F2023-08-03-Announcement.pdf&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc67fc9adbbd14e089cf608dba06862bf%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280142436893351%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=FAuKTrmRJo3QFxCLi8M%2Fh7g8uqflEknnWQn2XEvJy9s%3D&reserved=0


 
• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am reaching out to you today in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated August 
3, 20231. I am an Alberta resident, born and raised and I respectfully request that the AUC end 
the pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater 
than 1MW. The decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary. It 
will threaten thousands of jobs, increase electricity costs, stifle investments, and slow necessary 
efforts to mitigate climate change. Alberta has incredible solar resources, and we need to act 
on this advantage. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, solar sites will remain viable past the 
original panels’ end of life, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation needs. The 
Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy 
Operations that address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 
Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is piloting reuse and recycle programs 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdeef22ed5a1e41a110ac08dba0683338%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280141623133755%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=mvHkPnxRKVZvcepWWZ9mIr7oBU%2FWEWA3VdMrJ5Ory4M%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cdeef22ed5a1e41a110ac08dba0683338%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280141623133755%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=WiuVahYNWr6po2V5RLHLRDEVxtubvk57%2FgbbPmHtDAY%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C79e24be438044e2ea33108dba06810ac%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280141052454543%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2FK6l76fISP4NgQp5vColT8Z2V0VR08PjsI3mOOlJOlE%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C79e24be438044e2ea33108dba06810ac%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280141052454543%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2FK6l76fISP4NgQp5vColT8Z2V0VR08PjsI3mOOlJOlE%3D&reserved=0


 
for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation 
for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 
wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 
could review and adopt protocols such as these without pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 
respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 
without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for taking the time to read and consider my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 

August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 

approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 

projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 

costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate 

change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C79e24be438044e2ea33108dba06810ac%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280141052454543%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ZMoaBCI6p%2F9I9JorNqFVfcXQS0MK5XzW50qUU1SszOg%3D&reserved=0
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 

request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 

approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

This pause is already demonstrating to the global community that Alberta can not be depended upon to be 

an active ally in the energy transition necessary to help my kids have a more hopeful future.  Ideological 

politics can not be allowed to further undermine our planet's future.  Please do everything within your 

power to reverse this moratorium and make us proud of Alberta's contribution to making a more hopeful 

tomorrow.   

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C190f51e00d73426f6a7808dba066b070%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280135145231975%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=w4JE5hkxrLQwX3zm0v0ajruk3%2BqV844OOd8niT77KbQ%3D&reserved=0
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 

1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, 

will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions 

of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce 

land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 
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decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

August 18, 2023 
 
Dear AUC Members,  
 
I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 2023(1). I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW(2) is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 
I understand that you have several concerns you are seeking to address(3): 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
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needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations that address this matter. 

• With respect to end-of-life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation, and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 
Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could 
review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 
Thank you for considering my request.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Hello, 
 
Attached please find a letter from Northland Power commenting on the preferred option. 
 
Regards, 
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 Re: AUC to launch inquiry, implement pause on approvals for new renewable electricity 

generation  

Northland Power Inc. is a global developer, owner and operator of clean and green power 

infrastructure. Our facilities produce electricity from clean-burning natural gas and renewable 

resources such as wind, and solar. We have a long track record of 35 years in business, 

established in 1987, we are one of Canada's first independent power producers. Northland owns 

or has an economic interest in 3 GW of operating capacity and a significant inventory of 

development opportunities encompassing approximately 20 GW of potential capacity, including 

one of the largest renewable development portfolios in Alberta.  

Alberta’s open electricity market has become a global leader in renewable and storage 

investment  

that benefits our economy and provides affordable electricity to Albertans. To remain an 

investment leader, the province should minimize project uncertainty while addressing the issues 

raised by the Inquiry. To do so, Northland believes that the “Approval hold only” option 

presented by the Commission is the most efficient alternative for renewable generation projects 

affected by the 7-month pause. Specifically, Northland supports the alternative wherein the 

Commission continues to fully process applications without issuing approvals until after the 

pause period.  

Northland will work proactively with stakeholders and the Commission to respond to the five 

considerations that the AUC will review during the Inquiry.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, dated 
August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately recommence 
approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable 
projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity 
costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address 
climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive 
edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable well 
past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land reclamation 
needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has reclamation Guidelines for 
Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the Alberta 
Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle programs for 
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solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in operation for well over 
25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and wildlife 
conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting Recommendations: 
https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you could review and adopt 
protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I respectfully 
request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications without issuing any 
approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Calgary, Alberta resident in response to your stakeholder feedback 

request, dated August 3, 2023. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and 

immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I 

believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is shortsighted, will 

threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of 

dollars in investment and discredit Alberta as a reasonable jurisdiction to invest, and will lead to 

further acceleration of climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of Canada, and we need 

to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• The land reclamation concerns are a non-concern, especially Alberta is happy to 

approve coal mines, strip mining, mass forestry, pipelines, and oil wells. Solar 

sites  remain viable during and well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will 

significantly reduce land reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta 

already has reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address 

this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• I only share the AUC's concerns with respect to land use. Prime farmland which is not 

dependent on high levels of irrigation should not be use for solar projects, nor should 

any land currently holding a pristine ecosystem. There is a massive body of land within 

the province that is suitable for solar. Solar Alberta has created an excellent set of siting 

recommendations that could be adopted immediately: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-

recommendations/.  
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain 

viable well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta was on course to become a 

renewable energy leader in Canada, and we should be trying to maintain this position not 

undermining it. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 
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recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

This pause is already demonstrating to the global community that Alberta can not be depended 

upon to be an active ally in the energy transition necessary to help my kids have a more hopeful 

future.  Ideological politics can not be allowed to further undermine our planet's future.  Please 

do everything within your power to reverse this moratorium and make us proud of Alberta's 

contribution to making a more hopeful tomorrow.   

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident.  I respectfully request that the AUC end the 

pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 

1MW.    I believe the decision to halt renewable projects has been hastily made, without 
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consultation with industry, and will put jobs in peril at a time when many Albertans are 

struggling financially. 

Concerns regarding renewal energy projects need to be addressed in consultation with industry, so that 

this valuable sector of our economy can continue to thrive. 

 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1MW. I believe the 

decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C474a865de0d849a7312408dba054da6b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280058538228199%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=N7IDm7dwcv6YRFP%2Fb%2BIKJ2P%2FWfdRd%2FqEB9VXwHHz8v0%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsolaralberta.ca%2Fsolar-siting-recommendations%2F&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7C474a865de0d849a7312408dba054da6b%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280058538228199%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=NwuAFaJoDJIsXZyhUdltD3A10yvTQjVF62%2BxQlXRcdE%3D&reserved=0


 
If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident in response to your stakeholder feedback request, 

dated August 3, 20231. I respectfully request that the AUC end the pause and immediately 

recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 1 megaWatt. I believe 

the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW2 is unnecessary, will threaten 

thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions of dollars in 

investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar powerhouse of 

Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address3: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement). 

Thank you for considering my request.  

Sincerely, 
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To whom it may concern.   
 
I am seriously disappointed on the decision to halt approvals for renewable energy projects over the 
next six months.   
 
As an Albertan I think we have an opportunity to improve the carbon footprint of our electrical grid, 
producing a more stable, environmentally friendly source of electricity.  With the 6 month hold we are 
risking future investment and the employment of the individual workers who have staked their careers 
on solar and wind energy. 
 
In an time marked by inflation, one measure that can help is the reduction of cost per kwh of electricity 
produced,  the cost of natural gas and coal cannot compete with the cost of photovoltaic electricity or 
wind turbine electricity.  This creates a risk of an uncompetitive market that scares away investment in 
our province while making life more expensive for everyday Albertans like myself. 
 
I plead with you to withdraw the moratorium on renewable energy projects. 

 

Dear AUC Members,  

I am writing as a concerned Albertan resident. I respectfully request that the AUC end the 

pause and immediately recommence approvals for renewable energy projects greater than 

1MW. I believe the decision to pause renewable projects of greater than 1MW is unnecessary, 

will threaten thousands of jobs, will increase electricity costs for all ratepayers, will stifle billions 

of dollars in investment, and will slow efforts to address climate change. Alberta is the solar 

powerhouse of Canada, and we need to maintain our competitive edge. 

I understand that you have a number of concerns you are seeking to address: 

• With respect to land reclamation concerns, please note that solar sites will remain viable 

well past the end of life of the original panels, and this will significantly reduce land 

reclamation needs. Additionally, The Government of Alberta already has 

reclamation Guidelines for Renewable Energy Operations which address this matter. 

• With respect to end of life concerns for renewable energy infrastructure disposal, the 

Alberta Recycling Management Authority (ARMA) is already piloting reuse and recycle 

programs for solar PV. Given that the majority of solar being installed today will be in 

operation for well over 25 years, ARMA is really out ahead on this matter. 

• With respect to land use concerns, such as food security, wetland preservation and 

wildlife conservation, Solar Alberta has already created highly relevant Solar Siting 

Recommendations: https://solaralberta.ca/solar-siting-recommendations/. I believe you 

could review and adopt protocols such as these without a pause on approvals. 

https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.alberta.ca%2Fland-conservation-and-reclamation-guidelines-for-renewable-energy-operations.aspx&data=05%7C01%7CInquiries%40auc.ab.ca%7Cc6025dcf90974c6ee81208dba052b7ea%7Ce3ee1f8a1fff41c5a45ac32798e765eb%7C1%7C0%7C638280049359414916%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ygna22iFvJSOTHc154oWHfTKTIuIBx2BgQgaI06yr2o%3D&reserved=0
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If the Government of Alberta and the AUC are unwilling to immediately end the pause, I 

respectfully request that you continue to fully process new and existing excluded applications 

without issuing any approvals until after the pause period (Option 3 in your announcement).  

Thank you for considering my request.  

 

 


